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Abstract!!!The!Chlamydomonas+reinhardtii! chloroplast! represents! an! attractive!platform! for!therapeutic! protein! production,! not! least! because! of! the! availability! of! routine!techniques!for!foreign!gene!expression,!the!low!cost!of!cultivation,!and!the!lack!of!endotoxins!or!potentially! infectious!agents! in! the!algal!host.!As!an!application!of!these! techniques,! the! primary! focus! of! this! thesis! has! been! the! expression! of!bacteriophage! endolysins! in! the! C.+ reinhardtii! chloroplast.! Endolysins! hold! great!promise! as! antibacterials! since! they! can! bring! about! the! lysis! of! a! particular!bacterial! pathogen! without! affecting! the! body’s! natural! flora,! do! not! result! in!acquired!resistance!in!the!pathogen,!and!can!kill!pathogens!that!colonize!mucosal!surfaces!and!biofilms.!!The! expression! of! the! lysin! cpl31! specific! to! the! major! human! pathogen!
Streptococcus+pneumoniae!has!been!confirmed!in!the!C.+reinhardtii!chloroplast.!The!enzyme! has! subsequently! been! purified,! and! its! lytic! activity! against! culture!collection! and! clinical! strains! of! S.+pneumoniae! has! been! demonstrated,! both! for!crude!and!enriched!extracts.!!Two! further! endolysins,! gp20! (specific! to! Propionibacterium+ acnes,! strongly!associated!with!clinical!acne!vulgaris)!and!lys16!(specific!to!Staphylococcus+aureus,!a!common!hospital!acquired!infection),!have!failed!to!express!to!detectable!levels.!This! has! instigated! new! investigations! into! the! various! factors! affecting! foreign!gene! expression! in! the! C.+ reinhardtii! chloroplast.! Research! has! been! conducted!both!in!a!wet!lab!context!(with!the!use!of!modified!leader!sequences,! full!protein!fusions! and!overhauled!gene!design)! and! in+silico! (looking!particularly! at! codon^!and!codon!pair!usage!in!a!wide!panel!of!endogenous!and!recombinant!genes).!!!A! defined! codon! pair! bias! has! been! shown! to! be! present! in! the! C.+ reinhardtii!chloroplast,! the! first! such! bias! to! be! reported! in! any! organelle.! The! codon!preferences! observed! have! been! related! to! a! panel! of! transgenes! that! have!previously! been! introduced! into! the! chloroplast! in! the! Purton! lab,! although! no!correlation!has!been!found!between!codon!pair!usage!and!transgene!expression.!
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Abbreviations!!AMPS!!! ! ammonium!persulphate!!BAC! ! ! bacterial!artificial!chromosome!BHI! ! ! brain!heart!infusion!BSA! ! ! bovine!serum!albumin!CAI!! ! ! codon!adaptation!index!!CBD! ! ! cell!binding!domain!CD! ! ! catalytic!domain!CES! ! ! control!by!epistasis!of!synthesis!ChlA! ! ! chlorophyll!A!ChlB! ! ! chlorophyll!B!DNA!! ! ! deoxyribonucleic!acid!!DNase!! ! deoxyribonuclease!!dNTP!! ! ! 2’deoxynucleoside!5’^triphosphate!!DTT! ! ! dithiothreitol!DW!! ! ! dry!weight!!ECL!! ! ! enhanced!chemiluminescence!!EDTA!! ! ! ethylenediaminetetraacetic!acid!(disodium!salt)!!gDNA!! ! ! genomic!deoxyribonucleic!acid!!hGH! ! ! human!growth!hormone!HSM! ! ! high!salt!minimal!medium!IgG!! ! ! immunoglobulin!G!LB! ! ! luria^bertani!medium!mRNA!! ! messenger!ribonucleic!acid!!NCBI!! ! ! National!Centre!for!Biotechnology!Information!!OD!! ! ! optical!density!!ORF!! ! ! open!reading!frame!!PBS! ! ! phosphate!buffered!saline!PCR!! ! ! polymerase!chain!reaction!!PEG!! ! ! polyethylene!glycol!!PG! ! ! peptidoglycan!PSI! ! ! pounds!per!square!inch!
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5.2.3! Hypothesis!Three!–!Global!transgene!codon!usage!influences!absolute!gene!!! expression! 236!
































1.1.1 The(limitations(of(current(antibiotics(In!recent!years!the!limitations!of!our!antibiotic!arsenal!have!become!increasingly!apparent.! The! most! publicised! (and! arguably! most! important)! issue! is! that! of!antibiotic!resistance!and!the!emergence!of!multidrug!resistant!‘super!bugs’.!There!are,!however,!several!other!factors!that!make!traditional!antibiotics!less!than!ideal,!including! issues! of! low! specificity! for! bacterial! pathogens! and! the! shortage! of!antimicrobial!agents!capable!of!targeting!mucosal!membranes!and!biofilms.!!!With! a! few! exceptions,! traditional! antibiotics! tend! to! be! broad! or! medium!spectrum!in!their!antibacterial!activity;!this!can!be!considered!both!a!success!and!a!failure!of!modern!medicine.!The! issue!of! specificity! is!very!much!a!double^edged!sword.! On! the! one! hand,! broad^spectrum! antibiotics! are! incredibly! versatile!making! them! convenient! in! their! usage! and! cost^effective! in! the! scale! by!which!they!can!be!licensed!and!produced.!On!the!other!hand,!the!disruption!of!the!natural!flora! of! commensal! bacteria! can! leave! patients! open! to! fungal! and! protozoan!infections,! especially! in! those! individuals! with! weakened! immune! systems!(Huppert!et+al.,!1953).!Recently!this!has!become!a!particular!issue!as!disruption!of!the! natural! flora! also! paves! the! way! for! opportunistic! infection! by! antibiotic!resistant!bacteria!(Donskey,!2006).!!!The!lack!of!agents!capable!of!targeting!mucosal!membranes!and!biofilms!is!another!shortcoming! of! conventional! antibiotics.! With! the! exception! of! mupirocin! and!polysporin,! mainstream! antibiotics! are! unable! to! act! on! bacteria! colonizing! the!mucosal! membranes! (Hudson,! 1994).! This! is! significant! as! mucosal! membranes!have!been!shown!to!be!a!common!start!point!for!human!infection,!and!often!act!as!a!reservoir! for!pathogenic!bacteria! (von!Eiff!et+al.,!2001).! In!an!effort! to!curb!the!spread! of! multi^resistant! pathogens! such! as! methicillin! resistant! Staphylococcus+
aureus+ (MRSA),! such! mucosal! membrane! targeting! antibiotics! are! routinely!prescribed! prophylactically! in! hospitals! and! other! high^risk! environments,! with!some! degree! of! success! (Hudson,! 1994;! Perl! et+ al.,! 2002).! Unsurprisingly,! the!emergence!of!resistant!strains! is!already!being!observed,! for!example!the!several!distinct!lines!of!S.+aureus!that!now!exhibit!mupirocin!resistance!(Cookson,!1998).!
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Figure'1.1'–'A'timeline'of'antibiotic'development'over'the'past'70'years'The! various! stages! in! antibiotic! development,! and! the! corresponding! development! of!resistance.! The!majority! of! the! antibiotic! classes! used! today!were! developed! during! the!Golden! age.! The! last! 50! years! have! been! characterised! by! various! less! successful!approaches! to!novel! antibiotic!discovery! culminating! in! the!disenchantment!of! the! large!pharmaceuticals! following! years! of! minimal! return! on! major! investments.! Reproduced!from!(Davies!and!Davies,!2010).!
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Figure' 1.2' +' A' schematic' illustration' of' the' three' major' antibiotic' resistance'
mechanisms'The!main! resistance!mechanisms! are! illustrated! as! seen! for! the! β5lactams:!a1)! reduced!accumulation! via! cell! permeability,! a2)! reduced! accumulation! via! drug! efflux,!
b)!enzymatic! deactivation! (β5lactamase! activity),! and! c)! target! site!modification! (PBP*).!Reproduced!from!(Llarrull!et#al.,!2010).!
Figure'redacted'due'to'copyright*infringement 
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1.1.3 The(re9emergence(of(bacteriophage(therapy(The!‘90s!and!early!’00s!saw!the!rise!of!structural!and!genomic!based!rational!drug!design!and!high!throughput!screens.!Despite!heavy!investment,!significant!returns!were!not!seen!(Payne!et+al.,!2007),!prompting!a!gradual!shift!back!to!the!search!for!novel!antibiotics!from!natural!systems!(Luzhetskyy!et+al.,!2007).!One!such!avenue!which! has! been! re^opened! for! investigation! is! that! of! phage! therapy! (Fischetti,!2001;!Housby! and!Mann,! 2009).! Bacteriophages! (or! simply! ‘phages’)! are! viruses!that! specifically! target! bacteria! and! can! be! considered! the! most! abundant!biological!entities!on!the!planet,!numbering!an!estimated!1031!particles!(O’Flaherty!
et+al.,!2009).!They!are!generally!regarded!as!harmless!to!human!cells!but!are!very!effective!in!killing!bacteria,!and!their!capacity!for!auto^amplification!in+vivo+allows!high!efficacy! from!a!single!dose.! Importantly,! they!show!high!specificity! for! their!target!bacterium!and!thus!do!not!disturb!the!natural!bacterial!flora.!In!addition!the!co^evolved! nature! of! a! bacterium! and! its! corresponding! phage! imply! low!occurrence!of!resistance!(Kutateladze!and!Adamia,!2010).!!!Bacteriophage! particles! were! discovered! by! Felix! d’Herelle! in! 1917,! and!investigations!into!their!potential!as!therapeutic!agents!were!instigated!as!early!as!1919!(Housby!and!Mann,!2009).!Phage!therapy!became!popular!in!the!1930s,!but!despite! some! success,! efficacy!was! far! from! reliable.! This!was! commented! on! in!1934!in!a!report!by!the!American!Medical!Association’s!Council!on!Pharmacy!and!Chemistry! where! the! case! was! made! that! the! present! understanding! of! phage!particles!was! severely! limited! (Eaton! and!Bayne^Jones,! 1934).! Looking! back! this!was!indeed!the!case;!one!preparation!of!phage!particles!listed!phenol!as!one!of!its!‘preservatives’,!which!would!have!almost!certainly!deactivated!any!phage!present!(Housby!and!Mann,!2009).!Interest!in!phage!therapy!in!the!Western!world!rapidly!waned!with!the!rise!of!antibiotics!and!such!treatments!were!rarely!seen!after!the!late! 1940s.! Phage! therapy!did! however! continue! behind! the! Iron!Curtain,! and! is!still!in!use!in!several!former!Soviet!block!countries.!An!example!of!such!continued!use! of! phage! particles! to! treat! infection! can! be! seen! in! the! Eliava! Institute! in!Georgia,!which!was!at!one!point!the!site!of!phage!particle!production!for!the!entire!Soviet!Union!(Kutateladze!and!Adamia,!2010).!The!institute!cites!many!successful!cases! of! treatment! but! as! of! yet! there! have! been! no! large^scale! clinical! trials!showing!sufficient!scientific!rigor!(such!as!randomization!and!double^blind!trials)!
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to!satisfy!Western!authorities!(O’Flaherty!et+al.,!2009).!Despite!this,!several!phage!regimes! have! been! given! FDA! approval! for! use! as! food! preservatives! for! human!consumption,!indicating!that!therapeutic!use!should!not!be!ruled!out!(Housby!and!Mann,! 2009).! There! are,! of! course,! also! disadvantages! associated! with! phage!therapy.! These! include! rapid! inactivation! in! the! spleen,! immune! clearance,!decreased! efficacy! with! repeat! exposure,! and! inherent! problems! related! to!bacterial!endotoxin!contamination!(Fischetti,!2001).!There!are!also!concerns!over!the! rapid! evolution! of! the! virus! particles! in+ vivo! leading! to! unpredictable! new!phenotypes.!The!volatility!of!using!a!complete!biological!entity!as!a!therapeutic!has!led! to! a! reductive! approach! to! the! issue,! with! phage^encoded! peptidoglycan!hydrolases!providing!a!promising!alternative.!!!
1.1.4 Recombinant(bacteriophage(endolysins(as(novel(therapeutics(Characterization!of!the!molecular!mechanisms!of!the!phage!lifecycle!has!revealed!a!family!of!peptidoglycan!hydrolases!known!as!endolysins,!commonly!abbreviated!to!‘lysins’.!These!enzymes!have!the!potential!to!take!the!place!of!whole!phage!particle!based!treatment!of!bacterial!infection!(Fischetti,!2008).!
1.1.4.1 Lysins#in#the#native#phage#lifecycle##Endolysins! are! bacteriophage^derived! enzymes! that! perform! an! essential! role! in!the! release! of! progeny! from! the! bacterial! host! cell! (Figure! 1.3)! (Llarrull! et+ al.,!2010).!They!are!generally!expressed!early!in!the!infection!cycle!and!accumulate!in!the! bacterial! cytoplasm!until! a! genetically! specified! time!when! they! are! allowed!through! the! cytoplasmic! membrane! via! the! oligomerisation! of! pore^forming!proteins!known!as!holins!(Wang!et+al.,!2000;!Ziedaite!et+al.,!2005).!On!exposure!to!the! peptidoglycan! cell! wall,! the! lysins! degrade! the! structure! by! one! of! several!modes! of! action! targeting! either! the! peptide! or! glycan! bonds! (Figure! 1.4),! and!resulting! in!bacterial!cell! lysis!and!release!of!viral!particles! into!the!environment!(Young,! 2000).! Lysins! that! target! Gram^positive! cell! walls! have! been! shown! to!display!incredibly!tight!binding!to!their!substrate!with!nanomolar!affinities!being!observed.! This! is! presumably! to! prevent! the! diffusion! of! lysins! resulting! in! the!destruction! of! nearby! uninfected! cells! that! could! otherwise! serve! as! new! hosts.!Such!high!binding!affinities!are!not!observed!for!Gram^negative!lysins!where!local!cells!are!protected!by!their!outer!membrane!(Loessner!et+al.,!2002).! !
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1.1.4.2 Lysins#as#therapeutics#It! has! been! shown! (Loeffler! et+ al.,! 2001;! Rashel! et+ al.,! 2007)! that! lysins! can! be!synthesised! using! recombinant! platforms,! remain! active! in+vitro! and! in+vivo,! and!are!fully!capable!of!working!exo^lytically!on!Gram!positive!bacteria.!(That!is!to!say,!digesting! the! cell!wall! from! the!outside! as! an! antimicrobial! agent,! as!opposed! to!endo^lytically! as! per! the! native! function;! a! process! referred! to! as! ‘lysis! from!without’! relative! to! ‘lysis! from!within’.)! Lysins!have!been! identified! that! target! a!number! of! Gram^positive! pathogens,! a! selection! of! which! is! listed! in! Table! 1.1.!Potential! uses! for! lysins! extend! past! their! direct! application! as! primary!therapeutics! to! areas! such! as! food! preservation! and! as! a! defence! against! bio^warfare.!!!The! external! nature! of! these! agents! automatically! lends! an! advantage! over!traditional! antibiotics,! which! tend! to! require! cell! internalization! for! activity.! By!never! entering! the! bacterial! cell! many! of! the! common! resistance! mechanisms!discussed!above!are!circumvented:!reduction!of!accumulation!is!obviously!not!an!issue,!and!antibiotic!deactivation!is!generally!effected!within!the!cell!and!thus!extra!cellular! deactivation!would! require! the! efflux! of! large! amounts! of! a! deactivation!mediator! at! high! metabolic! cost.! This! leaves! only! target! site! modification! or!bypass.!The!highly!integrated!life!cycles!of!bacteria!and!phage,!however,!combined!with! the! absolute! necessity! of! a! functional! lysin! for! phage! genetic! material! to!persist,!seem!to!have!resulted!in!lysins!that!target!essential!components!of!the!cell!wall.!The!co^evolutionary!process!has!been!likened!to!a!biological!high!throughput!analysis!of! the!host!bacterium!(Fischetti,!2008),! to! the!extent! that!a!recent!study!has!used!a! ‘lysin! identified’! cell!wall! component! as! a! target! for! a! small!molecule!inhibitor!antibiotic!(Schuch!et+al.,!2013).!
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Table&1.1&–&A&selection&of&lysins&targeting&relevant&bacterial&pathogens&!
Lysin& Phage& Bacterial&target& Catalytic&activity& Mass&(kDa)& Potential&application& Reference&! ! ! ! ! ! !Cpl'1! Cp'1! Streptococcus!
pneumoniae!
Muramidase! 39! Pharmaceutical!therapeutic! (Loeffler!et!al.,!2001)!
! ! ! ! ! ! !LysK! Phage!K! Staphylococcus!
aureus!
Endopeptidase!&!amidase! 54! Pharmaceutical!therapeutic! (O’Flaherty!et!al.,!2005)!! ! ! ! ! ! !CD27L! ΦCD27! Clostridium!
difficile!
Amidase! 32! Pharmaceutical!therapeutic! (Mayer!et!al.,!2008)!
! ! ! ! ! ! !PlyPSA!! PSA! Listeria!
monocytogenes!!
Amidase! 35.3! Food!preservation/!surface!decontamination! (Zimmer!et!al.,!2003)!! ! ! ! ! ! !PlyL! λ!prophage!!Ba02! Bacillus!!anthracis!! Amidase! 26.4! Bio'warfare!defence! (Low!et!al.,!2005)!!
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To! date,! no! native! endolysin! resistance! has! been! reported.! Direct! attempts! to!generate!resistant!cell! lines!using! low!dose! lysins!on!both!solid!and! liquid!media!have! failed! to! give! resistance! even! after! 40+! cycles! (Loeffler! et# al.,! 2001).! This!should! not! of! course! be! interpreted! as! evidence! that! resistance! is! not! possible.!Clearly! any! such! parasite:host! coGevolution! will! result! in! developments! on! both!sides! of! the! metaphorical! divide,! and! bacteria! have! indeed! evolved! numerous!antiviral! strategies! (Labrie!et#al.,!2010).! It! is! conceivable!however! that!endolysin!resistance!does!not!currently!feature!in!this!arsenal!simply!because!at!the!point!of!cell!lysis!the!bacterial!host!cell!will!generally!already!be!dead.!Although!there!are!documented! processes! for! utilitarian! defence! at! the! cost! of! the! individual! cell!(known!as!abortive!infection!systems),!these!all!act!before!the!phage!particles!are!completely!assembled.!Additionally,!due!to!the!irreversible!nature!of!binding!seen!in!many!GramGpositive!lysins,!it!is!likely!that!throughout!their!evolutionary!history,!live!bacterial! target!cells!have!very!rarely!come! into!external!contact!with! lysins.!Any! resistance! would! therefore! have! to! be! developed! de# novo,! as! opposed! to!simply!being!acquired!via!horizontal!gene!transfer!from!resistance!already!present!in! the! environment.! This! will! hopefully! extend! the! resistanceGfree! window! of! a!lysin!therapeutic.!!Lysin!target!ranges!are!in!general!very!narrow,!reflecting!the!highly!specific!nature!of! the! host! bacteriophages! for! the! target! bacterium.! Lysin! activity! tends! to! be!restricted! to! a! single! organism,! with!many! showing! species,! serotype,! and! even!strain! specificity! (Fischetti,! 2003).! This! can! be! of! great! benefit! for! clinical!applications! as! pathogenic! organisms! can! be! targeted! without! disruption! of! the!natural! flora.! This! might! also! delay! the! emergence! of! resistant! bacteria,! as! a!selective! pressure!will! only! be! placed! on! the! pathogenic! target,! rather! than! the!entire!bacterial!community.!Furthermore,!lysins!have!been!shown!to!be!active!on!mucosal!membranes,! as! evidenced! by! bacterial! clearance! of! in# vivo! colonisation!models! (Nelson! et# al.,! 2001).! They! have! also! been! shown! to! be! effective! in! the!disruption!and!clearance!of!biofilm!structures!(Sass!and!Bierbaum,!2007).!!The!specific!cell!wall!degrading!properties!of! the! lysins!have!been!shown!to!give!high! degrees! of! synergy! with! conventional! antibiotics! such! as! penicillin! and!gentamicin! (Djurkovic! et# al.,! 2005),! and! also! with! lysins! displaying! different!
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catalytic! modes! of! action.! It! has! been! demonstrated! in# vivo! that! when! used!simultaneously,! the! lysins! CplG1! and! Pal! administered! at! 2.5!µg! each! can! give! a!similar!treatment!outcome!to!200!µg!of!CplG1!or!Pal!as!applied!separately!(Jado!et#
al.,!2003;!Loeffler!and!Fischetti,!2003).!!
1.1.4.3 Issues%with%therapeutic%use%of%lysins%Lysins! can! be! seen! to! address!many! of! the! problems! observed! for! conventional!antibiotics,! such! as! resistance! development,! specificity,! and! activity! on! mucosal!membranes! and! biofilms.! They! do! however! bring! with! them! a! new! set! of!complications.! A! major! constraint! to! the! use! of! lysins! as! therapeutics! is! the!necessity! for! the! peptidoglycan! to! be! accessible.! This! permits! lysis! of! the! GramGpositive! cell! wall! where! the! peptidoglycan! is! directly! accessible! to! the!surroundings;!the!outer!membrane!of!GramGnegative!species!prevents!such!access!and! thus! blocks! antimicrobial! activity.! There! are! isolated! cases!where! lysins! are!shown!to!be!active!on!GramGnegative!strains!due!to!intrinsic!membrane!disrupting!properties! of! the! lysin! concerned,! and! there! is! much! interest! in! recombinantly!reengineered!lysins!with!GramGnegative!activity,!but!at!present!the!therapeutic!use!of! lysins!can!be!seen!to!be!limited!to!GramGpositive!pathogens!(Schmelcher!et#al.,!2012).!!Even!accepting!this!limitation,!many!more!issues!with!lysins!as!therapeutics!can!be!seen! to! stem! from! their! proteinaceous!nature.! Even!human!protein! therapeutics!such! as! humanised! insulin! face! difficulties! relating! to! drug! delivery! and!bioavailability.! With! nonGnative! proteins! there! are! additional! complications!relating! to! rapid! degradation! by! the! patient’s! immune! system,! the! generation! of!deactivating!antibodies,!and!the!risk!of!severe!immunogenic!reactions.!The!latter!is!compounded! by! the! release! of! highly! immunogenic! bacterial! cell! components!during! the! lytic! process.! Bioavailability! is! also! a! concern! due! to! the! size! of! the!molecules!involved.!Oral!delivery!is!not!suitable!due!to!degradation!in!the!stomach!followed! by! issues! involving! traversing! the! gut! epithelium.! Even! with! direct!administration! via! intravenous! or! intraperitoneal! injection,! access! to! the! target!bacteria!can!still!be!a!problem,!notably!in!the!cases!of!intracellular!pathogens!such!as!Chlamydia#ssp.#and!granulomatous!inflammatory!diseases!such!as!tuberculosis.!!
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It! has! been! demonstrated! however,! that! many! of! these! problems! are!surmountable.! Several! in# vivo! studies! have! shown! success! with! intravenous!(Loeffler!et#al.,!2003),!intraperitoneal!(Witzenrath!et#al.,!2009)!and!nasal!(Loeffler!
et#al.,!2001)!administration!of!lysins!in!mice.!The!effective!clearance!of!infection!in!these!cases!despite!immune!degradation!has!been!attributed!to!the!rapid!action!of!the!lysin!on!the!target!bacterium!balancing!the!effect!of!short!serum!halfGlives!(20!minutes!in!the!case!of!the!CplG1!lysin)!(Entenza!et#al.,!2005).!This!is!reinforced!by!the!extremely!fast!action!of!various!lysins!demonstrated!in#vitro,!with!log!death!of!bacterial!specimens!occurring!in!the!first!few!seconds!after!application!(Nelson!et#
al.,!2001).!!!Immunogenic! studies! into! CplG1! from! the! Streptococcus# pneumoniae! phage! Cp1!have!shown!it!to!be!immunogenic,!however!enzyme!activity!was!not!significantly!reduced! by! hyperimmune! rabbit! serum.! Studies! on! mice! exposed! to! CplG1! four!weeks! prior! to! treatment! tested! positive! for! IgG! against! CplG1,! but! treatment!outcome!was!not!significantly!different!to!untreated!mice!(Loeffler!et#al.,!2003).!It!has! been! suggested! that! the! rapid! activity! and! extreme! binding! of! many! lysins!allow! them! to! ‘outGmanoeuvre’! the! immune! system! in# vivo! (Schmelcher! et# al.,!2012).!Further!investigation!has!shown!that!repeated!exposure!of!CplG1!does!not!induce!any!side!effects!indicative!of!a!hypersensitivity!reaction!such!as!anaphylaxis!(Jado!et#al.,!2003).!!!Although! activity! is! observed! in#vivo#even!with! rapid! immune! clearance,! various!attempts!have!been!made!to!reduce!the!immunogenicity!of!lysins,!again!with!CplG1!being! used! as! a! model! system.! Cysteine! specific! PEGylation,! a! proven! immune!masking! tool,! has! shown! to! abolish! antibacterial! activity! for! CplG1! (Resch! et# al.,!2011a);! however,! promising! results! have! come! from! dimerisation! studies! via!introduction!of!CGterminal!cysteine!residues!to!allow!disulphide!bond!formation.!In!the!latter!case,!activity!was!also!boosted!in!addition!to!the!desired!drop!in!plasma!clearance!rates!(Resch!et#al.,!2011b).!Targeting!of! intracellular!bacteria! is!still!an!issue,!however!recent!work!has!suggested!one!solution! to!be! the! fusion!of! lysins!with! cell! penetrating! peptides,! thus! allowing! transduction! into! affected! cells!(Borysowski!and!Gorski,!2010).!
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Figure' 1.5' –' A' general' schematic' showing' the' modular' nature' of' many' Gram;
positive'lysins'(a),'with'the'crystal'structure'of'the'PlyPSA'lysin'(b)'The! cell)binding! domain! is! generally! thought! to! confer! specificity! while! the! catalytic!domain! is! responsible! for! cleavage! of! the! peptidoglycan! cell! wall;! however,! interplay!between!domains!has!been!shown!to!be!important!in!several!cases.!(a)!reproduced!from!(Fischetti,!2008),!(b)!reproduced!from!(Korndörfer!et#al.,!2006).!
Figure'redacted'due'to'copyright*infringement 
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Lysins! that!deviate! from! the!standard! two!domain!structure!are!also! seen.!Many!GramGnegative!lysins!consist!solely!of!a!CD,!having!less!need!for!tight!binding!and!hence!specificity!as!discussed!above.!Other!GramGpositive!lysins!have!multiple!CDs,!although!studies!have!shown!these!not!to!be!equal!in!terms!of!catalytic!activity.!A!selection! of! different! lysin! structures! is! shown! in! Figure! 1.6! reproduced! from!(Schmelcher!et#al.,!2012).!In!recent!years!there!has!been!a!considerable!interest!in!the! mixingGandGmatching! of! domains! to! produce! ‘custom! lysins’,! as! well! as!reductive! studies! investigating! the! minimum! requirements! for! catalytic! activity!(Entenza!et#al.,!2005).!It!has!been!noted!that!in!many!cases!the!CD!domain!shows!significant! homology! to! the! host! bacterium’s! own! autolysin;! however,! there! are!also!cases!where!this! is!not! the!case.!Furthermore!there!are! lysins!where!the!CD!shows!clear!homology!to!peptidoglycan!hydrolases!from!bacteria!or!phage!species!completely!distinct! from!the!host!organism,! forming!natural!chimeric!endolysins.!An! example! is! the! Pal! lysin,! which! has! a! CBD! that! shows! homology! to! other! S.#
pneumoniae!phage!lysins;!however,!it!has!a!CD!that!shows!homology!to!the!lysin!of!the!Lactococcus#lactis#phage!BK5GT!(Sheehan!et#al.,!1997).!!
1.1.4.5 Issues%with%current%production%platforms%As!with!many!proteinGbased!therapies,!the!specificity!and!efficiency!of!the!lysins!is!due! to! their! complexity,! which! in! turn! requires! complex! biological! systems! for!their! production.! Such!production!platforms! generally! result! in! a! far! higher! cost!than!their!small!molecule!counterparts!(Dove,!2002).!The!particular!issue!with!the!production!of!lysins!is!that,!unlike!other!protein!therapeutics!such!as!insulin,!they!are! in! direct! competition!with! small!molecule! equivalents.! Despite! the! potential!advantages!over!the!conventional!antibiotics,!the!cost!of!production!will!be!a!major!hurdle! in! terms!of!bringing!such!a!product! to!market.!Currently!used!production!systems! for! lysins! have! been! almost! exclusively! bacterial,! although! high! level!expression! has! been! reported! in! tobacco! (Oey! et# al.,! 2009a).! Neither! of! these!platforms!is!ideal!for!lysin!production!as!discussed!below.!!! !
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1.2.1 The*rise*of*biologics*In! recent! decades! the! fields! of! molecular! biology! and! biotechnology! have!developed! rapidly,! opening! the! doors! for! an! entirely! new! domain! of!pharmaceuticals! know! as! biologics.! This! new! range! of! therapeutics! are!characterised!by!their!necessity!to!be!produced!in!biological!systems!and!include!enzymes,! hormones,! antibodies! and! vaccines.! They! offer! many! advantages! over!conventional! small! molecule! drugs! such! as! increased! efficacy,! high! specificity!(greatly!reducing!side!effects),!and!the!ability!to!access!targets!simply!not!available!to!other!agents!(Dove,!2002).!!!
1.2.2 Current*expression*platforms*and*their*limitations*With! the!advent!of!recombinant! technologies!came!the!ability! to!produce!human!therapeutic!proteins!such!as! insulin,!erythropoietin,!and!somatropin!by!means!of!transgenic!expression!platforms.!These!were!naturally!a!significant! improvement!over! previous! solutions! (which! included! the! harvesting! of! therapeutic! protein!from! cadavers),! although! they! did! come! with! their! own! limitations.! Bacterial!systems! are! often! unable! to! correctly! fold! complex! eukaryotic! products! and!contain! endotoxins! that! require! strict! removal! from! the! final! product.! Yeast!platforms!are!able! to!carry!out!more!complex!eukaryotic!protein! folding!and!are!free! from! bacterial! toxins,! but! have! issues! with! hyperG! or! inappropriate!glycosylation.!Mammalian!cell!production!systems!such!as!Chinese!Hamster!Ovary!(CHO)! cells! are! expensive,! difficult! to! scale! up,! and! carry! the! danger! of! latent!contamination! with! viral! or! prion! particles! (Rasala! et# al.,! 2010).! Ultimately!however,!it!is!the!cost!of!protein!based!therapies!that!is!seen!as!the!major!obstacle!to!their!widespread!adoption,!with!base!production!accounting!for!up!to!25!%!of!the!final!retail!cost!of!a!therapeutic!(Corchero!et#al.,!2013).!Of!this!25!%,!up!to!80!%!can!be!due! to! the!downstream!processing!of! the!product,!making! this!an!area!of!particular!interest!for!development!(Roque!et#al.,!2004).!!Since! the!production!of! recombinant!human!somatostatin! in!1977!(Itakura!et#al.,!1977),! followed! by! insulin! in! 1979! (Goeddel! et# al.,! 1979),! there! have! been!significant! improvements! in! recombinant! protein! expression! platforms,! ranging!
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from! boosts! in! productivity! and! reduction! of! protein! aggregation,! to! the!development!of!more!humanised!post!translational!modification!systems.!There!is!a! faction! of! the! academic! community! however! who! feel! current! production!platforms!are! reaching! their!physiological! limits,! and! therefore!nonGconventional!platforms!should!be!considered!for!future!investigation!(Corchero!et#al.,!2013).!!
1.2.3 Recombinant*plants*as*an*alternative*platform*The!use!of!plant!cells!for!the!production!of!therapeutic!proteins!addresses!many!of!the! problems! associated! with! conventional! platforms,! and! has! recently! been!gaining!attention!under!the!umbrella!term!of! ‘molecular!farming’.!The!eukaryotic!nature!of!plant!cells!allows!for!complex!product!formation;!they!are!devoid!of!the!endotoxins!seen!in!bacterial!systems,!and!are!readily!scaled!up!to!industrial!scale!dramatically!reducing!costs!(Ma!et#al.,!2005).!Additionally,!they!have!fewer!issues!with!inappropriate!glycosylation!relative!to!yeast!production,!and!do!not!pose!the!danger!of!passing!on!mammalian!pathogens!or!prion!particles.!Recombinant!plant!technologies! have! had! a! slower! start! than! their! microbiological! or! mammalian!counterparts,! but! since! the! production! of! human! serum! albumin! in! tobacco! in!1990! (Sijmons! et# al.,! 1990),! they! have! been! rapidly! gaining! attention! as! a! next!generation!expression!platform.!!As! with! any! system! however,! molecular! farming! is! not! without! its! limitations.!Concern! has! been! raised! as! to! the! release! of! transgenic! material! into! the!environment;! this! is! particularly! true! for! genes! encoding! molecules! displaying!human!bioactivity! owing! to! the! danger! of! recombination!with! food! crops! (Dove,!2002;! Mayfield! et# al.,! 2007).! The! use! of! chloroplast! transformation! has! greatly!reduced! the! risk! of! this! occurring! as! the! chloroplast! genome! is! maternally!inherited!in!most!crop!species,!and!thus!is!generally!not!present!in!pollen.!Despite!this,!paternal! inheritance!of! chloroplasts!has!been!shown! to!occur,! albeit! at!very!low! frequencies! (Wang! et# al.,! 2004).! The! concept! of! open! field! systems! for!therapeutic!protein!expression!has!also!been!met!with!public!opposition!owing!to!the! possibility! of! contamination! acting! in! the! opposite! direction,! with! the!introduction!of!environmental!toxins!and!pathogens!into!the!final!product!(Fischer!
et#al.,!2012).!Aside!from!containment!issues,!higher!plants!have!lengthy!generation!times! for! the! creation! of! recombinant! lines,! and! slow! accumulation! of! biomass!
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C.#reinhardtii#is!a!unicellular!freshwater!microGalga!with!a!diameter!of!~10!µm,!and!a!doubling!time!of!around!eight!hours.!Figure!1.7!shows!a!false!colour!image!of!a!wild! type! C.# reinhardtii! cell,! and! a! schematic! showing! the! major! physiological!features.!It!has!a!single!chloroplast!that!occupies!a!large!portion!of!the!cell!volume!(reports! range! from! 40G80!%),! and! contains! between! 80! and! 100! copies! of! the!plastid! genome.! Crucially! C.# reinhardtii! represents! an! interesting! bridgeGpoint!between! the! plant! and! animal! kingdoms;! it! carries! out! higher! plantGlike!photosynthesis,! yet! is! also! motile! by! virtue! of! its! two! animalGlike! flagella.! As! a!result!of! its! interesting!biology,!genetic! tractability,! and!ease!of! cultivation! it!has!been!used!as!a!model!organism!for!over!50!years.!Research!has!been!conducted!in!many! distinct! fields! including! flagella! assembly! and! function! (Ringo,! 1967),!phototaxis!(Foster!et#al.,!1984;!Nagel!et#al.,!2003),!circadian!rhythms!(Suzuki!and!Johnson,!2001),!and!the!photosynthetic!electron!transport!chain!(Rochaix,!2011).!Although!autotrophic,!C.#reinhardtii#is!capable!(given!a!suitable!carbon!source)!of!growing! heterotrophically! in! the! absence! of! light,! or! even! in! the! event! of! the!disruption!of!its!photosynthetic!machinery!(Harris,!1989).!The!cell!is!encapsulated!in!a!proteinaceous!cell!wall!comprising!of!up!to!seven!discrete! layers!(Roberts!et#
al.,! 1972).! Cell! wall! deficient!mutants! are! viable,! and! several! such!mutants! (e.g.!cw15)! are! commonly! used! in! basic! and! applied! research! (Hyams! and! Davies,!1972).!!!
C.# reinhardtii! reproduction! can! occur! both! sexually! and! asexually.! When! in! the!vegetative!state!cells!are!haploid,!fall!into!one!of!two!genetic!mating!types!(plus!or!minus),! and! reproduce! by! binary! fission.! On! entering! the! sexual! cycle,! (typically!triggered! by! nitrogen! deprivation! or! by! other! abiotic! stress! conditions),! cells!become!sexually!competent!gametes!of!either!plus!or!minus!mating!type!and!fuse!
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with!their!opposite!mating!type.!Fusion!is! initiated!by!the!intertwining!of! flagella!which! triggers! the! release! of! the! cell! wall! via! secretion! of! the! metalloprotease,!autolysin! (Buchanan!et#al.,! 1989;!Kinoshita!et#al.,! 1992).!The!diploid! zygote! then!forms! a! dormant! structure! known! as! a! zygospore! that! is! capable! of! enduring!adverse! environmental! conditions.! On! reGestablishment! of! favourable! growth!conditions,! the! zygospore! germinates,! dividing! by! meiosis! to! form! four! haploid!daughter!cells!–! two!mating!type!plus!and!two!mating!type!minus.!During!sexual!reproduction! the! chloroplast! is! inherited! from! the!mating! type! plus! parent,! the!mitochondria!from!the!mating!type!minus,!and!the!nuclear!genome!is!inherited!in!a!Mendelian!manner!(Harris,!1989).!!In!light!of!the!recent!interest!in!microalgae!as!a!source!of!renewable!energy,!there!has!been!considerable!interest!in!C.#reinhardtii#for!the!production!of!biofuels!in!the!form!of! bioGdiesel! (derived! from! storage! lipids)! and!bioGhydrogen! (derived! from!excess! reducing! equivalents! channelled! to! protons! by! the! enzyme!hydrogenase).!However,!owing!to!the!relatively!low!productivity!in!this!species,!research!has!now!mostly! shifted! to! the! use! of! C.# reinhardtii! as! a! genetic! model! for! other! more!productive! algal! species! (Rupprecht,! 2009).! More! recently! still,! interest! in! bulk!commodities! from! microalgae! has! declined,! and! focus! is! moving! increasingly!towards! utilisation! of! C.# reinhardtii! for! higher! value! products! ranging! from!specialised! ‘designer! fuels’,! to! industrially! relevant! compounds! such! as! the!diterpenoids!(Lohr!et#al.,!2012),!and!therapeutic!proteins!(Mayfield!et#al.,!2007).!!!
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1.3.2 Advantages*of*C.&reinhardtii*over*higher*plants*The! use! of! C.# reinhardtii! as! an! expression! platform! for! therapeutic! proteins! is!fundamentally!very!similar!to!that!of!higher!plants,!although!micro:algal!transgene!expression! is! seen! to! hold! several! key! advantages! over! their! more! complex!cousins.! The! first! of! these! is! time.! As! a! unicellular! organism! that! primarily!reproduces!asexually,!developmental!time!is!greatly!reduced!in!relation!to!that!of!higher!plant!systems.!This!impacts!all! levels!of!production:!initial!transformation,!where! stable! transgenic! cell! lines! can! be! achieved! in! as! little! as! three! weeks;!growth! and! harvesting! of! product! at! a! laboratory! scale,! typically! achieved! in!around! a! week;! and! scaling! up! to! industrial! proportions,! generally! taking! 4:6!weeks!(Manuell!et#al.,!2007).!!!The!second!major!benefit!of!C.#reinhardtii!as!a!platform!is!the!ease!of!containment,!with! cultivation! being! ideally! suited! to! closed! photo:bioreactor! systems! (Figure!1.8).!This!not!only!controls!any!flow!of!contamination!(in!either!direction),!but!also!allows!for!a!far!greater!degree!of!control!over!growth!conditions,!and!thus!in!turn!a!higher!level!of!process!optimisation!than!is!possible!for!open!field!based!systems.!!Finally!there!is!productivity.!As!is!discussed!in!detail!below,!recombinant!protein!yields! in! C.# reinhardtii! are! currently! lower! than! those! seen! in! higher! plants.! C.#










































Table& 1.2& –& The& major& differences& between& higher& plant& and& C.# reinhardtii& based&
transgene&expression&systems&!! Higher&Plants& C.#reinhardtii&& Reference&! ! ! !Generation!of!transformant!lines!!
Months! 324!weeks! (Purton!et#al.,!2013)!
Scale!up!time! Months!2!years! Weeks! (Specht!et#al.,!2010)!!Recombinant!protein!yields!(%TSP)! Up!to!70!%! Up!to!10.5!%! (Oey!et#al.,!2009a;!Surzycki!et#al.,!2009)!!Ease!of!containment! Difficult! Simple! (Mayfield!et#al.,!2007)!!Risk!of!gene!flow!to!the!environment! High! Low! (Potvin!and!Zhang,!2010)!!Photosynthetic!efficiency! 2! ~!3!fold!more!efficient!than!higher!plants! (Rosales2Mendoza!et#al.,!2012)!!
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1.3.3 C.%reinhardtii!as!an!expression!platform!for!therapeutic!proteins!A! range! of! therapeutic! proteins! has! been! successfully! expressed! in! the! C.#
reinhardtii# chloroplast,! a! selection! of! which! is! displayed! in! Table! 1.3.! Product!yields!are!typically!in!the!range!of!0.125!%!of!total!soluble!protein!(TSP)!(Manuell!
et# al.,! 2007)! with! a! maximum! reported! yield! of! 10.5!%! (Surzycki! et# al.,! 2009);!however,! this! has! yet! to! be! independently! verified.! Product! yields! are! currently!much!lower!than!those!seen!in!the!more!established!biologics!platforms,!although!there!is!much!interest!in!addressing!this!as!discussed!below!(section!1.4).!!Despite!low!yields,!expression!of!biologics!in!C.#reinhardtii!already!shows!promise!for!commercial!utilisation!owing!to!the!low!cost!of!algal!cultivation.!It!is!estimated!that!transgenic!algal!biomass!can!be!produced!for!as!little!as!$3/kg.!Even!given!a!modest!value!of!2!%!TSP,!and!a!soluble!protein!content!of!25!%!total!biomass,!this!puts!final!product!production!at!a!cost!of!$0.6/g,!which!is!already!competitive!with!the! currently! established! biologics! platforms! (Rasala! et# al.,! 2010).! The! reduced!cost!associated!with!production!is!in!turn!matched!by!potentially!huge!reductions!in!downstream!processing!costs!relative!to!current!platforms.!As!with!many!higher!plants,!C.#reinhardtii!has!GRAS!(Generally!Recognised!As!Safe)!status,!eliminating!the! need! for! stringent! removal! of! toxic! components! and! possibly! allowing! for!edible!delivery!systems!based!on!crude!cell!extracts!(Gregory!et#al.,!2013;!Mayfield!
et# al.,! 2007).! Given! the! large! proportion! of! total! expenditure! relating! to!downstream!processing,!the!potential!for!such!rudimental!processing!could!have!a!significant!effect!on!the!overall!economic!viability!of!C.#reinhardtii!as!an!expression!platform.!!
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Table&1.3&–&A&selection&of&therapeutic&transgenes&expressed&in&the&C.#reinhardtii&chloroplast&Adapted!from!(Specht!et#al.,!2010)!!
Gene&Expressed& Function& Expression&level& Reference&! ! ! !HSV89lsc! Human!anti9herpes!antibody! Detectable!! (Mayfield!et#al.,!2003)!CTB9!VP1!! Foot!and!mouth!disease!vaccine:adjuvant!fusion! 3!%!TSP! (Sun!et#al.,!2003)!hTRAIL! Human!therapeutic! ~0.67!%!TSP! (Yang!et#al.,!2006)!M9SAA! Bovine!mammary9associated!serum!amyloid! ~5!%! (Manuell!et#al.,!2007)!CSFV9E2! Swine!fever!vaccine! ~2!%!TSP! (He!et#al.,!2007)!hGAD65! Human!therapeutic! ~0.3!%!TSP! (Wang!et#al.,!2008)!VP28! White!spot!syndrome!virus!vaccine! ~10.5!%!TSP!(unverified)! (Surzycki!et#al.,!2009)!CTB9D2! Staphylococcus#aureus!vaccine:adjuvant!fusion! 0.7!%!TSP! (Dreesen!et#al.,!2010)!Proinsulin! Human!hormone! Detectable! (Rasala!et#al.,!2010)!VEGF! Human!vascular!endothelial!growth!factor!! 2!%!TSP! (Rasala!et#al.,!2010)!αCD22PE40! Human!immuno9toxin! ~0.39!0.4!%!TSP! (Tran!et#al.,!2013)!!
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1.3.4 The$C.&reinhardtii$chloroplast$as$a$sub/cellular$expression$compartment$The! single! C.# reinhardtii# chloroplast! has! been! demonstrated! to! be! an! attractive!platform! for! the! expression! of! transgenes,! exhibiting! far! higher! levels! of!recombinant! protein! than! achieved! through! transgene! expression! in! the!nucleus!(Specht!et#al.,!2010).!This! is!believed!to!be!partly!due!to! the!extent!of!polyploidy!seen! in!the!chloroplast!genome!(referred!to!as!the! ‘plastome’)!resulting! in!a!high!copy!number!of! the! transgene,! although! there!are! several!other! factors!acting!at!the!transcriptional!and!postCtranscriptional!level!that!contribute!to!the!high!levels!of! expression.! The! C.# reinhardtii! nuclear! genome! shows! strong! gene! silencing!effects,!especially!when!multiple!copies!of!a!gene!are!integrated!(WuCScharf!et#al.,!2000).! This! is! thought! to! be! a! defence!mechanism!against! lysogenic! viral! attack,!which! explains! why! this! process! is! not! observed! for! the! chloroplast,! which! no!viruses! are! known! to! target.! Another! key! factor! in! recombinant! protein!accumulation!is!the!chloroplast!protease!environment.!The!chloroplast!contains!a!suite! of! prokaryoticCtype! proteases! that!might! be! less! active! on! foreign! proteins!than!those!encountered!in!the!cytoplasm!(Bock,!2001).!The!chloroplast!moreover!allows! for! direct! targeting! of! gene! insertion! into! the! plastome! via! homologous!recombination,! eliminating! many! of! the! difficulties! associated! with! positional!effects!of!randomly!inserted!transgenes!(Purton,!2007).!The!major!features!of!both!nuclear!and!chloroplast!transgene!expression!are!summarised!in!Table!1.4.!!Owing! to! the! endosymbiotic! nature! of! the! chloroplast,! it! is! in! a! unique! position!between!the!proC!and!euCkaryotic!worlds:! it!has!retained!much!of! its!prokaryotic!expression! machinery! such! as! the! 70S! ribosome! and! as! such! shows! good!expression!of!bacterial!genes.!It!also!has!various!eukaryotic!characteristics,!such!as!the!capacity!to!correctly!assemble!complex!eukaryotic!structures!incorporating!diCsulphide! bridges,! such! as! antibodies! (Mayfield! et# al.,! 2003).! This! allows! for!interesting,! slightly! paradoxical! applications,! such! as! the! concept! of! using! the!chloroplast! to! synthesise! antibodyClinked! eukaryotic! toxins! for! targeting!cancerous! cells.! Conventional! systems!would! abhor! such! a! fusion,!with! bacterial!platforms!being!unable!to!fold!the!antibody,!and!eukaryotic!ones!unable!to!tolerate!the!toxin;!however,!the!algal!chloroplast!is!fully!capable!of!such!synthesis!(Tran!et#
al.,!2013).!Furthermore,!as!the!chloroplast!is!primarily!an!anabolic!organelle!and!is!partitioned! from! the! activity! of! the! cytoplasm,! it! can! be! seen! as! relatively!
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metabolically! ‘safe’! allowing! greater! accumulation! of! recombinant! product! than!might!otherwise!be!possible!(Mayfield!et#al.,!2007).!!!!
Table&1.4&*&A&comparison&of&nuclear&and&chloroplast&expression&of&transgenes&!! Nuclear&Expression& Chloroplast&Expression&! ! !Mode!of!insertion! Random! Targeted!(homologous!recombination)!! ! !Copy!number!of!transgene! One!+!(although!multiple!insertions!can!activate!silencing!mechanisms)!
One!per!genome;!~80C100!per!cell!
! ! !Gene!silencing! Transcriptional!and!postCtranscriptional! None!observed!! ! !Positional!effects! Random!insertions!result!in!variable!expression!levels! No!positional!effects!due!to!targeted!insertion!to!neutral!loci!! ! !DNA!packaging! Extensive!chromatin!structures! Basic!packaging!around!bacteriaClike!nucleoids!! ! !Glycosylation! Similar!to!higher!plants! None!observed!! ! !Location!of!primary!product! Cytosol! Chloroplast!! ! !Potential!for!export! Can!be!targeted!to!the!chloroplast,!ER,!or!for!secretion!
None!
! ! !Maximum!reported!expression! 0.25!%!TSP! 10.5!%!TSP!
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1.4.1 Limitations- to-commercial-uptake:- low-product-yields-and-poor- reliability-of-
transgene-expression--As!discussed!above,!C.#reinhardtii! represents!a!highly!promising!platform! for! the!production!of!recombinant!proteins,!not!least!due!to!its!GRAS!status,!ability!to!fold!complex!proteins,!and!capacity!to!store!product!in!the!relatively!metabolically!safe!chloroplast.!Despite! these!and!other!advantages,!C.#reinhardtii!has!yet! to!become!established! as! a! routine! expression! platform! for! therapeutic! (or! indeed! other!commercially! interesting)!proteins.!A!major! contributing! factor! is! one!of! protein!productivity;! transgenic! C.# reinhardtii! does! not! produce! enough! recombinant!protein! relative! to! mature! platforms! for! it! to! be! an! economically! viable! option.!Combined! with! the! added! costs! inherent! in! pioneering! a! nonFstandard!technological! platform,! this! currently! represents! a! major! economic! barrier! to!commercial! adoption! of! C.# reinhardtii! for! recombinant! protein! synthesis.!Considerable!effort!has!been!invested!into!improving!the!expression!of!transgenes!in!C.#reinhardtii,!with!research! focusing!on! the!chloroplast!due! to! its! intrinsically!higher!yields.!!!
1.4.2 Approaches-to-improving-transgene-expression-in-C.#reinhardtii-relative-to-the-




Figure' 1.10' –' Potential' ‘molecular' snags’' in' the' transition' from' DNA' to' RNA' to'
protein.'Once!a!transgene!has!been!stably!transformed!into!an!organism!there!are!still!a!number!of!issues! to!be!overcome!before! recombinant!protein! can!be!detected,! a! selection!of!which!are!illustrated.!
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1.4.3 Promoter-selection-A! common! approach! to! heterologous! protein! expression! is! to! use! highly!expressing!viral!promoters!such!as!the!T7!virus!promoter!in!bacterial!systems!and!the!cauliflower!mosaic!virus!(CMV)!35S!promoter! in!many!higher!plants.!To!date!no! heterologous! promoter! has! been! shown! to! be! active! in! the! C.# reinhardtii!chloroplast! (Purton,! 2007;!Walker!et#al.,! 2005).! Endogenous!promoters!however!have! been! shown! to! be! effective,!with! the! promoters! from! the! highly! expressed!photosynthetic! genes# psbA,! atpA,! and! psaA! all! giving! successful! expression! of!transgenes!in!the!chloroplast!(Purton!et#al.,!2013;!Rasala!et#al.,!2011).!Furthermore!it! has! been! demonstrated! that! endogenous! gene! expression! in! the!C.# reinhardtii!chloroplast!is!primarily!regulated!at!the!postFtranscriptional!level!(Eberhard!et#al.,!2002;! Hosler! et# al.,! 1989)! and! transgenic! transcripts! have! been! shown! to! be! in!excess! (Coragliotti! et# al.,! 2011),! discouraging! further! promoter! optimisation! for!increased!yield.!Though!functional,!use!of!endogenous!promoters!is!not!ideal.!Due!to! the! prolific! homologous! recombination! that! occurs! within! the! chloroplast!genome,! multiple! copies! of! a! promoter! are! likely! to! induce! genomic! instability!(Stern!and!Harris,!2009).!There!is!also!a!shortage!of!effective!inducible!systems!for!controlled!induction!of!transcription!in!the!algal!chloroplast!(Purton!et#al.,!2013).!!
1.4.4 5’-and-3’-untranslated-region-selection-and-optimisation-5’! and! 3’! untranslated! regions! (UTRs)! have! two!main! functions:! to! stabilise! the!mRNA! transcript,! and,! in! the! case! of! the! 5’! UTR,! to! initiate! translation.! For!transgene! expression! in! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! it! has! been! shown! that!variation!of!the!3’!UTR!has!little!effect!on!recombinant!protein!accumulation,!with!the!proviso!that!there!is!a!3’!UTR!present!(Barnes!et#al.,!2005).!5’!UTR!optimisation!has!proven!to!be!considerably!more!complex.!!In!general,!prokaryotic!translation!initiation!is!dependent!on!successful!assembly!of!the!70S!ribosome!translation!initiation!complex!around!the!translation!initiation!region!(TIR)!of!the!5’!UTR!followed!by!the!correct!recognition!of!the!start!codon.!These! two! occurrences! are! governed! by! four! factors:! the! Shine! Dalgarno! (SD)!sequence,!the!start!codon,!the!spacing!between!the!SD!and!the!start!codon,!and!any!up! or! downstream! enhancer! elements! present! (Huang! et# al.,! 2012).! Chloroplast!
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translation! is! essentially! prokaryotic! in! nature,! as! has! been! exploited! in! higher!plant!systems!where!bacterial!5’!UTRs!such!as!gene!10!leader!from!the!T7!phage!have! driven! strong! transgene! expression! (Oey! et#al.,! 2009a).! Such! systems! have!not!been!reported!to!be!active! in! the!C.#reinhardtii! chloroplast!however,!and! it! is!thought! this! is! in! a! large! part! due! to! the! tight! control! over! chloroplast! gene!expression! emanating! from! the! nucleus! (Specht! et# al.,! 2010).! Recently,! such!mechanisms! have! started! to! be! elucidated.! Control! of! translation! initiation! can!broadly!be! split! into! two! functional!moieties:! direct! secondary!mRNA! structures!which!interact!with!the!initiation!complex,!such!as!the!hairpin!repressors!seen!in!the! psbD! 5’! UTR! (Klinkert! et# al.,! 2006),! and! elements! which! recruit! nuclearFencoded!trans!acting!factors,!such!as!the!RB47!translational!activator!binding!site!of!psbA!(Yohn!et#al.,!1998).!Such!trans!acting!factors!can!then!act!in!two!ways:!by!stabilising!the!mRNA,!and/or!directly!aiding!(or!blocking)!ribosome!recruitment.!!!The! two! reports! of! highest! accumulation! of! recombinant! protein! in! the! C.#
reinhardtii!chloroplast!were!both!based!on!expression!using!the!psbA!promoter/!5’!UTR!combination!(Manuell!et#al.,!2007;!Surzycki!et#al.,!2009).!This!is!unsurprising!as!psbA!has!been!shown!to!be!the!most!highly!expressing!endogenous!chloroplast!gene;! its! product,! D1,! is! rapidly! turned! over! due! to! frequent! photoFoxidative!damage!(Weiß!et#al.,!2012).!Interestingly,!these!high!levels!of!recombinant!protein!accumulation!are!only!seen!in!psbA!deficient,!and!thus!nonFphotosynthetic,!strains;!however,!when!psbA!is!reFintroduced!under!the!less!active!psbD!promoter/!5’!UTR!much! of! the! transgene! productivity! seen! in! psbAFdeficient! lines! is! retained!(Manuell!et#al.,!2007).! It!was!subsequently!shown!that!D1!directly!autoFregulates!
psbA#expression! (and!by!extension!downFregulates!any! transgenes!driven!by! the!




Figure' 1.11' –' A' simplified' summary' of' psbA/D1' autoAattenuation' in' regard' to'

























Until!recently!such!investigations!into!enhancer/!repressor!5’!UTR!elements!were!conducted! on! a! qualitative! basis!with! little! comment!made! as! to! the!mechanism!involved!or!how!5’!UTRs! could!be! rationally!designed! to! avoid! such!attenuation.!Research! published! this! year! by! Specht! and! colleagues! has! challenged! this!paradigm! (Specht! and! Mayfield,! 2013).! In! a! highly! ambitious! work! over! 900!variants! of! the! psbD! and! psaA! 5’! UTRs! were! cloned! into! the! C.# reinhardtii!chloroplast! and! analysed! using! a! luciferase! reporter.! These! mutants! were! then!analysed!for!reporter!content!and!split! into!two!groups!of!high!and!medium/low!expressers.! From! baseFbyFbase! analysis! of! percentage!wild! type! conservation! in!the! two! groups! the! authors! were! able! not! only! to! precisely! identify! the! key! cis!acting!elements!in!the!two!5’!UTRs,!but!also!to!verify!their!findings!by!generating!a!synthetic!5’!UTR!which!went!on!to!give!strong!expression!of!a!recombinant!gene.!A!further! finding!was! that!while! they!were!unable! to! find!conservation!of!a! typical!ShineFDalgarno!motif!in!the!F10!region,!SDFlike!sequences!were!found!to!be!heavily!conserved! in! high! expressing! groups! at! F29! and! F51! for! psbD# and# psaA,!respectively.! Such! SD! position! flexibility! has! previously! been! reported! in! other!chloroplast!genomes!(Harris!et#al.,!1994).!!An!area!not!included!in!this!investigation!was!the!effect!of!sequences!downstream!of! the!AUG! translation! start.! Such! regions! can!be!of! importance! for! two! reasons.!Firstly,! in!terms!of!direct!interaction!with!local!sequence,!for!example!the!second!hairpin!loop!seen!in!psbD,!which!forms!between!F4!and!+12!(Klinkert!et#al.,!2006).!Secondly,!in!regard!to!a!region!referred!to!as!the!downstream!box!(DB),!an!area!of!ribosomeFinteracting!bases!ranging!from!+15!to!+26!(Sprengart!et#al.,!1996).!In!E.#
coli! the!DB!has!been! shown! to! interact!with! a! complementary! region!of! the!16S!ribosomal!rRNA!known!as!the!antiFdownstream!box,!ranging!from!1469F1483,!and!has! been! shown! to! actively! regulate! translation! efficiency.! Isolated! cases! have!shown! inclusion! of! a! downstream! box! from! highly! expressing! genes! to! increase!recombinant!chloroplast!expression!(Gray!et#al.,!2011;!Kasai!et#al.,!2003),!however!this! introduces! complications! relating! to!NFterminal! extensions! of! the! protein! of!interest.!
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1.4.5 Translational-elongation-and-codon-optimization-Translation! elongation! relates! to! the! speed! at! which! the! nascent! polypeptide! is!formed!and! is!key! to! the!regulation!of!protein!expression! in! two!ways:! firstly!by!controlling!how!fast!a!protein!is!produced!(in!non!initiation!limited!systems),!and!secondly!by!subtly!controlling! the!rate!of!protein!synthesis! to!assist!with!correct!folding!of!the!peptide.!This!can!be!achieved,!for!example,!by!reducing!speed!and/!or!pausing!elongation!to!allow!the!folding!of!one!domain!before!continuing!to!the!next!(Welch!et#al.,!2009b).!Rates!of!translation!elongation!are!widely!thought!to!be!related! to! the! degree! of! codon! optimisation! of! the! gene! relative! to! the! host!organism! (Plotkin! and!Kudla,! 2011).! The! basic! premise! of! codon! optimisation! is!that!the!redundancy!in!the!genetic!code!allows!for!multiple!codons!to!encode!the!same!amino!acid,!but!different!organisms!have!their!own!preferences!as!to!which!are!actually!used.!These!preferences!are!based!predominantly!on!three!factors:!the!relative!concentrations!of!the!corresponding!tRNAs!available,!the!recharge!rate!of!tRNAs,! and! the! stability! of! the! transient! ribosome:tRNA! complex.! By!matching! a!transgene’s! codon! usage! to! that! of! the! expression! platform! it! is! thought! that!optimal!translation!optimisation!can!be!achieved!(Plotkin!and!Kudla,!2011;!Potvin!and!Zhang,!2010).!!!In! the! wider! academic! community! there! is! a! degree! of! controversy! over! the!importance!of!codon!optimisation!in!recombinant!gene!expression!(Gustafsson!et#
al.,! 2012;! Kudla! et# al.,! 2009;! Welch! et# al.,! 2009a).! Reports! involving! codon!optimisation! of! transgenes! for! C.# reinhardtii! expression,! however,! have!consistently! indicated!positive!results.!Early!work!on! transgene!expression!using!the!gfp!gene!encoding!green!fluorescent!protein!as!a!reporter!showed!significant!increases! in! product! accumulation! for! both! the! nucleus! (5! fold! increase,!(Fuhrmann! et# al.,! 1999))! and! the! chloroplast! (80! fold! increase,! (Franklin! et# al.,!2002)).!Several!other!studies!have!shown!positive!results!for!optimised!transgenes!including!human!antibodies!and!luciferase!(Mayfield!and!Schultz,!2004;!Mayfield!et#
al.,!2003).!A!recent!study!by!Coragliotti!and!colleagues!has!also!demonstrated!that!in!the!case!of!three!transgenes!investigated,!translational!elongation!was!the!major!limiting!factor!in!expression!(Coragliotti!et#al.,!2011),!reinforcing!the!importance!of!correct!codon!usage.!!
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As!well!as!‘good’!codons!being!shown!to!increase!expression,!it!has!been!observed!that! rare! codons! can! prevent! the! expression! of! proteins! in! the! C.# reinhardtii!chloroplast.!The!effect!of!rare!codons!was!investigated!by!Weiβ!and!colleagues!by!creating!specific!rare!codon!mutations!in!a!flexible!loop!region!of!D1!where!it!had!previously! been! shown! that! amino! acid! alterations! were! tolerated.! These!constructs! were! then! used! to! restore! nonFphotosynthetic! mutants! lacking! a!functional!psbA! gene!and! thus!D1!protein.! It!was! found! that! although!many! rare!codon!combinations!were!tolerated,!combinations!of!the!rare!arginine!codons!CGG!and! AGG! were! not,! as! seen! by! a! complete! inability! to! isolate! transformants!containing!these!constructs.!Certain!combinations!of!rare!codons!such!as!triplets!of!the!rare!serine!codon!TCC!were!also!shown!to!be!able!to!cause!ribosome!pausing!(Weiß!et#al.,!2012).!!!An!area!of!translation!elongation!yet!to!be!investigated!for!C.#reinhardtii!is!that!of!codon!pair!optimisation.!It!has!long!been!known!that! in!E.#coli! the!distribution!of!codon!pairs! is! not! as! random!as!would!be! expected! if! only! individual! codon!use!had! a! bias! acting! upon! it! (Gutman! and!Hatfield,! 1989).! Studies! investigating! the!finer! points! of! codon! pairing! have! shown! that! the! ribosome! decodes! preferred!codon!pairs! faster! than! ‘bad’!ones!(Boycheva!et#al.,!2003)!with! the!rationale! that!the!simultaneous!occupation!of!the!A!and!P!site!in!the!ribosome!dictates!that!the!stability!of!the!complex!should!be!determined!by!both!occupying!tRNAs!in!concert!with!the!ribosome.!Although!codon!usage!is!an!established!concept!in!C.#reinhardtii!recombinant!gene!expression,! to! the!author’s!knowledge! codon!pair! effects!have!yet!to!be!investigated.!!
1.4.6 Additional-factors-in-transgene-expression-In!addition!to!the!factors!discussed!above,!several!other!processes!are!thought!to!influence! transgene! expression! in! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast.! Active! areas! of!investigation! include! chloroplast! protease! function! (Adam! et# al.,! 2006)! and!assisted! folding! by! recombinant! chaperones! (C.! Economou,! unpublished! work).!Such! studies! are! hindered! however! by! a! lack! of! knowledge! regarding! the! basic!biology!behind!these!processes!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast.!!
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1.5 Summary,-Aims,-and-Objectives-In!the!course!of!reviewing!the!relevant!literature,! it!has!been!shown!that!there!is!an! urgent! need! for! a! novel! class! of! antibiotics! that! addresses! the! issues! of!resistance!development,!damage!to!the!natural!microbial!flora,!and!ability!to!target!mucosal!membranes! and!biofilms.! The! advantages! of! proteinFbased! therapeutics!have! been! discussed,! and! the! bacteriophage! endolysins! proposed! as! a! possible!solution! to! many! of! the! problems! identified.! The! demand! for! new,! low! cost!expression! platforms! for! biologic! production! has! been! explored,!with! the! use! of!plants!as!protein!factories!revealed!to!show!potential;!however,! the!green!alga!C.#
reinhardtii#is!presented!as!the!most!suitable!platform!on!grounds!of!containment,!rate!of!growth,!and!minimal!requirements!for!cultivation.!Issues!of!low!yields!have!been!considered,!and!current!progress!in!improving!productivity!reviewed.!!!To! address! the! issues! thus! raised! the! following! aims! formed! the! basis! of! the!research!described!in!this!thesis:!! 1. To! express! one! or! more! bacteriophage! lysins! in! the! C.# reinhardtii!chloroplast,! demonstrating! antimicrobial! activity! and!developing!methods!for!their!purification!!2. To! investigate! factors! affecting! expression! of! recombinant! genes! in! the!C.#






During! the! course! of! the! projects! discussed! in! this! thesis! some! protocols! were!optimised! with! parameters! varied.! The! methods! herein! described! are! the!optimised!procedures!and!thus!may!not!be!identical!to!those!used!in!the!following!results!chapters.!Where!possible!such!differences!are!noted!in!the!relevant!results!sections.!!
2.1 Strains,-culture-conditions,-and-quantification-of-cell-density-
2.1.1 Chlamydomonas#reinhardtii#Wild! type! Chlamydomonas# reinhardtii! CCF1021! (mt+)! was! obtained! from! the!Chlamydomonas! Resource! Center! (www.chlamy.org)! and! is! a! backcross! of! two!wildFtype!strains!that!originate!from!the!founder!isolate!137C!(Spreitzer!and!Mets,!1981).!The!recipient! line!bstFsame1#was!created!by!O’Connor!et#al,!by!insertional!knockout! of! psbH! from! strain! CCF1021! (O’Connor! et# al.,! 1998).! The! improved!recipient! line!TN72#was!developed!in!the!Purton! lab!by!Dr!Thanyanun!Ninlayarn!by! insertional! knockout! of! psbH! from! the! cell! wallFless! strain! cw15(mt+)!(unpublished!work).!!!
C.#reinhardtii!strains!were!cultured!in!either!TrisFAcetate!Phosphate!(TAP)!or!High!Salt! Minimal! (HSM)! growth! medium! depending! on! the! application! (Table! 2.1).!Liquid! cultures!were! grown! under! 24! hour! illumination! at! 25! °C!with! 125! rpm!rotary! agitation! and! an! average! light! intensity! of! 25–50! µmol/m2/s! in! an!illuminated! incubator! shaker! (Innova! 4340,! New! Brunswick! Scientific).! Starter!cultures! were! made! by! inoculating! 25! ml! TAP! medium! with! a! large! loopful! of!actively! growing!C.#reinhardtii! and! growing! to!midFlog!phase! (approximately!5! x!106!cells)!at!which!point!the!culture!was!subFcultured!at!a!100Ffold!dilution.!!Growth!on!nutrient!agar!plates!was!on!TAP!medium!supplemented!with!2!%!bacto!agar! (w/v)! at! 25! °C! and! an! average! light! intensity! of! 50! µmol/m2/s.! Long! term!storage!of!strains!was!conducted!on!TAP!medium!supplemented!with!2!%!bactoFagar!in!dim!light!(5!μE/m2/s)!at!18!°C!with!reFstreaking!to!fresh!TAP!plates!every!6–8!weeks.!!
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Cell! density! was! determined! using! a! haemocytometer,! counted! by! eye! at! 400! X!magnification.!Motile!cells!were!first!treated!with!10!μl!tincture!of!iodine!(19.7!mM!iodine!in!95!%!(v/v)!ethanol)!per!1!ml!sample!to!facilitate!immobilisation.!Optical!density!measurements!were!made!at!750!nm!(to!avoid!the!majority!of!chlorophyll!
a!and!b!absorbance),!with!a!path!length!of!1!cm.!The!spectrophotometer!used!in!all!cases!was!a!Unicam!UV/Vis!Spectrometer!UV2.!!!!!!
Table' 2.1' –' TrisAacetate' phosphate' (TAP)' and' high' salt' minimal' (HSM)' growth'
media'recipes'for'C.'reinhardtii.'Adapted'from'(Rochaix'et'al.,'1988)'!
a4!x!Beijerinck!salts:!0.3!M!NH4Cl,!14!mM!CaCl2.2H2O!and!16!mM!MgSO4.7H2O'b1!M!(K)PO4,!pH!7:!1!M!K2HPO4!titrated!to!pH!7.0!with!1M!KH2PO4!'c2!x!PO4!for!HSM:!80!mM!K2HPO4!and!50!mM!KH2!PO4,!adjusted!to!pH!6.9!with!KOH!'dTrace! elements:! 180! Mm! H3BO3,! 77! mM! ZnSO4.7H2O,! 26! mM! MnCl2.4H2O,! 18! mM!FeSO4.7H2O,!7!mM!CoCl2.6!H2O,!6!mM!CuSO4.5H2O,!0.9!mM!(NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O.'!
For'1'litre' TrisAacetate'phosphate'(TAP)' High'salt'minimal'(HSM)'!H2O! !975!ml! !925!ml!Tris! 2.42!g! F!a4!x!Beijerinck!salts! 25!ml! 25!ml!b1!M!(K)PO4,!pH!7! 1!ml! F!c2!x!PO4!for!HSM! F! 50!ml!dTrace!elements! 1!ml! 1!ml!Glacial!acetic!acid! to!pH!7.0!(approximately!1!ml)! F!!!
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2.1.2 Escherichia#coli#All!bacterial!DNA!amplification!and!prokaryotic!protein!expression!was!conducted!using!E.#coli!strain!DH5α,!genotype!FF,!(φ80lacZΔM15),!Δ(lacZYAargF)!U169,!deoR,!
recA1,!endA1,!hsdR17(rkF,!mk+),!supE44,!thiF1,!gyrA96,!relA,!λ!(Hanahan,!1983).!The!strain! was! supplied! by! Clontech! (SaintFGermainFenFLaye,! France).! E.# coli! was!grown! in! LuriaFBertani! (LB)!medium! (Table! 2.3)! supplemented!with! 100!µg/ml!ampicillin!or!kanamycin!when!necessary.!Liquid!cultures!were!grown!overnight!at!37! °C!with! 200! rpm! rotary! agitation! in! a! shaking! incubator! (Innova! 4430,! New!Brunswick! Scientific).! Inoculation! was! from! a! single! colony! using! a! sterile!toothpick.!Colonies!were!grown!on!LB!medium!supplemented!with!2!%!Difco!agar!at! 37! °C! overnight.!E.#coli#strains!were! stored! as! 20!%! (v/v)! glycerol! stocks! at! F80!°C.! For! all! bacterial! cultures,! cell! density!was!measured! by! optical! density! at!600!nm.!!
2.1.3 Streptococcus#pneumoniae#
S.#pneumoniae#strains!were!acquired!from!the!Royal!Free!hospital!and!are!listed!in!Table!2.2.!S.#pneumoniae#was!cultured!overnight!at!35!°C!without!shaking!in!a!6!%!CO2!enriched!atmosphere!generated!using!Oxoid!AGS!CO2Gen!Compact!gas!packs.!Liquid!cultures!were!grown!in!Trypticase!soy!yeast!extract!medium!(TSY)!medium!(Table!2.3).!Inoculation!was!from!a!single!colony!using!a!sterile!toothpick.!Colonies!were!grown!on!Columbia!Blood!Agar!(CBA)!supplied!premade!from!Sigma!under!the! same! conditions! as!described! for! liquid!media! growth.!S.#pneumoniae#strains!were! stored! in! skimmed! milk! tryptone! glycerol! glucose! (STGG)! medium! (Table!2.3)!at!F80!°C.!!
2.1.4 Staphylococcus#aureus#




Serotype' Strain' Identifier'!6A! !ST65! !H08212!0259!6B! ST176! H08052!0052!6C! ST1390! H05252!0075!19A! 16NP3! FF!27! ST1475! H08432!0293!
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2.2.1 Gene-design,-optimisation,-and-synthesis-All! gene! sequences!were! acquired! from!Genbank1!and! verified! by!Blastn! search2!prior!to!optimisation!and!synthesis.!Codon!optimisation!was!conducted!either!by!the! gene! synthesis! company,! GeneArt 3 !or! inFhouse! using! the! Codon! Usage!Optimizer!software4.!!GeneArt!optimisation!was!conducted!to!a!target!Codon!Adaptation!Index!(CAI)!of!0.8!using!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!codon!usage!table!provided!by!the!Kazusa!institute!(Nakamura!et#al.,!2000).!Sequences!were!optimised!by!GeneArt!using!the!online! optimiser! associated! with! their! gene! synthesis! service.! CUO! optimisation!was! conducted! using! the! Codon! Usage! Optimizer! software,! developed! by! Khai!Kong!in!the!Purton!lab.!A!target!CUO!of!1!was!used;!however,!as!this!method!also!takes! codon!pairing! into! account,! a! compromise! is!met!between! ideal! codon!use!and!nonFdeleterious!codon!pair!use.!CodonF!and!codon!pair!tables!were!generated!using! a! selection! of! highly! expressed! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! genes,! a! subset!referred!to!as!C.#reinhardtii#chloroplast#handpick.#!
#All! genes!were! synthesised! by! GeneArt! and! received! as! plasmid! clones!with! the!gene! inserted! into! either! of! the! company’s! pMA! or! pMK! vectors! that! carry! a!selectable!marker!for!ampicillin!or!kanamycin!resistance!respectively.!!
2.2.2 Isolation-of-C.#reinhardtii-genomic-DNA-Crude! genomic! preparations! for! PCR! verification! of! chloroplast! transformants!were! conducted! using! a! rapid! isolation! protocol.! A! small! loopful! of! actively!growing!cells!was!resuspended!in!10!μl!ddH2O!to!which!10!μl!absolute!ethanol!was!added!and! the!mixture! incubated!at! room! temperature! for!1!minute.!200!μl!of! a!5!%!(w/v)!ChelexF100!resin!(Biorad)!suspension!was!then!added!and!the!sample!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank!!2!http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi!3!http://www.invitrogen.com/geneart!4!http://codonusageoptimizer.org!
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vortexed! at! full! speed! for!15! seconds.! Samples!were! then!placed! in! a! heat! block!(Eppendorf!Thermomixer!comfort!1.5!ml)!at!98!°C!for!5!minutes!before!cooling!on!ice! and! centrifuging! (2!minutes,! 21k! x!g).! 2!μl! of! supernatant!was!used!per!PCR!reaction.!Remaining!supernatant!was!discarded!or!split!into!aliquots!and!stored!at!F20!°C!for!a!maximum!of!2!months!before!being!discarded.!Thawed!samples!were!discarded!after!use.!!More! stable! longFterm! preparations! for! repeated! use! as! positive! and! negative!controls! were! made! using! a! ‘miniFprep’! protocol! adapted! from! Rochaix! et# al.!(Rochaix!et#al.,!1988).!C.#reinhardtii#cells!were!grown!to!a!density!of!approximately!3!x!106!cells/ml!and!harvested!by!centrifugation!at!4k!x!g#for!5!min.!The!pellet!was!resuspended!in!0.35!ml!of!resuspension!solution!(50!mM!EDTA,!20!mM!TrisFHCl,!pH!8.0,!0.1!M!NaCl),!and!transferred!to!a!1.8!ml!eppendorf!tube.!Proteinase!K!and!SDS! were! then! added! to! a! final! concentration! of! 0.3! mg/ml! and! 1.4! %! (w/v),!respectively,!and!the!sample!incubated!at!55!°C!for!2!hours.!Diethylpyrocarbonate!(DEPC,!2!μl)!was! then!added!and! the!mixture! incubated!at!70!°C! for!15!minutes.!The! sample!was! cooled! on! ice! and! 50! μl! 5!M! potassium! acetate! added! prior! to!incubation!on!ice!for!a!further!30!minutes.!Debris!was!removed!by!centrifugation!(15!minutes,!21k!x!g),!and!the!supernatant!mixed!with!an!equal!volume!of!phenol!in! a! fresh! 1.8! ml! eppendorf! tube.! The! sample! was! vortexed! for! 1! minute,!centrifuged!(2!minutes,!21k!x!g),!and!the!upper!aqueous!phase!retained.!DNA!was!then! precipitated! by! adding! 1.5! ml! absolute! ethanol,! centrifuged! (2! minutes,!21k!x!g),!and!washed!with!1.5!ml!70!%!(v/v)!ethanol.!After!a!final!centrifugation!(1!minute,!21k!x!g)!the!pellet!was!dried!and!resuspended!in!50!μl!TE!buffer!(10!mM!TrisFHCl,!pH!7.5,!1!μg/ml!pancreatic!RNase)!and!stored!at!F20!°C.!!
2.2.3 E.#coli-genomic-preparations-for-colony-PCR-Confirmation!of!E.#coli!transformation!was!initially!by!colony!PCR!(cPCR).!Colonies!were!picked!using!a!sterile!toothpick!and!resuspended!in!20!μl!of!a!preFprepared!PCR!reaction!mix.!Once!resuspended,! the! toothpick!was! then! transferred! to!5!ml!LB!amp100!in!a!20!ml!Sterilin!tube,!and!incubated!for!6!hours!to!allow!growth!from!the!same!colony.!PCR!was!conducted!as!described!below!with! the!addition!of!an!initial! cell! lysis! stage! of! 2!minutes! at! 98! °C.! Confirmed! transformants!were! subFcultured!from!the!6!hour!incubations.!
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2.2.4 Isolation-of-plasmids-from-E.#coli#Small! scale! (<12! µg)! isolation! of! plasmids! was! conducted! using! the! Qiagen!Miniprep!kit! as!per! the!manufacturer’s! instructions.! In!brief,! 1.5!ml! of! overnight!
E.#coli!culture!was!broken!by!alkali!lysis,!genomic!DNA!and!protein!precipitated!by!potassium! acetate,! and! the! supernatant! loaded! onto! a! silica! based! affinity! spin!column.!After!washing!with!an!ethanol!based!wash!solution,!the!plasmid!DNA!was!eluted!in!30!μl!TE!buffer.!!Larger!scale!isolations!(<200!µg)!were!conducted!using!the!Qiagen!Midiprep!kit!as!per!the!manufacturer’s!instructions.!In!brief,!25!ml!of!E.#coli!overnight!culture!was!broken!as! for! the!miniprep!protocol.!Precipitated!genomic!DNA!and!protein!was!then! removed! by! filtration,! and! the! flow! through! loaded! onto! an! ion! exchange!column.! DNA! was! eluted! with! 5! ml! 1.25! M! NaCl! elution! buffer! and! the! elutant!concentrated!by!ethanol!precipitation.!!
2.2.5 Polymerase-chain-reaction-DNA!amplification!for!both!diagnostic!and!cloning!purposes!was!conducted!using!the!polymerase!chain!reaction!(PCR).!The!primers!used!for!each!reaction!are!listed!in!appendices!for!the!appropriate!Results!chapter.!Standard!reactions!were!50!μl!in!volume!and!comprised:!0.5!μl!20!mM!mixed!dNTPs!(final!concentration!200!μM!dATP,!200!μM!dTTP,!200!μM!dGTP!and!200!μM!dCTP),!0.5!μl!forward!and!reverse!oligonucleotide!primers!(100!pmol/μl),!2!μl!template!DNA!(approximately!1!μg!of!genomic!DNA!or!20!ng!of!plasmid!DNA),! 10!μl!5! x!Phire! II! reaction!buffer! (New!England! Biolabs),! 0.5! μl! Phire! II! HotFStart! DNA! polymerase! (1! U)! and! ddH2O! to!make! the! final! volume! 50! μl.! Smaller! reactions! of! 20! μl! were! scaled! down!accordingly.!The!DNA!was!amplified!using!a!Techne!TCF3000X!thermocycler.!The!reactions! were! denatured! for! 30! s! at! 98! °C! and! subjected! to! 25! cycles! of! 5! s!denaturation!at!98!°C,!5!s!of!annealing!at!approximately!3!°C!below!the!average!Tm!of!the!two!primers,!and!extension!at!72!°C!for!15!s/!1kb!of!amplicon.!The!reactions!were! subjected! to! a! final! incubation! at! 72! °C! for! 2! minutes! and! held! at! 4! °C.!Analysis!of!the!PCR!product!obtained!was!by!agarose!gel!electrophoresis!of!10!μl!of!the!PCR!reaction.!
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2.2.6 Restriction-endonuclease-digestion-DNA! samples! were! digested! using! 10! units! of! restriction! endonuclease! (New!England!Biolabs)!per!µg!of!DNA!according! to! the!manufacturer’s! instructions.! In!cases! of! double! digests! the! suitable! buffer! and! ratio! of! each! enzyme! were!determined!using!the!NEB!Double!Digest!Finder5.!The!exceptions!to!this!were!SapI#and# SphI,# which! were! supplied! by! Fermentas! due! to! improved! double! digest!compatibility.!!
2.2.7 Agarose-gel-electrophoresis-DNA! fragments! were! separated! on! 1! %! (w/v)! agarose! gels! supplemented! with!0.1!µg/ml!ethidium!bromide.!6x!loading!dye!(2.5!%!(w/v)!Ficoll!400,!11!mM!EDTA,!3.3!mM!TrisFHCl,!0.017!%!(w/v)!SDS!and!0.015!%!(w/v)!Bromophenol!Blue)!was!added!to!DNA!samples!to!a!1x!final!concentration.!Commercial!size!markers!(New!England!Biolabs!or!Fermentas)!were!run!on!all!gels!at!0.5!μg!per! lane.!Gels!were!made!to!a!total!volume!of!50!ml!and!were!submerged!in!TAE!buffer!(0.04!M!Tris,!1!mM! sodium! EDTA! and! 17.5! mM! glacial! acetic! acid)! in! electrophoresis! tanks!supplied! by! Sigma.! The! gels!were! run! at! 100!V,! supplied! by! a! Gibco!BRL! power!supply.! Gels! were! visualized! on! a! UV! illuminator! and! images! captured! on!black/white!thermal!paper!(UVP!Gel!Documentation!System).!!
2.2.8 Removal-of-5’-phosphate-from-DNA-using-Antarctic-phosphatase--Antarctic! phosphatase!was! used! to! treat! restrictionFdigested! plasmid! to! prevent!reFforming! of! the! parent! plasmid! in! subsequent! ligation! reactions.! DNA! samples!were! treated! using! 5! units! of! Antarctic! phosphatase! (New! England! Biolabs)! per!1!µg!of!DNA!according!to!the!manufacturer’s!instructions.!In!brief,!the!reaction!was!incubated!for!1!hour!at!37!°C!and!heat!deactivated!for!5!minutes!at!65!°C.!!
2.2.9 Purification-of-PCR-product--PCR!purification!was!employed!prior!to!sequencing!to!remove!primers,!buffer!and!polymerase!from!PCR!reactions.!In!addition,!the!same!method!was!used!to!remove!small!(<50!bp)!DNA!fragments!released!from!plasmids!following!restriction!digest.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5!https://www.neb.com/tools-and-resources/interactive-tools/double-digest-finder!
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This!PCR! ‘cleanFup’!was! conducted!using! the!Qiagen!PCR! cleanFup!kit! as!per! the!manufacturer’s!instructions.!In!brief,!the!sample!was!added!to!an!equal!volume!of!binding!buffer!and!loaded!onto!a!silica!affinity!spin!column.!Washing!and!elution!of!DNA!was!conducted!as!for!the!Qiagen!MiniFprep!kit!above.!!






E.# coli# (DH5α)! cells! were! restreaked! on! LB! plates! from! a! master! glycerol! stock!stored! at! F80! °C,! and! cultured! overnight! at! 37! °C.! 10! ml! liquid! cultures! were!inoculated!from!a!single!colony!and!grown!overnight!as!described!above!(section!2.1.2).!From!this!a!100!ml!liquid!culture!was!inoculated!at!a!100Ffold!dilution!and!grown!for!2.5!hours!at!37!°C!to!an!optical!density!of!approximately!0.6!at!600!nm.!The!culture!was!then!cooled!on!ice!and!the!cells!centrifuged!at!4k!x!g#for!5!minutes!in! four!preFcooled!sterilin! tubes.!The!pellets!were!each!resuspended! in!10!ml! ice!cold!50!mM!CaCl2,!incubated!on!ice!for!30!minutes,!and!centrifuged!at!4k!x#g#for!5!minutes.!Pellets!were!resuspended!in!1.5!ml!of!fresh!50!mM!CaCl2.!Samples!were!pooled!and!3.5!ml!of!sterile!50!%!(v/v)!glycerol!added.!The!cells!were!dispensed!into!microcentrifuge!tubes!in!250!μl!aliquots!and!frozen!at!F80!°C!until!required.!
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2.3.1.2 Transformation#of#E.-coli#Aliquots!of!competent!cells!prepared!as!described!above!were!thawed!on!ice!and!split!into!sterile!1.8!ml!eppendorf!tubes!with!100!μl!used!per!transformation.!For!transformation! with! ligation! mixes,! the! entire! 10! μl! reaction! was! added! to! the!competent!cells,!whereas!for!transformations!with!intact!plasmid!a!miniprep!of!the!plasmid!DNA!was!diluted!by!a!factor!of!10!and!1!μl!used.!A!negative!control!with!no!addition!of!DNA!to!the!tube!was!always! included.!Samples!were! incubated!on!ice!for!30!min!then!heat!shocked!at!42!°C!for!60!s!and!immediately!returned!to!ice.!To!each!tube,!1!ml!of!LB!medium!was!added!prior!to!incubation!at!37!°C!for!1!hour.!From!each!sample,!200!μl!was!spread!onto!an!LB!amp100!agar!plate!and!incubated!overnight!at!37!°C.!For! transformations! involving! ligations,! the!remaining!900!μl!was!centrifuged,!resuspended!in!200!μl!of!supernatant,!and!plated.!!
2.3.2 The-chloroplast-of#Chlamydomonas#reinhardtii#
2.3.2.1 Biolistic#transformation#Chloroplast! transformation!of! the!C.#reinhardtii! recipient! line!bstFsame1! involved!bombardment!of!a!cell!lawn!with!DNAFcoated!microparticles!(henceforth!‘Biolistic’!transformation! (Finer! et# al.,! 1999)),! and! used! the! Biorad! PDSF1000/He! Biolistic!Particle!Delivery!System.!Cells!were!grown! in!400!ml!of!TAP!medium!to!midFlog!phase! (1F2! x! 106! cells/ml),! centrifuged! at! 4k! x!g# for! 5!min,! and! resuspended! in!fresh!HSM! to! a! concentration! of! 5! x! 107! cells/ml.!Molten!HSM! agar! (0.5!%! agar!(w/v))!was!cooled!to!42!°C,!and!8!ml!added!for!every!1!ml!of!cells.!The!mixture!was!immediately! poured! onto! HSM! amp100! agar! plates! with! 4.5! ml! per! plate.! Plates!were!left!in!the!dark!at!room!temperature!for!approximately!30!minutes!to!allow!for!setting!of!the!soft!agar.!
The! microcarrier! particle! coating! protocol! was! derived! from! those! previously!described! (Cullen! et# al.,! 2007;! Sanford! et# al.,! 1993).! Tungsten! microparticles!(0.7!µm)!were!prepared!in!advance!by!washing!in!70!%!(v/v)!ethanol!and!rinsing!three! times! in! sterile! ddH2O!before!being! suspended! in!50!%! (v/v)! glycerol! to! a!concentration! of! 60! µg! tungsten! per! ml,! and! stored! at! 4! °C.! Coating! of!microcarriers!was!conducted!in!batches!of!50!µg,!sufficient!for!6!reactions.!50!μl!of!the! above! preparation! was! added! to! a! 1.8! ml! eppendorf! tube! and! vortexed!
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vigorously!for!3!minutes!in!the!presence!of!1!µg!of!plasmid!DNA,!50!µl!2.5!M!CaCl2!and! 20! µl! 0.1! M! spermidine! trihydrochloride.! The! coated! microparticles! were!washed! with! 70!%! ethanol! and! reFsuspended! in! 48! µl! absolute! ethanol.! This!suspension!was!split!and!applied!to!the!centre!of!6!sterile!macro!carriers,!and!were!then!allowed!to!air!dry!in!a!laminar!flow!cabinet.!!
DNA–coated!microparticles!were!fired!at!previously!prepared!plates!following!the!instructions!for!the!PDSF1000/He!device,!using!1100!PSI!rupture!disks.!The!plates!were! then! sealed! (with! two! pin! pricks! per! plate! to! allow! gas! exchange)! and!incubated! at! 25! °C! under! constant! illumination! (~50! µmol/m2/s).! Transformant!colonies! were! observed! after! 2! F! 6! weeks! and! reFstreaked! to! single! colonies! on!HSM!agar!plates!for!three!rounds!prior!to!genetic!and!protein!analysis.!!
2.3.2.2 Glass#beadFmediated#transformation#of#the#C.-reinhardtii#chloroplast#The! glass! bead!method! used! for! chloroplast! transformation! is! adapted! from! the!original! protocol! developed! by! Kindle! et# al.! (Kindle! et# al.,! 1991).! The! cell! wallFdeficient!recipient! line!TN72!was!grown!up!in!400!ml!of!TAP!medium!to!midFlog!phase!(1F2!x!106!cells/ml),!centrifuged!at!4k!x!g#for!5!min!and!resuspended!in!fresh!HSM!to!a!concentration!of!2!x!108!cells/ml.!300!µl!aliquots!of!this!cell!suspension!were!transferred!to!sterile!5!ml!test!tubes!containing!0.3!g!425F600!µm!diameter!glass!beads!(Sigma).!Plasmid!DNA!(10!µg!per!plate)!was!then!added!to!each!tube,!before!vortexing!at! top!speed! for!15!s.!Molten!HSM!agar!(0.5!%!agar!(w/v))!was!cooled! to!42!°C,!3.5!ml!added! to!each! tube,!and! the!mixture! immediately!poured!onto!HSM!amp100!agar!plates.!The!plates!were!left!in!the!dark!at!room!temperature!for!approximately!30!minutes!to!allow!for!setting!of!the!soft!agar,!after!which!the!plates!were!treated!as!for!biolistic!transformant!plates!above.!!
2.4 Protein-analysis-





E.#coli!cells!were!grown!overnight!to!stationary!phase!as!described!above.!Optical!densities!were!taken!and!cultures!equalised!to!an!OD!of!2.5!at!600!nm.!1!ml!culture!was! centrifuged! (2!minutes,! 21k! x!g)! and! resuspended! in! 600! μl! of! Solution! Ab!(0.8!M! TrisHCl! pH! 8.3,! 0.2! M! sorbitol,! 1!%! (v/v)! βFmercaptoethanol,! 1!%! (w/v)!SDS,!0.08!%!(w/v)!bromophenol!blue).!Samples!were!then!either!used!directly!for!SDSFPAGE,!or!split!into!50!μl!aliquots!for!storage!at!F80!°C.!!
2.4.1.1.2 Preparations0from0C.#reinhardtii0
C.#reinhardtii!cultures!were!grown!to!midFlate!log!phase!(approximately!3F6!x!106!cells! per!ml)! and! the! optical! density! at! 750! nm!measured.! 20!ml! samples!were!centrifuged!(4k!x!g),!and!the!pellets!resuspended!in!a!volume!of!Solution!A!(0.8!M!TrisHCl! pH! 8.3,! 0.2! M! sorbitol,! 1! %! (v/v)! βFmercaptoethanol,! 1!%! (w/v)! SDS)!corresponding!to!the!OD750!of!the!sample!in!ml.!For!example,!a!sample!with!an!OD!750! nm! of! 0.8! would! be! resuspended! in! 800! μl! Solution! A.! Samples! were! then!either!used!directly!for!SDSFPAGE,!or!split!into!50!μl!aliquots!for!storage!at!F80!°C.!!
2.4.1.2 NonFdenaturing#protein#preparations#
2.4.1.2.1 Preparations0from0E.#coli0Cells!were!grown!overnight!as!described!above!and!equalised!to!an!OD600!of!12.5!or! 25! (representing! a! concentration! of! 5! and! 10x! equalised! culture! cell!concentration,! respectively)! by! centrifugation! for! 10!minutes! at! 4k! x!g.! The! cell!pellet!was! resuspended! in!sterile!Phosphate!Buffered!Saline! (PBS,!137!mM!NaCl,!2.7!mM!KCl,!10!mM!Na2HPO4,!1.8!mM!KH2PO4).!Cells!were!then!broken!using!the!OneShot!Cell!Disrupter!(Constant!Cell!Disruption!Systems)!at!30k!PSI!according!to!the!manufacturer’s! instructions.! The! cell! lysate!was! split! into! 1!ml! aliquots! and!centrifuged!(30!minutes,!21k!x!g),! following!which! the!supernatant!was!retained!and!stored!at!F80!°C.!
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2.4.1.2.2 Preparations0from0C.#reinhardtii0
2.4.1.2.2.1 Cell0disruption0Cells!were!grown!as!described!above.!Cultures!were!measured!for!optical!density!at! 750! nm! and! resuspended! in! a! volume! corresponding! to! the! culture! OD750!multiplied! by! either! the! (culture! volume)/20! (for! a! ~10x! concentration)! or!(culture!volume)/200!(for!a!~100x!concentration).!The!resulting!cell! suspension!was! loaded! into! the! OneShot! Cell! Disrupter! in! batches! of! 5!ml! and! disrupted! at!10k!PSI! for! cell!wall! deficient!C.#reinhardtii,! or! 20k!PSI! for! cell!walled! strains.! In!cases!of! the!100x!culture!concentration,! the!resulting!cell! lysate!was!diluted! to!a!10x!equivalent!concentration!with!PBS!following!disruption!to!avoid!precipitation!of!protein!on!centrifugation.!Samples!were!incubated!on!ice!for!a!minimum!of!30!minutes! (to! allow! aggregation! of! presumably! membrane! fragments),! and!centrifuged!at!7k!x!g!for!30!minutes,!21k!x!g!for!10!minutes,!or!100k!x!g!for!1!hour,!for!purification,!activity!assays,!or!quantification!assays,!respectively.!!
2.4.1.2.2.2 Lysis0of0cell:wall:deficient0C.#reinhardtii0by0freeze/thawing00Lysis!of!cell!wallFdeficient!strains!by!freeze/thawing!were!conducted!in!two!ways:!a! single! round!overnight! at! F20! °C! followed!by! thawing!at! room! temperature,! or!three! rounds! of! rapid! freezing! in! liquid! nitrogen!with! rapid! thawing! in! a!water!bath! at! 30!°C.! In! either! case!C.#reinhardtii! cultures!were! grown!and! equalised! as!described!above.!!




C.# reinhardtii! cells! in! Solution! A,! and!E.# coli! cells! in! Solution! Ab,!were! heated! to!98!°C!for!2!minutes!following!which!they!were!briefly!cooled!on!ice,!centrifuged!(2!minutes,!21k!x!g),!and!the!supernatant!retained.!Mechanically!broken!cell!samples!and! samples! from! the! purification! process!were! prepared! by! the! addition! of! 4x!protein!loading!dye!(200!mM!TrisFHCl!pH!6.8,!8!%!(w/v)!SDS,!40!%!(v/v)!glycerol,!4!%!(v/v)!βFmercaptoethanol,!50!mM!EDTA,!0.08!%!(w/v)!bromophenol!blue)!to!a!final! 1x! concentration.! These! samples! were! then! treated! as! for! the! Solution! A!based!methods.!!




2.4.2.3 Sample#loading#and#running#25! μl! samples! were! loaded! unless! otherwise! stated,! and! gels! were! run! in! preFchilled!TrisFglycine!electrophoresis!buffer!(0.25!M!Tris,!1.92!M!glycine,!1!%!(w/v)!SDS!pH!8.3)!at!150!V!for!approximately!2!hours,!or!until!the!dye!front!ran!off!the!bottom! of! the! gel.! Gels! were! then! either! electroblotted! onto! nitrocellulose!membranes! for! immunodetection! or! directly! visualized! by! staining! with!Coomassie!Brilliant!Blue!R.!!
 
2.4.2.4 Coomassie#Brilliant#Blue#R#staining#Gels!were!soaked!in!Coomassie!Brilliant!Blue!R!solution!(3!mM!Coomassie!brilliant!blue!R,! 50!%! (v/v)!methanol,! 10!%! (v/v)! glacial! acetic! acid)! for!1!hour! at! room!temperature! with! gentle! agitation! (30! rpm,! Stuart! Mini! Orbital! Shaker! SSM1).!Stained! gels! were! then! rinsed! and! soaked! in! destaining! solution! (40! %! (v/v)!methanol,! 10!%! (v/v)!glacial! acetic! acid)!with!gentle! agitation! (30! rpm)!until! all!non! proteinFbound! stain! was! removed,! replacing! the! destaining! solution! as!necessary.! Gels! were! then! either! photographed! or! scanned! using! the! LiCor!Odyssey!scanner!at!800!nm.!
2.4.3 Analysis-by-western-blot-analysis-Proteins!separated!by!SDSFPAGE!as!described!above!were!transferred!to!HybondFECL! nitrocellulose! membranes! (GE! Healthcare)! by! semiFdry! electrophoresis.!Before!transfer,!gels!were!soaked!in!Towbin!buffer!(25!mM!Tris,!192!mM!glycine!and! 20! %! (v/v)! methanol)! at! room! temperature! for! 30! min.! Transfer! was!conducted! using! the! BioFRad! TransFBlot! SD! semiFdry! electrophoretic! transfer!system!according!to!the!manufacturer’s!instructions.!The!transfer!stack!consisted!of! 6! sheets! of! appropriately! sized! 3! MM!Whatman! paper! above! and! below! the!nitrocellulose! membrane! (all! soaked! in! Towbin! buffer! for! 10!min)! with! the! gel!being!placed!above! the!nitrocellulose!membrane!and!below! the!upper! stack!of!3!MM!Whatman!paper.!During!assembly!of!the!stack!all!air!bubbles!were!rolled!out!and!excess!buffer!removed! from!the!electroblotter.!Transfer!was!carried!out!at!a!constant!voltage!of!25!V!(Fisons!FEC!570!powerpac)!for!1!hour.!To!ensure!proteins!
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were! successfully! transferred,! gels! were! subsequently! stained! with! Coomassie!Brilliant!Blue!R!as!described!above.!
 
2.4.3.1 ImmunoFdetection#Following! transfer,! the!membrane!was! treated! to! a! simultaneous! blocking! (5!%!(w/v)!skimmed!milk!powder!in!TBSFT!(20!mM!Tris!base,!pH!adjusted!to!7.4!with!5!M!HCl,!137!mM!NaCl,!0.1!%!(v/v)!TweenF20))!and!primary!antibody!treatment!(rabbit! antiFHA,! 1:2000)! either! overnight! at! 4! °C! or! for! 1! hour! at! room!temperature,!in!both!cases!shaking!at!60!rpm.!The!membrane!was!then!washed!in!TBSFT!wash! buffer! (two! brief! rinses! followed! by! three! rounds! of! 5!min!washes!with!shaking!at!200!rpm).!The!membrane!was!then!incubated!with!the!secondary!antibody! (antiFrabbit! IgG:!horseradish!peroxidase! linked!whole!antibody! for!ECL!detection!or!IRDye!800!nm!fluorophore!linked!whole!antibody!for!LiCor!Odyssey!detection,!diluted!in!TBSFT!with!2.5!%!(w/v)!skimmed!milk!powder!to!an!antibody!concentration! of! 1:10,000! and! 1:20,000,! respectively)! for! 1! hour! at! room!temperature!with!shaking!at!60!rpm.!The!membrane!was!then!washed!as!for!the!primary!antibody!washes.!For!membranes! to!be!scanned!with! the!LiCor!Odyssey!system,!three!additional!rinses!with!TBS!were!conducted!to!remove!any!remaining!TweenF20.! For! detection! using! ECL! (SuperSignal! West! Pico! Chemiluminescent!substrate,!supplied!by!Pierce)!excess!TBSFT!was!removed!from!the!membrane!and!an!equal! volume!of!detection! solutions!1!and!2!were!mixed!allowing!a! sufficient!total! volume! to! cover! the! membrane.! The! membrane! was! incubated! with! the!reagents! for! 5!minutes! and! then! excess! liquid! removed.! The! blot! was! sealed! in!between!polythene!sheets!using!a!heat!sealer!and!placed!in!an!exposure!cassette.!Hyperfilm!ECL!(GE!Healthcare)!was!then!exposed!to!the!membrane!for!30!seconds!and! developed! using! an! automatic! film! processor.! More! exposures! of! varied!lengths!were!conducted!as!necessary!to!a!maximum!duration!of!20!minutes.!!LiCor! Odyssey! detection! was! conducted! on! a! Licor! Odyssey! Infrared! Imaging!System!at!an! intensity! level!of!5.!Membranes!were!placed!wet!on! to! the! scanner!bed!with!all! air!bubbles!being! removed!with!a! rubber! roller.! Image!analysis! and!processing!was!conducted!using!the!Odyssey!Application!Software!version!3.0.21.!!
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2.4.3.2 Quantification#recombinant#protein#
2.4.3.2.1 Quantification#of#HA#tagged#protein#Quantification!of!HA! tagged!proteins!was!conducted!by!western!blot!comparison!with! a! commercial! HA! tagged! protein! (human! CARHSP1,! AbCam)! of! known!concentration.!C.# reinhardtii! samples! to! be! assayed! for! HAFprotein! content!were!prepared!and!equalised!as!described!above.!Prior!to!loading,!a!dilution!series!was!made! up!with! Solution! A! giving! final! sample! concentrations! of! 0.1x! 0.25x,! 0.5x,!0.75x! and! 1x,! where! 1x! refers! to! standard! equalised! C.# reinhardtii.! CarHSP1!samples! were! made! up! to! 100,! 200! and! 500! ng! per! 25! μl! aliquot.# SDSFPAGE!followed!by!western!blot!and!immunodetection!was!conducted!with!visualisation!and!quantification!of!bands!using!the!LiCor!Odyssey!system.!
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C.# reinhardtii! cells! for! stability! assays! were! prepared! to! an! equalised! 10x!concentration!and!broken!by!cell!disruption!as!previously!described.!To!represent!a! truly! crude! cell! extract! the! resulting! cell! lysate! was! not! centrifuged! however!chloramphenicol!was! added! to! a! final! concentration! of! 25! μg/ml! to! prevent! any!continued!translation.!Samples!were!incubated!in!total!darkness!at!4!°C,!25!°C!or!37!°C!with!60!μl!samples!being!taken!at!regular!intervals!and!immediately!mixed!with!20!µL!4x!protein!loading!dye!and!frozen!at!F80!°C.!After!the!final!sample!had!been! taken! all! samples!were! thawed! and! analysed! by!western! blot! as! described!above.!!
2.5 Protein-purification-CplF1!and!the!CplF1!containing!fusion!proteins!were!purified!by!DEAE!ion!exchange!in!a!protocol!adapted!from!Loeffler!et#al.#(Loeffler!et#al.,!2001)!using!free!choline!as!a! specific! elutant.! Purification! was! conducted! at! 4! °C.! Buffers! used! in! the!purification!protocol!are!listed!in!Table!2.4.!!The!column!was!packed!with!DEAEFcellulose!fast!flow!fibres!(Sigma),!having!first!been!soaked!in!wash!buffer!1!for!two!hours!at!room!temperature.!The!column!was!equilibrated!with!a!further!two!column!volumes!of!wash!buffer!1.#C.#reinhardtii!cell!extracts! were! prepared! as! described! earlier! (2.4.1.2.2.1)! to! an! equalised!concentration! of! 10x! cell! culture.! Samples! were! loaded! to! the! column! by! a!peristaltic! pump! (MasterFlex! C/L! Compact)! at! a! rate! of! 2! ml! per! minute.! The!column!was!washed!with!three!column!volumes!of!wash!buffer!1,!followed!by!four!volumes!of!wash!buffer!2,!and!two!volumes!of!wash!buffer!3.!CplF1!was!eluted!in!two!volumes!of!elution!buffer.!During!loading!and!wash!stages!1/5!column!volume!fractions!were! taken!by!automatic! fraction!collection! (Pharmacia!GradiFrac).!For!elution! fractions,! the! size!was! reduced! to!1/10! column!volume!unless!otherwise!stated.! Collected! fractions! were! assayed! for! total! protein! content! using! the!Bradford!technique!in!100!μl!reactions,!with!qualitative!results!being!taken!by!eye.!Specific!presence!of!the!target!protein!was!detected!by!one!of!three!methods.!Early!purification!runs!were!analysed!by!antiFHA!western!blot!as!previously!described.!Later! runs! were! analysed! by! antiFHA! dotFblot! (2! μl! spots! directly! onto!
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nitrocellulose,! immunodetection! as! described! above);! however,! this!method!was!only!applicable!to!elution!fractions!due!to!the!high!levels!of!chlorophyll!seen!in!the!flow!through!and!wash!fractions.!!!Chlorophyll!binds!strongly!to!nitrocellulose,! inhibiting!the!ECL!chemiluminescent!reaction!and!fluorescing!in!the!near!infrared!region!making!detection!of!immunoFtagged! protein! impossible! by! either! detection! method.! To! counter! this! a! new!method!was!developed!where!chlorophyll!containing!fractions!were!spotted!onto!filter!paper!as!opposed!to!directly!onto!nitrocellulose.!The!paper!was!then!washed!in! 100!%! acetone! to! remove! chlorophyll! and! other! organic! pigments! while!precipitating!the!protein!onto!the!filter.!Protein!spots!were!then!transferred!onto!nitrocellulose!by!capillary!blotting!and!immunoFdetection!conducted!as!described!above.!!!!!
Table' 2.4' –' Buffers' used' in'DEAE' cellulose' ion' exchange' purification' of' CplA1' and'
related'proteins'Protocol!adapted!from!(Loeffler!et#al.,!2001)!!!
Buffer' Make'up'!Wash!1! !20!mM!phosphate!buffer,!pH!7.4!!Wash!2! 20!mM!phosphate!buffer,!pH!7.4!1!M!NaCl!!Wash!3! 20!mM!phosphate!buffer,!pH!7.4!0.1 M!NaCl!!Elution! 20!mM!phosphate!buffer,!pH!7.4!0.1 M!NaCl!6.5!%!(w/v)!choline!chloride!!
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E.#coli!protein!extracts!were!prepared!by!mechanical!cell!breakage!at!an!equalised!concentration! of!OD600!of! 12.5! or! 25! (approximately! a! 5x! and! 10x! concentration!respectively,! relative! to! a! stationary! phase! culture),! as! previously! described.!Samples!were!centrifuged!(10!min,!21k!x!g)!and!stored!as!0.5!ml!aliquots!at!F80!°C.!!
2.6.1.2 Extracts#from#C.-reinhardtii#
C.# reinhardtii#protein! extracts! were! prepared! by!mechanical! cell! breakage! at! an!equalised!concentration!of!OD750!of!20!(approximately!a!10x!concentration!relative!to!a!midFlate! log!culture),!as!previously!described.!Samples!were!centrifuged!(10!minutes,!21k!x!g)!and!stored!as!0.5!ml!aliquots!at!F80!°C.!Purified!extractions!were!prepared!as!described!above!and!stored!as!0.5!ml!aliquots!at!F80!°C.!!
2.6.2 Preparation-of-bacterial-suspensions-Bacterial! cultures! for! lysis! assays! were! grown! to! stationary! phase! overnight.!Cultures!were!measured!for!optical!density!then!centrifuged!(10!minutes,!4k!x!g)!and! resuspended! in! PBS! to! an! OD600! of! approximately! 1.! Samples! were! used!immediately.!!
2.6.3 Reaction-conditions-
2.6.3.1 Solid#media#inhibition#assays#Overnight! bacterial! cultures!were! spread! onto! solid!medium! and! allowed! to! air!dry.!Samples! to!be!assayed!were!then!spotted!(20!μl)!directly!onto!the!plate!and!
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allowed! to! dry! prior! to! overnight! incubation! as! described! above.! Alternatively!sample!and!bacterial!culture!were!mixed!in!a!one!to!one!ratio!and!incubated!for!30!minutes!at!room!temperature.!20!μl!samples!were!then!spotted!onto!solid!medium!and!incubated!as!above.!
2.6.3.2 Liquid#clearance#assays#Initial! clearance!assays!were!conducted! in!1!ml!plastic! cuvettes! (Fisherbrand)!at!37!°C.!Bacterial!suspensions!were!preFwarmed!for!15!minutes!prior!to!the!start!of!the! experiment,! and! kept! in! insulated! polystyrene! cuvette! holders! to! prevent!cooling! when! removed! from! the! incubator! for! measurements.! Cuvettes! were!sealed!with!Parafilm!to!prevent!evaporation!during!the!course!of!the!experiment.!Subsequent!assays!were!conducted!on!a!100!μl!scale!in!96!well!plates.!These!were!assayed! at! 37! °C! in! an! ELX808! IU!microplate! reader! (BioFtek! Instruments! Inc.).!Lysin!extracts!were!assayed!at!5,!10!and!20!%!of!total!reaction!volume.!!










3.1 Introduction-to-CplT1-CplF1,! the!endolysin!of! the!Streptococcus#pneumoniae! phage! cpF1,! is! arguably! the!most!comprehensively!studied!of!all! the!known!phage!endolysins,!and!hence! is!a!logical! place! to! begin! proof! of! concept! investigations! into! lysin! expression! in! C.#
reinhardtii.! It! is! also! a! valid! choice! in! its! own! right;! the! target! pathogen,! S.#
pneumoniae,! is! estimated! by! the! WHO! to! cause! 1.6! million! deaths! annually,!especially! in! the!very!young!and!very!old,! and! is!predicted! to!be! responsible! for!approximately!11!%!of!global!deaths!under! the!age!of!59!months! (O’Brien!et#al.,!2009).! Several! drug! resistant! variants! have! appeared! in! recent! years! making!treatment!increasingly!difficult,!and!in!the!context!of!the!ageing!population!seen!in!much! of! the! western! world,! this! is! predicted! to! become! an! increasingly! large!burden!on!healthcare!systems!(Blasi!et#al.,!2012).!!!Additionally,! the! nature! of! typical! S.# pneumoniae! presentation! lends! itself! to!treatment!with!a!proteinFbased!therapeutic.!Although!S.#pneumoniae!is!responsible!for!a!wide!variety!of!infections,!not!least!meningitis!and!septicaemia,!the!infection!of!the!lungs!and!respiratory!tract!remains!the!most!widely!reported!presentation!of!the!disease.!Pneumonial!presentation!allows!for!direct!treatment!of!the!infection!by! aerosol! administration,! sidestepping! issues! surrounding! rapid! immune!clearance!of! foreign!protein!associated!with,! for!example,! intravenous! treatment.!Administration!to!the!lungs!via!an!aerosol!also!allows!for!demonstration!of!efficacy!of!lysins!on!mucosal!membrane!infection,!and!against!nonFdividing!cells.!!
3.1.1 History-of-CplT1-The!S.#pneumoniae#phage!cpF1!was!first!characterised!in!1981!and!named!for!the!people! of! the! Alcala! de! Hanares! region! of! Spain,! known! as! ‘Complutense’,! from!whom!the!phage!was!first!isolated.!It!was!noted!for!its!small!size!relative!to!similar!phage,! unique! irregular! head! morphology,! and! short! tail.! The! particle! was!determined!to!consist!of!nine!polypeptides,!one!of!which,!with!a!molecular!weight!of!39,000!Da,!is!now!known!to!be!the!phage!lysin!CplF1;!however,!no!comment!was!made!as!to!the!nature!of!the!protein!at!this!time!(Ronda!et#al.,!1981).!!
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In! 1987! Garcia! et# al! postulated! that! the! 39! kDa! protein! was! a! lysin,! although!analysis! of! extracts! from! lysed! cells! could!not! conclusively!prove! this!due! to! the!presence!of!host! cell!wall! degrading! enzymes.!To! resolve! this! issue,! the!putative!gene! was! cloned,! purified,! and! shown! to! indeed! possess! cell! wall! degrading!activity.!It!was!characterised!as!a!muramidase,!cleaving!between!the!carbohydrate!moieties! of! the! peptidoglycan! backbone,! and! found! to! be! active! only! in! the!presence! of! choline! in! the! teichoic! acid! of! the! pneumococcal# cell! wall.! Although!with!hindsight!the!antimicrobial!potential!of!such!an!enzyme!is!evident,!at!the!time!no!mention!of!such!was!made!(Garcia!et#al.,!1987).!!
3.1.2 Characterisation-as-a-potential-next-generation-antibiotic-The! CplF1! lysin! was! proposed! as! a! possible! novel! antibiotic! in! 2003! by! the!Laboratory!of!Bacterial!Pathology!and! Immunology!at! the!Rockefeller!University,!New!York,!headed!by!Prof!Vincent!Fischetti.!Purified!recombinant!CplF1!was!found!to!be!extremely!active!against!S.#pneumoniae#in!mouse!models,!effectively!clearing!the! nasopharyngeal! mucosa! via! a! topical! application,! and! dramatically! reducing!bacterial!titre!(≥99!%)!in!the!bloodstream.!Investigations!also!showed!the!halfFlife!of!CplF1!in!the!mouse!bloodstream!to!be!20.5!minutes,!and!produced!encouraging!results! in! immunogenic! studies! and! general! longFterm! stability! of! the! protein.!Crucially,!the!presence!of!the!CplF1!lysin!showed!no!toxic!effect!on!the!mice!used!in!this! trial! (Loeffler! et# al.,! 2003).! Further! reports! from! this! lab! have! shown!synergistic! activity! when! CplF1! is! combined! with! penicillin! or! gentamicin!(Djurkovic! et# al.! 2005);! effective! treatment! of! endocarditis! and! pneumococcal!meningitis! in! rats! (Entenza!et#al.,! 2005;!Grandgirard!et#al.,! 2008),! and! the!use!of!CplF1!to!rescue!mice!with!fatal!pneumococcal!pneumonia!(Witzenrath!et#al.,!2009).!In!each!case!the!use!of!CplF1!was!shown!to!be!highly!effective!in!the!treatment!of!the!bacterial!infections.!!
3.1.3 Molecular-characterisation-of-CplT1-Over!the!last!decade!several!structural!studies!have!been!conducted!on!CplF1,!and!the!mechanism!of!action!derived.!The!protein!has!the!biFmodular!domain!structure!common! to!many! of! the! lysins! (as! described,! 1.1.4.4),! and! also! shows! homology!with!the!S.#pneumoniae!autolysin,!LytC.!Interestingly,!the!cell!wall!binding!domain!
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of! the!native!host!protein! shows!greatly! reduced!stability! compared! to! its!phage!counterpart,!which!is!thought!to!be!important!in!prevention!of!autolysis!of!the!host!cell!(Monterroso!et#al.,!2008).!!!CplF1! remains! one! of! the! few! complete! lysins! with! a! known! crystal! structure,!shown! in! Figure! 3.1.! The! catalytic!NFterminal! domain! of! CplF1! (shown! in! green)!displays!an!irregular!βFbarrel!motif!comprised!of!five!βFsheet/!αFhelix!hairpins!and!three! stand! alone!βFstrands! (known!as! a! (β/α)5β3! configuration).! The! active! site!forms!a!long!groove!at!the!CFterminal!end!of!the!catalytic!barrel!and!conforms!to!previously!described!peptidoglycan!binding!sites.!Catalysis!is!thought!to!take!place!via!a!general!acid/base!reaction!involving!Asp10!as!the!primary!nucleophile,!and!Gln94!as!the!proton!donor!(Hermoso!et#al.,!2003).!!!The!cell!wall!binding!domain!(CBD)!is!formed!of!two!distinct!structural!regions,!CI!(blue),! and! CII! (magenta),! containing! six! choline! binding! repeats.! Of! the! four!putative!cholineFbinding!sites!formed,!only!two!are!thought!to!be!active.!These!are!both! located!on!CI!and!can!be!seen!with!choline!bound!in!Figure!3.1.!The!second!structural!region,!CII!follows!a!βFsheet!structure!and!is!absent!in!LytC.!It!is!thought!to!be!involved!in!interactions!between!the!two!domains!increasing!stability!of!the!CBD! (Hermoso! et# al.,! 2003).! Upon! the! binding! of! choline,! CBD! mediated!dimerisation!is!thought!to!occur,!lending!further!stability!to!the!complex.!This!has!been!shown!to!be!important!for!the!positioning!of!the!catalytic!domain!relative!to!the! substrate,! as! demonstrated! by! removal! of! the! CBD! resulting! in! a! drop! of!catalytic!activity!by!five!orders!of!magnitude!(Monterroso!et#al.,!2008).!!! !
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!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!
Figure'3.1'–'Ribbon'representation'of'the'crystal'structure'of'Cpl:1'The! crystal! structure! of! Cpl31! shows! an!N3terminal! catalytic! (green)! and!C3terminal! cell!wall! binding! domains! (blue! and!magenta)! connected! by! a! flexible! acidic! linker.! Choline!molecules!are!shown!as!ball!and!stick!representations!bound!to!the!CBD.!Reproduced!from!(Hermoso!et#al.,!2003).!
Figure'redacted'due'to'copyright*infringement 
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3.1.4 Suitability-of-C.#reinhardtii-for-cplF1-expression-Considerable!work!has!already!been!conducted!on!CplF1,!and!it!has!been!shown!to!hold! great! potential! as! a! novel! proteinFbased! antibacterial.! As! with! all! such!therapeutics,!cost!of!production!is!an!issue,!with!the!bulk!of!the!expense!involved!in!production!of!a!usable!product!being!the!high!levels!of!purification!required!to!remove!the!highly!immunogenic!endotoxins!found!in!E.#coli.!In!order!for!any!novel!therapeutic!to!reach!the!market!minimisation!of!costs!is!important,!but!with!novel!antiFbacterials! this!can!be!seen!as!even!more!crucial!given!the!perceived!risks! to!profits! from! acquired! resistance,! short! treatment! courses,! and! humanitarian!pressures! to! supply! treatment! to! the! developing!world.! As! discussed! in! Chapter!one,!the!expression!of!such!a!product!in!the!C.#reinhardtii#chloroplast!could!help!to!reduce!costs!of!protein!based!therapeutics,!not! least!due!to! low!production!costs!and!by!allowing! for! less!rigorous!purification!on!account!of! the!organism’s!GRAS!status.! Clearly! such!work! is! still! at! a! very! early! stage! and! getting! CplF1! into! the!clinic!can!be!seen!as!a!distant!goal.!This!project!is!proposed!as!a!proof!of!concept,!both!for!the!expression!of!lysins!and!indeed!therapeutic!proteins!in!general!in!the!
C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast.!!
3.1.5 Aims-and-objectives-! 1. To! create! transgenic! lines! of! C.# reinhardtii! in! which! the! cplF1! gene! is!introduced!into!a!specified!locus!of!the!chloroplast!genome.!!2. To!show!expression!of!cplF1!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast.!!3. To! confirm! correct! folding! and! absence! of! deleterious! postFtranslational!modification!by!demonstration!of!activity!against!S.#pneumoniae!in#vitro.!!4. To!develop!a!viable!purification!strategy!for!the!production!of!an!enriched!CplF1!preparation.!
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3.2 Results-
3.2.1 The-generation-of-transformant-lines-containing-the-cplF1-gene-In!total!three!cplF1!expressing!lines!of!C.#reinhardtii#were!created.!Each!contained!the! cplF1! gene! in! its! synthetic! form,! but! differed! in! cellular! background! and!expression!cassette!construction.!An!illustration!of!cell! line!naming!protocols!can!be!seen!in!Figure!3.2.!!
3.2.1.1 Design#of#a#synthetic#codon#optimised#version#of#cplT1#The!first!cplF1!expressing!line!of!C.#reinhardtii!was!produced!using!the!expression!plasmid!pASap1!(Figure!3.3)!and!the!recipient!cell! line!bstFsame1.!The!cplF1!gene!sequence!was!retrieved!from!Genbank!(accession!number:!NP_044837,!from!the!S.#






































































































































3.2.1.2 Transformation#of#the#C.-reinhardtii#strain#bstFsame1#using#pASap1.cplF1#The! plasmid! pASap1.cplF1! was! used! to! transform! bstFsame1! via! the! biolistic!method!as!described!(2.3.2.1).!Transformation!yielded!10F20!colonies!per!plate,!of!which!12!were!selected!for!PCR!screening!(Appendix!b).!Of!the!six!transformants!showing! correct! insertion!of! the!cplF1#expression! cassette,! two!were! selected! for!continued!investigation.!Correct!insertion!was!confirmed!by!DNA!sequencing!and!the!lines!named!LysBCi!and!LysBCii!in!accordance!with!the!naming!protocol!shown!in!Figure!3.2.!!
3.2.1.3 Transformation#of#the#cellFwall#deficient#strain#TN72#with#pASap1.cplF1#The!recipient!strain!TN72!was!designed!and!created!by!Dr!Thanyanun!Ninlayarn,!primarily! in! order! to! address! two! issues! with! the! previous! recipient! line,! bstFsame1:!
• Disruption' of' psbH' gene' by' point' insertion.! Though! bstFsame1! is!suitable! as! a! nonFphotosynthetic! recipient! strain,! the! insertional!disruption! of! psbH! with! the! aadA# cassette! does! occasionally! allow! for!restorationFonly!recombination!as!shown!in!Figure!3.5.!In!contrast,!in!the!new!strain!TN72!the!region!extending!from!the!middle!of!psbH!to!the!site!of!insertion!of!the!gene!of!interest!is!replaced!with!the!aadA!cassette.!This!arrangement! prevents! inappropriate! recombination! and! thus! averts!restoration!of!the!wild!type!psbH!locus!without!the!insertion!of!the!GoI.!!







































Transformation! of! TN72! was! conducted! by! the! glass! bead! technique! using!pASap1.cpl@1!as!in!3.2.1.1.!Transformation!yielded!low!numbers!of!transformants,!with! a! total! of! 22! colonies! from! 12! plates.! Two! colonies!were! screened! by! PCR!(Appendix!c)!and!DNA!sequencing.!On!the!confirmation!of!correct!insertion!of!cpl$1&the!resulting!strains!were!named!LysTCi!and!LysTCii.!!
3.2.1.4 Generation)of)new)TN72)transformants)using)a)superior)expression)plasmid)8)
pSRSap1.cpl81)Recent! work! conducted! Dr! Thanyanun! Ninlayarn! and! Dr! Joanna! Szaub! in! the!Purton! lab! has! shown! that! the! expression! of! transgenes! using! the! C.& reinhardtii!
psaA&promoter/!5’!UTR!gives!an!approximately!two@fold! increase! in!recombinant!protein! accumulation! relative! to! those! driven! off! of! the! atpA! promoter/! 5’! UTR!elements.!Building!on!this!research,!a!new!expression!vector!designated!pSRSap1!was!built!by!Dr!Rosie!Young!by!replacement!of! the!atpA&promoter!and!5’!UTR!of!pASap1!with!those!of!psaA.!!!The!cpl$1!gene!was!cloned!into!this!new!vector!as!for!pASap1!(3.2.1.2),!and!shown!to!be! correct!by! restriction!endonuclease!digestion! (Appendix!d),! and! confirmed!by!DNA! sequencing.!The! resulting!pSRSap1.cpl@1!plasmid!was!used! to! transform!TN72!as!described!above,!yielding!15!transformant!colonies!from!10!plates.!Again!screening! was! by! PCR! (Appendix! e)! with! correct! insertion! confirmed! by! DNA!sequencing.!The!resulting!strains!were!named!LysTC@SRi!and!LysTC@SRii.!!
3.2.2 Confirmation*of*expression*of*cpl81*in*E.)coli)and*C.)reinhardtii*Due! to! the! shared! ancestry! of! the! C.& reinhardtii! chloroplast! and! the! E.& coli! cell,!many!chloroplast!promoters! show!activity! in!E.&coli! (Bateman!and!Purton,!2000;!Goldschmidt@Clermont,! 1991).! Such! pre@! C.& reinhardtii! expression! is! used!throughout! this! thesis!as!a! final!confirmation!of!correct!plasmid!construction,!an!independent! analysis! of! enzymatic! activity,! and! a! means! of! investigating! lysins!when! successful! expression! was! not! achieved! in! C.& reinhardtii! (as! discussed! in!Chapter!four).!!
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Expression!of! cpl$1!was! confirmed! in!both! expression!platforms!by!western!blot!analysis!with!anti@HA!antibodies,!and!visualized!by! infrared!fluorescence!with!an!appropriately! labelled! secondary! antibody! (unless!otherwise! stated).! In! all! cases!Cpl@1!ran!on!gels!at!an!apparent!mass!of!38@39!kDa,!slightly!under!the!predicted!40!kDa.!However,!it!is!assumed!to!be!full!length!because!of!the!self@evident!presence!of!the!C@terminal!HA!tag,!and!the!demonstration!of!enzymatic!activity,!as!discussed!in!section!3.2.6.!!!
3.2.2.1 Western)blot)analysis)demonstrates)expression)of)cpl21) in)E.*coli)under)the)
atpA)promoter/)5’)UTR)The! pASap1.cpl@1! construct! in! the! E.& coli& strain! DH5α! gave! clear! expression! of!
cpl$1,!as!shown!in!Figure!3.6.!The!two!smaller!bands!present!could!be!due!to!either!N@terminal!degradation!products!or!potentially!the!result!of!translation!at!internal!initiation!regions.!Figure!3.7!shows!the!predicted!regions!of!truncation!in!relation!to!the!Cpl@1!protein!sequence,!highlighting!local!methionine!residues.!Although!the!larger!truncated!band!fragment!shows!close!proximity!to!a!methionine,!the!smaller!fragment!does!not.!Analysis!of! the!nucleotide!sequence! immediately!upstream!of!the!methionine! codon! shows! very! little! similarity! to! the!E.& coli! consensus! Shine!Dalgarno!sequence,!but!neither!does!the!atpA&5’!UTR!immediately!upstream!of!the!translational!start!(Figure!3.8).!Furthermore,!when!tracked!onto!the!Cpl@1!crystal!structure,! both! potential! cleavage! regions! are! in! exposed! unstructured! surface!loops,!suggesting!easy!accessibility! to!proteases!(Figure!3.9).!The!discrete!nature!of! the! degradation! products! implies! endo@! as! opposed! to! exo@! protease! activity.!Structure@related!cleavage!is!encouraging!as!it!implies!correct!folding!of!Cpl@1!in!E.&




Figure'3.6'–'Expression'of'cpl$1' in' the'E.(coli' strain'DH5α' is' confirmed'by'western'






















Figure' 3.7' –' Predicted' regions' of' truncation' in' relation' to' the' CplA1' primary'
sequence,'and'relevant'methionine'residues'



























gene'with'the'ideal'E.(coli'consensus,'and'the'atpA(and'psaA(5’'UTRs'The!putative! cryptic! Shine!Dalgarno! sequence! upstream!of! the! large! truncation! product!does!not!show!any!homology!with!the!E.&coli!consensus!sequence.!Neither,!however,!does!the!atpA!5’!UTR,!despite!being!active!in!this!organism.!!! !
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3.2.2.2 Successful) expression) of) cpl21) in) C.* reinhardtii) bst8same1) under) the) atpA)
promoter/)5’)UTR)For! C.& reinhardtii& to! be! considered! as! an! expression! platform! for! Cpl@1! it! was!essential!that!recombinant!protein!accumulation!could!be!demonstrated.!This!was!achieved!by!western!blot!analysis.!The! transgenic! lines!LysBCi!and!LysBCii!were!grown!to!late!log!phase,!harvested,!equalised!and!prepared!for!SDS@PAGE!using!the!Solution! A! method! as! described! (2.4.1.1).! ECL! western! blot! shows! readily!detectable!levels!of!full@length!Cpl@1!in!both!lines!as!shown!in!Figure!3.10.!!!!!!!
!! !
Figure'3.10'–'Expression'of'cpl$1'in'the'C.(reinhardtii(bstAsame1(is'demonstrated'by'
western'blot'analysis'with'antiAHA'antibodies'Both!lines!of!LysBC!(pASap1.cpl@1,!bst@same1!background)!show!strong!expression!of!an!HA!tagged!protein!of!the!correct!size!which!is!assumed!to!be!Cpl@1.!Wild!type!C.&reinhardtii!is! used! as! a! negative! control.! This! immunoblot! was! visualised! by! ECL! with! a! 5@second!exposure.!
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3.2.2.3 cpl21)is)also)expressed)in)the)cell)wall)deficient)strain)TN72)Despite!the!closely!related!nature!of!the!recipient!lines!bst@same1!and!TN72,!and!the! identical! expression! cassettes! used! in! each! case,! TN72! represented! a! novel!cellular!background,!and!thus!it!was!necessary!to!again!ensure!Cpl@1!accumulation!was! occurring.! The! transgenic! lines! LysTCi! and! LysTCii! were! prepared! as!described! in! 3.2.2.2! and! expression! investigated! by! western! blot! analysis.! Also!included! is! C6,! an! example! of! an! aberrant! transformant! line! in! which! a! rare!secondary! recombination! event! had! occurred! between! the! atpA! element! of! the!inserted!expression!cassette!and!that!of!the!excised!aadA!cassette!resulting!in!the!loss!of!the!cpl$1&gene.!!!As! expected! LysTCi! and! LysTCii! also! show! correct! expression! of! Cpl@1! (Figure!3.11),! although! it! appears! to! be! at! a! marginally! lower! level! to! that! seen! in! the!positive! control! (bst@same1! transformant! LysBCii).! This! has! been! attributed! to!generally!lower!fitness!of!the!cell!wall!deficient!cell!lines;!however,!it!could!also!be!an!artefact!in!relation!to!equalisation!of!the!two!different!cell!lines.!! !
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Chart' 3.1' –' A' graphical' comparison' of' C.( reinhardtii( derived( CplA1' accumulation'
under'the'atpA'and'psaA'promoters/'5’'UTRs'


















3.2.3 Attempts*to*quantify*Cpl21*yield*and*productivity*in*C.)reinhardtii**In!the!literature!on!recombinant!protein!production!in!C.&reinhardtii,!protein!yield!is!generally!expressed!at!a!percentage!of!total!soluble!protein!(%TSP).!This!unit!of!measure! sidesteps! issues! related! to! growth! phase! and! cell! density,! but! is! not!practical!as!an!illustration!of!actual!productivity!as!preferred!by!industry.!In!order!to!present!data!suitable!for!both!academic!and!industrial!audiences!yield!of!Cpl@1!in!C.&reinhardtii&has!been!expressed!as!%TSP,!and!also!in!mg/L!for!a!mid@late! log!culture!(equivalent!to!an!OD!of!2!at!750!nm).!From!the!latter!measure!estimates!of!mg! product/! g! dry! weight! and! mg! product/! L/! day! can! be! estimated! for! ideal!conditions.! In! order! to! present! the! most! highly! expressing! data! only! LysTC@SR!using!the!psaA&promoter/!5’!UTR!was!considered.!!













































































































Table'3.2'A'Quantitative'analysis'of'CplA1'content'of'LysTC$SRi''LysTC@SRi!dilutions!were!analysed!for!HA@tagged!protein!content!using!the!LiCor!Odyssey!scanner.!Intensity!readings!were!converted!into!masses!by!extrapolation!of!the!line!of!best!fit! for! the!HA@tagged!standard,!CARHSP,! taking! into!account! the! slightly! smaller!mass!of!Cpl@1!and!weighted!by!dilution!factor.!Mass!of!HA@tagged!protein!was!then!scaled!to!mg/L!for!a!10x!cell! culture!solution! for!comparison! to! the! total!soluble!protein!measurements!above.!!! LysTC@SRi!Dilution! Intensity! ng/!25!μl! mg/L!10x!concentration! %TSP! Weighted!%TSP! mg/L!1x!concentration!!1! 71.21! 2017! 80.69! 9.42! 9.42! 8.07!0.75! 54.54! 1559! 62.38! 7.28! 9.70! 8.32!0.5! 32.1! 943! 37.73! 4.40! 8.80! 7.55!0.25! 14.42! 458! 18.30! 2.14! 8.54! 7.32!0.1! 4.57! 187! 7.48! 0.87! 8.73! 7.48!!! !! !! !! !! !! !!! ! ! Weighted!Mean! 9.04! 7.75!! ! ! Standard!Deviation! 0.50! 0.42!!
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Top' panel:! Standard! contrast! SDS@PAGE! stained! with! Coomassie! Brilliant! Blue! R! and!visualised!by!the!LiCor!Odyssey!system.!Major!bands!are!faintly!visible!for!all!three!of!the!CARHSP!standard!lanes,!however!Cpl@1!is!not.!








































3.2.4 Investigations* into* production* and* maintenance* of* non2denaturing* protein*
preparations*As!no!lysins!had!previously!been!expressed!in!the!C.&reinhardtii!chloroplast,!a!key!step!was!demonstrating!that!the!recombinant!Cpl@1!produced!was!folding!into!an!active!state.!Confirmation!of!expression!and!analysis!of!Cpl@1!accumulation!were!both!conducted!by!western!blot!analysis,!permitting!a!denaturing!method!of! cell!disruption!using!SDS.!Purification!and!activity!assays,!however,!would!require!the!production!of!non@denatured!protein!extracts,!thus!necessitating!a!mechanical!cell!breakage!protocol!to!be!developed.!!
3.2.4.1 Non8denaturing) protein) preparations) of) LysBCi) are) produced) by) cell)






































Figure' 3.16' –' Triplicate'western' blot' analysis'with' antiAHA' antibodies' illustrating'






















Chart' 3.5' –' Quantitative' analysis' of' the' effect' of' cell' concentration' on' CplA1'
supernatant'retention'


























the)cell)wall)deficient)line)LysTCi))Expression!of!cpl$1! in! the! cell!wall@deficient!background!of!TN72! (as!opposed! to!the! cell! walled! bst@same1)! allows! for! techniques! other! than! pressure! cell!disruption! to!be!used! to!produce!non@denatured!protein!preparations.!To!assess!the! relative! efficacy! of! the! different! cell! breakage! techniques! available,! and! to!ascertain!if!Cpl@1!was!still!being!lost!to!the!pellet!in!the!cell!wall@less!environment,!a! late! log! LysTCi! culture! was! split! and! subjected! to! a! panel! of! cell! breakage!techniques! (listed! below).! The! culture! was! equalised! and! resuspended! in! PBS!(unless! stated! otherwise)! to! a! concentration! of! 10x! or! 100x! relative! to! culture!volume.!! 1. Freeze/!thaw!at!@196!°C/!30!°C!(3!rounds)!2. Freeze/!thaw!at!@20!°C/!30!°C!(1!round)!3. Cell!disruption!at!10k!PSI!4. Addition!of!1!%!Triton@X!100!(30!minute!incubation!at!room!temperature)!5. 1!minute!vortex!(max!speed)!6. No!treatment!(30!minute!incubation!at!room!temperature)!7. Resuspension!in!ddH2O!(30!minute!incubation!at!room!temperature)!!Following! the! above! treatments! samples! were! centrifuged,! and! supernatants!stored!at!@20!°C!overnight,!with!the!exception!of!sample!3,!which!was!incubated!at!4!°C!overnight!prior!to!centrifugation.!Samples!were!then!analysed!by!western!blot!and!quantitative!data!collected!using!the!LiCor!Odyssey!system!as!described!above!(2.4.3).!
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It! is! clear! from! Figure! 3.17! that! issues! surrounding! solubility! of! CplD1! at! high!concentrations!are!not!restricted!to!the!cell!walled!transformant!line!LysBC,!or!the!cell!disruption!technique.!The! loss!of!CplD1! from!the!supernatant! is!evident! in!all!samples!analysed!at!100x!cell!culture!concentration!including!chemical!disruption!with! a! mild! detergent.! At! 10x! concentration! however! the! presence! of! CplD1! is!observed! in! all! cases.! From! Chart! 3.6! it! appears! that! cell! disruption! gives! the!highest! yield! of! CplD1,! higher! even! that! TritonDX! 100! treatment,! despite!microscopic!analysis!of!TritonDX!100!treated!cells!showing!complete!cell!breakage!(data! not! shown).! A! single! freeze/thaw! overnight! at! D20! °C! is! shown! to! be!significantly!more!effective!than!three!brief!rounds!at!D196!°C,!however!it!still!does!not! yield! as! much! CplD1! as! cell! disruption.! It! is! possible! that! multiple! rounds!of! D20!°C!freezing!and!thawing,!or!a!single! D20!°C!treatment! followed!by!multiple!rounds! at! D196! °C! may! be! of! comparative! efficacy! to! cell! disruption.! Such! a!procedure!would! be! preferable! as! it! is! less! labour! intensive! and! also! allows! for!samples! to! remain! sterile! during! the! cell! breakage! process.! Vortexing! and!resuspension! in! ddH2O,! though! nonDviable! as! cell! disruption! techniques,! are!interesting!as!an!illustration!of!the!fragility!of!TN72!based!lines!in!general.!!
3.2.4.3 Investigations+ into+ Cpl/1+ stability+ in+ a+ C.) reinhardtii+ crude+ cell+ extract+
environment++Once! CplD1! containing! protein! preparations! could! be! reliably! produced,!investigations!were!conducted!into!the!stability!of!CplD1!in!a!crude!cell!extract.! It!was!known!that!CplD1!was!highly!stable!in!the!S.$pneumoniae$cytoplasm,!and!also!in! the! unbroken! C.$ reinhardtii! chloroplast! (C.! Economou,! unpublished! work);!however,!it!was!unclear!how!stable!CplD1!would!be!once!it!had!been!exposed!to!the!alien! environment! of! the! eukaryotic! cytoplasm.! This! is! clearly! important! from! a!pharmaceutical! prospective,! especially! when! considering! a! topical! C.$ reinhardtii!based!treatment!where!only!crude!extracts!might!be!employed.!!As!a!preliminary!investigation!into!the!level!of!stability!shown!by!CplD1!in!a!broken!cell! environment,! a! cell! extract! was! prepared! as! previously! described! for!quantification! of! TSP! (3.2.3.1),! with! the! exclusion! of! the! centrifugation! step.!Samples! were! treated! with! chloramphenicol! to! remove! any! possibility! of!continued!protein!synthesis,!and!incubated!over!a!course!of!93!hours!at!4!°C,!25!°C,!
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and!37!°C.!From!these!preliminary!data!(Figure!3.18,!Chart!3.7)!it!is!clear!that!CplD1!is!relatively!stable!even!when!in!a!broken!cell!environment.! It! is!also!shown!that!degradation! is! highly! temperature! dependant.! Almost! no! appreciable! lost! of!product!is!seen!for!the!4!°C!sample!over!the!time!course,!whereas!a!steady!decline!is!seen! for!25!°C!with!very! little!protein!present!after!3!days,!and!37!°C!showing!almost!complete!degradation!in!under!24!hours.!These!data!suggest!suitable!levels!of!stability!for!clinical!use,!both!in!the!context!of!preDapplication!cold!storage,!and!shortDterm!topical!application.!Use!at!physiological! temperatures,! for!example!by!intravenous! or! intraperitoneal! administration,! is! likely! to! be! unaffected! by! the!rapid! temperature! based! degradation,! as! from! previous! studies! it! is! clear! that!immune!based!clearance!will!be!significantly!faster!(see!1.1.4.3).!!




Figure& 3.18& –&Western& blot& analysis&with& anti5HA& antibodies& showing& preliminary&





















Chart& 3.7& –&Graphical& representation&of& stability& of& Cpl51& in& a& crude& cell& extract& at&





































































































Chart& 3.8& –& Graphical& illustration& of& loss& of& Cpl51& in& flow5through& fractions& during&





























































































































3.2.5.3 Purity+analysis+of+enriched+samples+by+SDS/PAGE+CplD1! containing! fractions! were! then! pooled! and! concentrated! 10! fold! by!centrifugal!concentration!and!assessed!for!purity!by!SDSDPAGE!(Figure!3.24)!and!quantitative!analysis!using!the!LiCor!Odyssey!system!(Chart!3.9).!These!data!show!CplD1! to! be! present! at! a! level! of! approximately! 62! %! by! mass! of! total! protein,!assuming!equivalent!binding!of!Coomassie!Brilliant!Blue!R!to!the!various!proteins!in! the! sample.! This! represents! a! significant! enrichment! of! CplD1,! though! not!necessarily!of! sufficient!magnitude! to!be!classed!as!purification.!These!data!have!demonstrated,!however,!that!C.$reinhardtii$derived!CplD1!can!be!selectively!bound!and! eluted! from! a! DEAE! cellulose! column.! The! overall! purity! of! CplD1! could!doubtless!be!increased!with!further!optimisation!of!the!purification!protocol!or!the!addition!of!a!polishing!step!such!as!affinity!chromatography.!A!collection!of! later!fractions!was! also! pooled,! concentrated,! and! analysed! in! the! same!manner.! This!sample!gave!a!CplD1!level!of!~20!%,!suggesting!that!not!only!yield!but!also!relative!purity!decreases!in!the!later!elution!fractions!(data!not!shown).!!!
!
Figure&3.24&–&Coomassie&stained&SDS5PAGE&of&concentrated&pooled&elution&fractions&













































3.2.5.4 Dialysis'for'restoration'of'activity'An!issue!reported!by!Loeffler!and!colleagues!(Loeffler!et#al.,!2001)!in!regard!to!this!method!of!Cpl?1!purification! is! that!by!using! choline! as! an! elutant,! the! enzyme’s!active! sites! are! blocked,! and! thus! all! activity! removed.! To! restore! enzymatic!activity!the!bound!choline!was!removed!by!dialysis!against!enzyme!buffer.!For!C.#
reinhardtii# derived! Cpl?1,! pooled! elution! fractions! were! concentrated! to! a! final!volume! of! 3! ml! and! dialysed! overnight! at! 4! °C.! To! ensure! Cpl?1! was! not!inadvertently!lost!during!the!dialysis!process,!samples!were!taken!before!and!after!dialysis!and!investigated!by!western!blot!analysis!(Figure!3.25).!Although!there!is!some! loss!of!Cpl?1! in! the!dialysed!sample! relative! to! the!pre?dialysis! level! (22!%!decrease! in! this! single! experiment),! this! is! not! seen! as! significant! enough! to!prohibit!the!use!of!choline!as!an!elutant.!!!!
!!
Figure'3.25'–'Western'blot'analysis'with'anti8HA'antibodies'showing'levels'of'Cpl81'
































3.2.6 Demonstration+of+Cpl01+activity+against+S.'pneumoniae+The! activity! of! C.# reinhardtii! derived! Cpl?1! is! central! to! this! project,! not! just!because! it! is!critical! to! the!use!of!C.#reinhardtii! for! the!production!of! this!protein!antibiotic,!but!also!as!a!proof!of!concept!for!the!production!of!active!therapeutics!in!general!using!this!platform.!!
3.2.6.1 Initial' activity' assays' conducted' on' solid' medium' show' endogenous'






Top' panel:! Direct! spot! assays! of! 20! μl! equalized! protein! extract! onto! a! S.# pneumoniae!lawn.!All!extracts!with!the!exception!of!cw10!show!inhibition!of!S.#pneumoniae!growth.!





































































3.2.6.3 Demonstration+ of+ activity+ of+ C.+ reinhardtii+ derived+ Cpl61+ against+ clinical+
isolates+To! show! clinical! relevance! for! C.# reinhardtii! derived! Cpl61! as! a! next! generation!antibiotic,! preliminary! assays!were! conducted! against! a! panel! of! clinical! isolates!supplied! by! the! Royal! Free!Hospital,! including! those!with! reduced! sensitivity! to!conventional!antibiotics!(Figure!3.29).!Of!the!four!isolates!investigated,!enriched!C.#
reinhardtii#Cpl61!shows!definite!activity!against! three!serotypes! 6!6A,!6B,!and!6C.!Serotype! 27! did! not! appear! to! show! sensitivity! to! Cpl61;! however,! this! is! by! no!means!conclusive!due! to! the! limited!scope!of! the!experiment! conducted.!Further!work!was!again!restricted!by!limited!time.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Figure' 3.29' –' Optical' density' based' clearance' activity' assay' for' enriched! C.!



























































































































































3.3 Discussion#In! the! course! of! this! project! the! potential! for! expression! in! the! C.# reinhardtii#chloroplast! of! next! generation! antibiotics! such! as! Cpl61! has! been! realised.! The!endolysin! has! been! shown! to! be! active! and! stable,! and! a! robust! purification!protocol! has! been! developed! (Figure! 3.31).! In! the! course! of! achieving! these!objectives!several!other!avenues!have!been!explored,!both!in!relation!to!Cpl61,!and!to!the!use!of!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!platform!in!more!general!terms.!!!
3.3.1 Comparison#of#the#pASap1#and#pSRSap1#expression#systems#As!discussed!in!the!introduction!to!this!thesis,!there!is!a!growing!interest!in!the!use!of!C.# reinhardtii! as! a! platform! for! recombinant! protein! expression.!However,! the!achievement! of! such! goals! is! hindered! by! low! levels! of! expression.! During! the!course! of! this! chapter! the! novel! expression! vector! pSRSap1! that! uses! the! psaA!promoter! and! 5’! UTR! has! been! investigated! alongside! the! older! pASap1! vector,!which!drives!transgenes!off!the!atpA#expression!signals.!Direct!comparison!of!Cpl61! yields! when! driven! off! psaA,# relative! to! atpA# show! between! a! 1.5! and! 2! fold!increase!in!Cpl61!accumulation.!This!increase!in!productivity!is!not!enough!to!allow!
C.# reinhardtii! to! compete! with! the! mature! recombinant! expression! platforms!(Finnis!et#al.,!2010;!Li!et#al.,!2011;!Oey!et#al.,!2009a;!Swiech!et#al.,!2012),!however!it!does!represent!an!incremental!step!towards!this!objective.!!!The!next! step! in! this!process! can!be! seen!as!understanding!how! this! increase! in!product! accumulation! was! achieved,! so! to! then! improve! upon! it.! By! comparing!expression!of!the!same!gene!under!the!two!different!promoters/!5’!UTRs!we!can!be!confidant! that! this! increase! in! yield! is! unrelated! to! protein! turnover;! however,!what! is! less!clear! is!whether! the! limiting! factor! is!at! the! level!of! transcription!or!translation.! Answering! this! question! is! important! for! directing! how! to! further!optimise! future! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! expression! cassettes! and! could! be!addressed!fairly!simply!by!transcript!analysis!using!northern!blot!or!RT6PCR.!Due!to!time!constraints!this!work!is!yet!to!be!carried!out,!but!given!previous!work!on!chloroplast!gene!expression!regulation!it!is!likely!that!control!is!being!exerted!at!a!translational!level,!and!as!such!transcript!accumulation!would!likely!be!in!excess!in!either!system!(Coragliotti!et#al.,!2011).!!
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Further!investigation!into!improving!expression!from!this!vector!would!hence!be!focused!on!5’!UTR!optimisation,!in!particular!looking!into!and!removing!potential!auto6attenuation!based!regulators,!as!has!been!reported!recently!by!others!(Specht!and!Mayfield,!2013).!!It!is!likely!that!such!investigations!would!ultimately!lead!back!to!the!nucleus!(Stern!and! Harris,! 2009).! The! beauty! of! the! chloroplast! is! that! it! can! be! viewed! as! a!pseudo6bacterium!with!eukaryotic!benefits.!It!must!not!be!forgotten!however!that!these! benefits! come! at! the! cost! of! tight! genetic! control! from! the! nucleus! which!must! be! overcome,! or! at! least! mediated,! before! the! potential! for! C.# reinhardtii!chloroplast!based!recombinant!protein!production!can!be!fully!realised!(Manuell!et#
al.,!2007;!Specht!and!Mayfield,!2013).!
#
3.3.2 Issues#of#CplC1#solubility#in#C.+reinhardtii+chloroplast#protein#preparations#The!issues!encountered!relating!to!maintaining!Cpl61!in!solution!when!producing!concentrated!protein!preparations!were!unexpected.!Previous!reports!from!other!groups!where!Cpl61!was!produced! in!E.#coli!had!not!discussed!such!an! issue,!nor!had!other!groups!who!had!synthesised!recombinant!proteins! in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast.!At!the!time!when!the!issue!was!first!encountered!recombinant!protein!expression!in!the!Purton!lab!had!been!limited!to!chemically!broken!and!solubilised!extracts,! meaning! there! were! no! past! experiences! to! attest! to! the! viability! of!mechanical! cell! breakage.! As! the! lab! moved! more! towards! the! expression! of!recombinant! proteins! it! became! apparent! that! the! solubility! problems! observed!for! Cpl61! were! indeed! unique.! Research! conducted! by! others! has! showed! the!retention! of! several! recombinant! proteins! in! solution! even! at! high! cell!concentrations.!!!Further!investigation!has!shown!Cpl61!synthesised!in!E.#coli!to!be!soluble,!and!the!similar!lysin!Pal!(which!also!binds!choline)!to!be!soluble!when!synthesised!in!the!C.#
reinhardtii!chloroplast.!It!has!also!been!shown!that!once!C.#reinhardtii!synthesised!Cpl61! is! purified! it! can! then! be! concentrated! without! further! precipitation.! The!issue! is!hence!unique!to!C.#reinhardtii!synthesised!Cpl61!and!only!occurs!when!in!high!concentration!crude!cell!extracts,!however!it!does!not!seem!to!be!connected!to!the!choline!binding!element!of!the!enzyme.!!
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It!thus!seems!likely!that!the!issue!is!caused!by!interaction!of!Cpl61!with!some!(most!likely! insoluble)! element! present! in! the!C.# reinhardtii#cell! extract.!We! know! this!interaction! to! be! concentration! related! and! also! reversible! due! to! experiments!where!cell!breakage!has!been!conducted!at!high!concentration!prior!to!dilution!of!extracts!for!centrifugation.!It!is!also!likely!to!involve!a!component!of!particulate!as!opposed!to!membrane!nature,!as!evidenced!by!the!lost!of!Cpl61!to!the!pellet!at!low!centrifugation!speeds!incapable!of!removing!membranes!from!solution.!In!addition!surface!hydrophobicity!analysis!of!Cpl61!has!failed!to!reveal!any!areas!likely!to!be!membrane!interacting.!The!possibility!of!interaction!with!the!choline!binding!sites!was! considered! (despite! the!absence!of! such! issues! for!Pal),! but! incubation!with!excess! free! choline! chloride! (blocking! the! binding! site)! failed! to! increase! Cpl61!solubility.! The! protein6based! cell! wall! of! C.# reinhardtii! was! also! considered! as! a!possible! interaction!partner;! however,! the!persistence!of! the!problem! in! the! cell!wall!deficient!background!of!TN72!suggested!this!not!to!be!the!case.!!Ultimately!it!is!still!unclear!why!Cpl61!precipitates!at!high!cell!concentrations,!but!this! issue!has!been!mainly!resolved!by!the!centrifugation!of!broken!cells!at!a!cell!concentration! not! exceeding! 10x! culture! volume,! or! 2! x! 108! cells/ml.! A! possible!route!for!further!investigation!could!be!the!addition!of!enriched!C.#reinhardtii!or!E.#
coli#synthesised!Cpl61!to!concentrated!wild!type!C.#reinhardtii!cell!extracts!to!see!if!this! could! induce!precipitation.! If! loss! of! Cpl61! solubility!was! observed! then! this!would! be! further! evidence! of! direct! interaction! with! a! C.# reinhardtii! cellular!component,! and! further! research! could! be! conducted! to! elucidate! the! nature! of!such!a!moiety.!!
3.3.3 Considerations#relating#to#nonCdenaturing#cell#breakage#techniques#Prior!to!the!initiation!of!this!project,!little!work!had!been!conducted!in!the!Purton!lab!on!therapeutic!protein!expression!in!C.#reinhardtii.!As!such,!there!was!limited!experience!to!draw!on! for! the!production!of!non6denatured!C.#reinhardtii#protein!preparations.! Mechanical! cell! breakage! of! the! cell! walled! transformant! line! was!only! possible! by!pressure! cell! disruption! or! sonication;! however,! the! creation! of!the!cell!wall!deficient! lines!allowed!for!a!range!of! further!breakage!techniques!to!be! investigated.! On! examining! the! relative! efficiencies! of! the! new! methods!available!(3.2.4.2),!it!was!shown!that!a!pressure6based!disruption!method!was!still!
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the!most!effective! in! terms!of!product!harvest,! and! thus!was!selected! for! further!use.! It!should!be!noted!however,! that! the!other!breakage!techniques,! though! less!efficient,!do!have!merits!that!could!make!them!superior!to!pressure!cell!disruption!in!certain!situations.!!On!a!lab6scale!the!use!of!a!cell!disrupter!is!feasible!as!the!volumes!to!be!disrupted!are!generally!in!the!5!6!50!ml!range.!If!production!of!therapeutic!proteins!were!to!be!conducted!on!an!industrial!scale,!with!disruption!volumes!measured!in!litres!as!opposed! to!millilitres,!an!alternative!method!of! cell!breakage!would!be!required.!Considering! the! data! presented! in! Figure! 3.17! and! Chart! 3.6,! one! technique! of!particular! interest! is! the! bursting! of! cells! by! osmotic! shock! using! ddH2O.! In! the!experiment! conducted,! such!a! treatment!yielded!only!10!%!of! the!Cpl61! seen! for!the! cell! disrupted! sample;! however,! the! dramatic! difference! in! labour! and!equipment!costs!between!the!two!techniques!must!be!considered,!assuming!such!a!low! osmotic! potential! is! not! deleterious! to! the! protein! itself.! Taking! this! into!account!there!is!certainly!an!argument!for!wider!investigations!into!the!effects!of!higher!dilutions!over!prolonged!periods!of!time.!!!At!lab6based!scale,!treatment!with!mild!detergent!would!be!another!cell!breakage!method! worth! further! investigation.! Assuming! cell! breakage! can! be! achieved!below!the!critical!micelle!concentration!of!the!detergent,! interactions!with!an!ion!exchange!column!should!be!minimal!and!thus!the!addition!of!detergent!could!be!a!very! rapid! method! of! protein! extract! preparation! for! purification.! Further!investigation!into!minimum!levels!required!for!efficient!cell!breakage!should!thus!be!considered.!!Finally,!on!grounds!of!simplicity!and!sterility!it!is!worth!optimising!the!freeze6thaw!breakage!technique.!This!is!of!particular!interest!as!current!practice!in!the!Purton!lab! is! for!therapeutic!protein!expressing! lines!to!be!grown!on!a! large! lab!scale!of!30!L,! and! harvested! biomass! stored! at! 680! °C! until! needed.! A! system! where!samples!could!be!thawed!in!a!pre6lysed!state!would!thus!be!an!advantage.!!As! the! Purton! lab! seems! to! be! progressively! turning! towards! the! expression! of!protein!therapeutics!in!the!C.#reinhardtii#chloroplast,!and!TN72#is!now!the!primary!
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recipient! line,! it! is! likely! that! each! of! these! proposals! will! in! due! course! be!investigated!fully.!!
3.3.4 Observations#on#CplC1#purification#Isolation! of! Cpl61! was! significantly! simplified! by! the! availability! of! a! proven!purification! regime! (Loeffler! et# al.,! 2001).! This! method! was! shown! (with! some!modifications! to! the!protocol)! to!be!highly! effective,! and! thus!was! chosen!as! the!primary!purification!method!employed.! In! regard! to!moving! the!project! forward!the! main! issue! identified! while! working! with! this! protocol! has! been! the!contaminating! proteins! found! in! the! elution! samples.! For! the! purposes! of! this!project!these!were!not!considered!to!be!an!issue!so!further!action!was!not!taken,!however,! if! the! project! progresses! to! an! in# vivo#platform! then! a! true! degree! of!purification!(as!opposed!to!enrichment)!would!be!required.!!!The! most! apparent! means! of! increasing! the! level! of! purification! would! be! to!increase! the! ionic! potential! and! possibly! volume! of! the! wash! stages.! As! shown!previously,! no! detectable! Cpl61! is! released! from! the! column! during! the! current!wash! stages,! suggesting! that! the! NaCl! concentration! could! be! increased!without!prematurely!eluting!the!protein!of!interest.!The!first!step!in!optimising!the!process!would!be! to!elute!Cpl61!with!a!salt!gradient! to!see!how!high!a!salt!concentration!could! be! tolerated! before! Cpl61! started! to! elute.! Further! optimisation! could! be!conducted!from!there.!!Alternatively! the! ion! exchange! protocol! could! be! left! as! is,! and! a! polishing! step!added.!This!could!be!achieved!with!an!HA!affinity!column!to!give!a!highly!pure!final!product.!The!disadvantage!of!such!a!technique!however!is!the!high!cost!of!such!a!column,! especially! once! the! process! is! scaled!up.!Nickel! affinity! chromatography!however! is!considerably!cheaper!and!could!be!used!as!a!single!stage!purification!with! the! replacement! of! the! current! HA! tag! with! a! polyhistidine! tag,! although!further!activity!assays!would!be!required!to!ensure!activity!was!not!compromised.!Gel! exclusion! chromatography! was! briefly! investigated! as! a! polishing! technique!and! although! promising! results!were! not! obtained,! this! does! not! rule! out! future!use.!!
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3.3.5 The# potential# of# C.+ reinhardtii# synthesised# CplC1# as# a# next# generation#
antibiotic#The! primary! aim! of! this! project! was! to! demonstrate! that! active! Cpl61! could! be!produced! in! the! C.# reinhardtii# chloroplast,! and! by! extension! open! the! doors! for!further! lysins! to! be! investigated! in! this! platform.! This! has! been! achieved:! Cpl61!accumulation!has!been!demonstrated,! it!has!been!shown! to!be!specifically!active!against!the!target!pathogen,!and!a!purification!strategy!demonstrated.!It!must!now!be!considered!whether!this!project!should!be!seen!as!a!proof6of6concept!alone,!or!if! there! is! potential! for! Cpl61! to! be! investigated! further,! and! whether! there! is!ultimately! space! in! the! market! for! such! a! product.! In! either! case,! various!experiments!are!required!to!properly!conclude!the!work;!the!most!pressing!being!the! quantification! of! activity! by! more! sophisticated! enzymatic! analysis,! and! the!further! characterisation! of! Cpl61! target! range! by! screening! activity! against! a!broader!range!of!S.#pneumoniae!strains!and!other!related!bacteria.!!As! discussed! at! length! in! the! Chapter! one! (1.1.1),! the! pivotal! factor! in! the!dwindling!supply!of!effective!antibiotics!is!not!the!rise!of!antibiotic!resistance!–!as!this! has! always! been! an! on6going! process! –! but! the! decline! of! novel! therapeutic!agents.! This! can! partly! be! seen! as! an! issue! of! depletion,! the! ‘low! hanging! fruit’!having! already! been! taken;! however,! the! consolidation! of! pharmaceutical!companies!and!an!industry6wide!shift!away!from!antibiotic!development!has!also!played!a!major!part! (Payne!et#al.,!2007).!This! is!understandable.!Development!of!therapeutic!products!is!expensive,!and!a!product!that!carries!a!substantial!risk!of!becoming! obsolete! due! to! resistance! development! can! be! seen! as! a! hazardous!investment.! Taking! this! into! account,! the! question! over! the! potential! of! Cpl61!becomes!not!‘would!it!work!therapeutically?’!but!‘would!it!work!economically?’!!!The!lysins!show!a!remarkable!opposition!to!resistance!development,!which!helps!to!lower!the!risk!associated!with!an!antibiotic!product.!However,!one!of!the!main!strengths!of!Cpl61!as!a!therapeutic,!namely!its!high!level!of!specificity,!can!also!be!viewed! as! a! distinct! economic! disadvantage.! A! highly! specific! product! has! to! go!though!the!same!regulatory!stages!as!a!broad6spectrum!agent,!but!on!reaching!the!clinic! has! a! far! smaller!market! from!which! to! recoup! the! expense.! Additionally,!specific! diagnosis! of! not! only! the! presence! of! the! target! organism,! but! also!
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4.1.1 Production#of#further#lysins#in#the#C.+reinhardtii+chloroplast+After! the! successful! expression! of! the! S.# pneumoniae# lysin! Cpl61! (see! Chapter!three),! two! further! lysins! were! selected! for! expression! in! the! C.# reinhardtii#chloroplast.! The! general! suitability! for! lysin! expression! in! the! C.# reinhardtii#chloroplast!has!previously!been!discussed;!however,!to!emphasize!the!potential!of!
C.# reinhardtii! as! an! expression! platform,! care!was! taken! to! select! targets! able! to!exploit!the!unique!advantages!associated!with!this!organism.!!!
4.1.1.1 Lys16+from+the+Staphylococcus#aureus+phage+P68+
4.1.1.1.1 Background$to$S.(aureus(as$a$therapeutic$target(
Staphylococcus# aureus! is! a! coccus! Gram6positive! facultative! anaerobe! that! is!associated! with! a! large! variety! of! human! interactions.! These! range! from!commensal!colonization!of!the!skin!and!nasal!pharynx,!to!wound!infection,!to!fatal!bacteremia! and! meningitis! (Kluytmans! et# al.,! 1997).! As! with! S.# pneumoniae,! S.#
aureus! is!considered!to!be!a!re6emerging!pathogen,!illustrated!by!the!huge!media!awareness! of! methicillin! resistant! S.# aureus! (MRSA)! as! the! quintessential!‘superbug’.!It!is!estimated!that!in!2005,!MRSA!killed!over!18,000!people!in!the!USA:!more! than! the! number! of! deaths! attributed! to! AIDS.! As! well! as! methicillin!resistance,! strains! of! S.# aureus! have! now! been! isolated! with! resistance! to!vancomycin! and! quinolone! based! therapies,! severely! limiting! treatment! options!(Lowy,! 2003).! Antibiotic! resistant! strains! are! also! increasingly! being! seen! in! the!community! where! previously! they! were! confined! to! healthcare! facilities,! an!example! being! the! highly! virulent! USA300! (Leclercq,! 2009).! There! is! clearly! a!pressing!need!for!novel!antibiotics!to!fight!S.#aureus;!however,!this!organism’s!long!track!record!of!resistance!development!indicates!the!need!for!a!treatment!that!can!oppose!this!process.!This!is!clearly!an!area!where!lysins!could!prove!to!be!highly!suitable.!!!An!additional!factor!that!makes!lysin!therapy!particularly!applicable!to!S.#aureus!is!activity! on! mucosal! membranes.! The! most! common! transmission! pathway! of! S.#
aureus#in!hospitals!is!naso6orally!from!the!nasal6pharynx!reservoir!of!carriers!(von!
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Eiff! et# al.,! 2001),! and! thus! mucosal! targeting! antibiotics! such! as! mupirocin! are!routinely! used! to! clear! this! reservoir! in! new! patients! (Coates! et# al.,! 2009).! This!practice!has!been!shown!to!be!highly!effective! in!slowing!the!spread!of! infection,!but! resistant! strains! are! rapidly! emerging,! and! the! rarity! of!mucosal!membrane!targeting! antibiotics! means! there! are! few! in! place! to! replace! mupirocin! when!resistance!becomes!widespread.!!!
4.1.1.1.2 The$history$of$S.(aureus$lysins$The! first! reported! S.# aureus# lysin!was! identified! by! Ralston! and!McIvor! in! 1955!from! the!phage!K1! (Ralston!et#al.,! 1955).!This! lysin! (termed!virolysin),!however,!was!apparently!unable!to!lyse!cells!unless!they!were!‘sensitised’!first,!by!either!the!presence! of! the! phage! itself! or! by! physical! treatments! such! as! acetone,! UV!irradiation,!or!heating!to!56!°C.!The!first!‘stand!alone’!lysin!specific!to!S.#aureus!was!identified! in!1971!by!Sonstein!et#al! (Sonstein!et#al.,!1971).!The!Phage!Associated!Lysin! (PAL,! not! to! be! confused! with! the! S.# pneumoniae! lysin! Pal)! isolated! was!shown! to! lyse! all! staphylococcal! stains! tested! without! affecting! other! bacterial!species,!as!well!as!being!capable!of!degrading!purified!staphylococcal!cell!walls.!It!was!noted!that!the!enzyme!could!be!used!to!create!spheroplasts!when!applied!in!the! presence! of! 7.5! %! PEG! 4000! (to! provide! osmotic! stability),! and! relevant!applications! to! the!molecular! biology! of! S.#aureus!were! suggested.! As!with! early!work! on! Cpl61! however,! no!mention!was!made! as! to! the! potential! of! PAL! as! an!antimicrobial.!Since!then,!S.#aureus#lysins!have!become!one!of!the!most!populated!areas!of!the!field,!with!numerous!lysins!being!characterised!and!several!structural!rearrangements! investigated! including! truncations! (Horgan! et# al.,! 2009)! and!chimeric!enzymes!(Manoharadas!et#al.,!2009).!!!
4.1.1.1.3 The$S.(aureus(phage$P68,$and$the$Lys16$lysin$The!lytic!properties!of!the!S.#aureus#phage!P68!lysin!Lys16!was!first!investigated!by!Manoharadas!and!colleagues!(Manoharadas!et#al.,!2009).!Local!sequence!alignment!analysis! using! the! Blastp! platform! showed! sequence! identity! to! the! related! S.#
aureus#lysins!Twort!and!Φ11;!however,!whereas!both!such!enzymes!show!a!three6domain!structure!featuring!two!distinct!catalytic!domains,!Lys16!contains!a!single!N6terminal! D6alanyl6glycyl! endopeptidase! domain! and! the! archetypal! C6terminal!
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cell!wall!binding! region.!Antimicrobial!activity!was!confirmed!although! the!work!was!not!followed!up!due!to!reported!issues!surrounding!protein!solubility!in!the!E.#
coli#expression!system.! Instead!the!group!proceeded!to!produce!a!chimera!of! the!Lys16!N6terminal!catalytic!domain!with!the!C6terminal!cell!binding!domain!of!p17,!a!viron!bound!lysin!from!the!same!phage!thought!to!be!involved!in!initial!infection!of! the! bacterial! host.! This! produced! a! soluble! protein! and!was! demonstrated! to!have!lytic!activity!against!S.#aureus.!!!
4.1.1.1.4 Suitability$of$C.(reinhardtii(as$an$expression$platform$As!a!proof!of!concept!regarding!the!enhanced!stability!and!protein!folding!ability!of!the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! relative! to! its! prokaryotic! cousins,! the! unmodified!
lys16! gene!was! expressed!with! the! hope! of! showing! superior! levels! of! solubility!relative!to!the!E.#coli!system.!!
4.1.1.2 The+putative+lysin+gp20+from+the+Propionibacterium#acnes+phage+PA6+
4.1.1.2.1 Background$to$P.(acnes(
Propionibacterium#acnes#is!a!common!human!skin!commensal!which!is!thought!to!be!the!main!causative!agent!of!inflammatory!acne!vulgaris!as!well!as!several!other!opportunistic!infections!of!the!upper!dermal!layers.!It!is!an!aerotolerant!anaerobic!Gram6positive! bacillus,! which! is! often! found! as! part! of! the! natural! skin! flora!predominately!on!lipid!rich!areas!such!as!the!face,!neck,!and!shoulders!(Farrar!et#
al.,! 2007).! In! certain! situations! P.# acnes! can! shed! its! commensal! persona! and!pathogenically! infect! pores! leading! to! the! inflamed! lesions! characteristic! of! acne!vulgaris.!At!present!the!precise!mechanism!for!the!activation!of!the!inflammatory!response! is! unclear,! although! two! dominant! theories! persist.! There! is! evidence!that!indicates!specific!adaptive!activation!of!CD4+!T6cells!via!antigenic!processing!from!Langerhans!cells! in!the! follicle!cell!wall,! triggering! inflammation.! It!has!also!been!shown!that!P.#acnes!stimulates!the!immune!system!via!the!innate!pathway!by!inducing! production! of! pro6inflammatory! cytokines! such! as! Il61α! and! Tumour!Necrosis! Factor! (TNF)! in! keratinocytes.! These! recruit! monocytes! to! the! follicle,!which! themselves! release! pro6inflammatory! cytokines.! The! initiating! factor! in!either!case!has!been!shown!to!be!the!increase!in!P.#acnes#population!density!at!the!follicle! (Farrar!and! Ingham,!2004).!Once! the! inflamed! lesion! is!established! it! can!
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provide! an! entry! point! for! other! opportunistic! pathogens! such! as! the!aforementioned!S.#aureus.##
#This!condition!affects!approximately!80!%!of!individuals!(most!commonly!during!adolescence),!with!lesions!resulting!in!permanent!scarring!in!around!30!%!of!cases!(Farrar!et#al.,!2007).!Acne!vulgaris!typically!clears!spontaneously!by!the!late!teens!or! early! twenties,! although! more! severe! cases! require! therapeutic! intervention.!This! is! also! the! case! for! patients! of! an! immunocompromised! nature,! where! the!presentation! of! novel! pathogenic! entry! sites! is! of! particular! concern.! Standard!treatment!falls!into!two!categories:!the!use!of!broad6spectrum!antibiotics!such!as!cephalosporin!or!erythromycin,!administered!either!orally!or!topically!(Brook!and!Frazier,!1991),!and!the!topical!application!of!harsh!chemical!agents!such!as!benzyl!peroxide.! Neither! treatment! is! ideal;! chemical! treatment! carries! various! side!effects,! and! the! nature! of! the! infection! lends! itself! to! antibiotic! resistance!development,! as! both! topical! and! systemic! administration! results! in! a!concentration! gradient! forming! across! the! upper! layers! of! the! dermis.! Coupled!with! the! highly! mobile! nature! of! many! relevant! antibiotic! resistant! genes,! this!results! in! rapid! generation! of! resistant! strains.! An! example! of! such! a! mobile!element! is! the! 23S! ribosomal!methylase,!which,! via! target! site!modification,! can!simultaneously!give!resistance!to!macrolide,!lincosamide!and!type!B!streptogramin!classes!of!antibiotics!(Eady!et#al.,!1989).!!
4.1.1.2.2 Applicability$of$lysin$based$treatment,$and$identification$of$a$suitable$lysin$Issues! of! rapid! resistance! development! and! exposure! of! the! patient! to!opportunistic! fungal! infections! due! to! clearance! of! natural! skin! flora! indicate! a!definite!and!as!of!yet!unexploited!opportunity! for!a! lysin!based! therapy.!To!date!fourteen!P.#acnes#phages!have!had!their!full!genomes!sequenced;!the!first!in!2007!(Farrar!et#al.,!2007),!with!two!more!in!2011!(Lood!and!Collin,!2011),!and!a!further!eleven! in! 2012! (Marinelli! et# al.,! 2012).! As! noted! by! Marinelli! et# al! there! is! a!remarkable!lack!of!diversity!between!P.#acnes!phage!isolates,!even!between!those!where! isolation!was! separated! by! an! excess! of! 30! years.! Each! of! these! fourteen!phage!genomes!contains!a!putative!lysin!(identified!as!such!by!Blastp!and!position!within! the! viral! genome)! encoded!by!ORF20;! however,! to!date! endolytic! activity!has!yet!to!be!confirmed.!!
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4.1.1.2.3 Potential$for$a$cosmetic$route$to$market$Application!of!a!lysin6based!therapy!targeting!P.#acnes!could!have!enormous!value!in! treating! clinical! cases! of! acne! vulgaris,! but! also! holds! great! potential! for! the!cosmetic!industry!in!the!treatment!of!non6clinical!cases!of!acne.!Classification!as!a!cosmetic! rather! than! a! pharmaceutical! product! significantly! reduces! regulatory!hurdles,! and! simultaneously! opens! a! significantly! larger! market! due! to! the!widespread! nature! of! mild! to! moderate! cases! of! acne,! particularly! amongst!adolescents.! The! skin6care! product! market! is! already! well! established! and!collaboration!with!an!existing!player! could!potentially!allow! for!drop6in!entry! to!the!industry.!Such!factors!would!enormously!ease!the!transition!of!such!a!product!from!the!lab!to!the!marketplace.!!
4.1.1.2.4 Suitability$of$C.(reinhardtii(as$an$expression$platform$Due! to! issues! of! bioavailability! and! immune! clearance! associated! with! protein6based! therapies,! a! topical! application! would! clearly! be! most! appropriate.! C.#
reinhardtii! is! thus! perfectly! suited! as! an! expression! platform! as! the! organism’s!GRAS! status! would! require! only! precursory! purification! of! the! lysin,! although! a!DNase!step!would!be!required!to!remove!all!genetically!modified!DNA.!In!line!with!current!trends!in!the!industry!the!resulting!product!could!easily!be!marketed!as!a!botanical!extract.!This!benefit!is!in!addition!to!factors!of!host!adaptation!and!lack!of! native! substrate! discussed! previously.! For! this! study! the! putative! lysin! gene!
gp20!from!phage!PA6!(the!first,!and!at!the!time!only,!P.#acnes#phage!genome!to!be!sequenced)!was!chosen!for!expression!in!the!C.#reinhardtii#chloroplast.!!!
































• To! express! the! Staphylococcus# aureus# phage! P68! lysin! lys16! in! the! C.#
reinhardtii!chloroplast,!and!investigate!any!improvement!of!solubility!seen!over!E.#coli!derived!product.!!
• To!express!the!P.#acnes#phage!PA6!putative! lysin!gp20! in!the!C.#reinhardtii#chloroplast,! confirm! its! activity,! and! investigate! the! suitability! of! C.#
reinhardtii#derived!gp20!as!a!cosmetic!product.!!As! is!presented! in! this! chapter,! the!expression!of!both!genes! in! the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!proved!to!be!problematic,!and!as!such!the!following!aims!were!added:!!
• To! investigate! factors!affecting! the! translation! initiation!of!non6detectable!recombinant!proteins!in!the!C.#reinhardtii#chloroplast.!!
























Figure' 4.4' –' Clustal' Omega' alignment' analysis' of' the'P.!acnes' phage' PA6' putative'
lysin'Gp20'(lower'line)'with'the'N=acetylmuramoyl=L=alanine'amidase'identified'in'
Figure'4.4'(upper'line)'The! PA6! Gp20!N6terminal! domain! shows! high! homology!with! the! N6acetylmuramoyl6L6alanine! amidase,! which! is! then! lost! at! the! C6terminus.! This! supports! the! standard! lysin!domain!structure!of!N6terminal!catalytic!and!C6terminal!cell!wall!binding!domains.!
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4.2.1.1.2 Gene$design$and$synthesis$Protein! sequences! for! PA6! Gp20! and! P68! Lys16! were! acquired! from! Genbank,!accession!numbers!YP_001285596!and!NP_817310,!respectively.!Both!genes!were!synthesised!by!GeneArt12!with! the!addition!of!5’!SapI! and!3’!SphI#sites,! and!gene!sequence!encoding!a!C6terminal!Haemagglutinin!(HA)!epitope!tag.!The!genes!were!codon!optimised! to! a! Codon!Adaptation! Index! (CAI)! of! 0.8! using! the!Kazusa!CAI!table13!(Nakamura!et#al.,!2000),!with!the!explicit!avoidance!of!SapI!and!SphI!sites.!!
4.2.1.2 Creation+of+lys16+and+gp20+containing+C.#reinhardtii+lines+Both!the!gp20!and!lys16!genes!were!cloned!into!the!pASap1!vector!as!described!for!
cpl81! above! (3.2.1.2),! such! that! expression! of! each! gene!would! be! driven! by! the!
atpA! promoter/5’! UTR.! Confirmation! of! insertion! into! the! vector!was! by! colony!PCR!(Appendix'f,!Appendix'g)!and!the!coding!sequence!verified!by!DNA!sequencing!using!internal!overlapping!primers!(see!Appendix't!for!details).!The! constructs! pASap1.gp20! and! pASap1.lys16! were! used! to! transform! the! C.#
reinhardtii#recipient!line!TN72!via!the!glass!bead!method!as!described!(2.3.2.2).!As!with!pASap1.cpl61!transformation!by!glass!beads,!transformant!numbers!were!low,!yielding! 8! and! 14! colonies! from! pASap1.gp20! and! pASap1.lys16,! respectively.!Putative! transformants! were! screened! by! PCR! (Appendix! h,! Appendix! i)! and!confirmed! by! DNA! sequencing.! Two! confirmed! lines! for! each! lysin! were! named!LysTGi!and!LysTGii!for!gp20!and!LysTLi!and!LystLii!for!lys16,!following!the!naming!system!defined!in!Chapter!three!(Figure!3.2).!!!
4.2.1.3 Expression+of+gp20+and+lys16#+
4.2.1.3.1 Expression$in$E.(coli$strain$DH5α(Expression!of!transgenes!in!E.#coli!was!analysed!both!to!confirm!correct!construct!assembly,! and! also! to!provide! a! comparison!between!expression! in! the!bacterial!and! algal! platforms.! Lines! of! E.# coli! carrying! the! plasmids! pASap1.cpl61,!pASap1.gp20,! pASap1.lys16! and! pASap1.empty! were! prepared! for! analysis! as!described! (2.4.3).! Western! blot! analysis! was! conducted! followed! by! immuno6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!12!http://www.invitrogen.com/geneart!13!http://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon/cgi6bin/showcodon.cgi?species=3055.chloroplast&aa=1&style=N!
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detection! using! anti6HA! antibodies! and! visualisation! using! the! LiCor! Odyssey!system.!Figure!4.5!shows!low!accumulation!of!Lys16!relative!to!the!Cpl61!positive!control,!but!no!detectable!HA6tagged!protein!at!all!for!Gp20.!The!low!expression!of!
lys16!and!absence!of!detectable!expression!for!gp20!was!thought!to!be!due!to!the!non6optimised!properties!of!the!atpA!promoter!and!5’!UTR!in!E.#coli.#
$
4.2.1.3.2 Expression$in$the$C.(reinhardtii$chloroplast$Transformed!C.#reinhardtii! lines! containing!gp20! (LysTGi! and! LysTGii)! and! lys16#(LysTLi,! and! LysTLii)! were! prepared! for! protein! analysis! as! described! (2.4.1).!Samples! were! analysed! for! recombinant! protein! as! for! E.# coli! above;! however,!Figure! 4.6! shows! no! detectable! expression! for! either! lys16! or! gp20.! The! strong!band! seen! for! the! positive! control,! cpl81,! and! the! complete! absence! of! correct!bands! for!either!of! the! lys16#or!gp20#samples! implies!expression! levels!of!a! least!two!orders!of!magnitude!below!that!of!cpl81.##






Figure' 4.5' –' Western' blot' analysis' with' anti=HA' antibodies' of' E.! coli! DH5α'




























































































































































































































Figure' 4.6' =' Western' blot' analysis' with' anti=HA' antibodies' of' gp20! and' lys16'









































4.2.2 Novel#systems#for#expression#of#nonCdetectable#proteins#As!discussed!above,!lys16#and!gp20#were!not!seen!to!express!to!detectable!levels!in!the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast.! Given! the! similarities! in! structure! and! native!environment! between! these! and! the! successfully! expressed! cpl81,# this! was!unexpected!6!although!such!failures!are!not!uncommon,!both!in!the!Purton!lab!of!the!relevant!literature.!Transgene!expression!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!is!still!very!much!in!its!infancy!and!cases!of!non6detectable!levels!of!recombinant!protein!seem!to!account!for!about!half!of!transgenes!tested.!As!discussed!above,!there!are!several! compelling! reasons! why! lys16! and! gp20! are! good! candidates! for! C.#
reinhardtii!chloroplast!expression!and!thus!the!direction!of!this!project!was!shifted!to! investigate! factors! affecting! transgene! expression,! with! the! intention! of!improving!lys16!and!gp20!expression!to!detectable!levels.!!






$ $ $ $
Erythropoietin$ No$expression$detected$by$western$blot$analysis$or$immunoprecipitation$ No$expression$ (Rasala$et#al.,$2010)$







$ $ $ $
Interferon$ No$expression$detected$by$western$blot$analysis$or$immunoprecipitation$ No$expression$
(Rasala$et#al.,$2010)$
$ $ $ $
Proinsulin$ Expression$below$lower$limit$for$western$blot$analysis,$but$confirmed$by$immunoprecipitation$ Expression$ (Rasala$et#al.,$2010)$

















4.2.2.1.1 Possible(caused(for(absence(of(expression(The! process! of! gene! expression,! from! DNA! to! stable! protein! accumulation! is,!needless! to! say,! highly! complex! and!multifaceted.! As! this! chapter! is! focused! on!experimental!investigation,!the!approach!taken!is!guided!by!previous!experimental!data!in!regard!to!nonAdetectable!proteins!in!the!Purton!lab;!specifically!that!in!each!case! assayed! transcripts! have! been! present! even! when! detectable! recombinant!protein! was! not.! In! light! of! this,! coupled! with! the! well! established! dogma! that!chloroplast! gene!expression! is! largely! controlled!at! the!postAtranscriptional! level!(Rochaix,!2001),!investigations!were!focused!on!the!issue!of!efficient!translation.!!
4.2.2.1.2 Assumptions(made(in(relation(to(stability(To!narrow!the!field!of!search!further,!the!assumption!is!made!that!both!Lys16!and!Gp20!are!able!to!correctly!fold!into!a!stable!form!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast.!This!supposition!is!based!on!the!concept!that!lysins!generally!show!a!high!degree!of!stability!in!prokaryotic!environments,!as!evidenced!by!their!exposed!presence!in!their!host!bacterium’s!cytoplasm!during!the!phage!life!cycle.!The!implication!is!that!lysins! are! evolutionarily! tailored! for! correct! folding,! and! stability! in! their! native!setting.! The! chloroplast,! as! a! relic! of! an! endosymbiotic! event,! shares! many!similarities! with! its! prokaryotic! cousins! and! thus! it! is! thought! that! such!adaptations!should!allow!for!stable! lysin!accumulation!here!also.!This!hypothesis!has!at!least!in!part!been!verified:!Oey!and!colleagues!have!shown!the!lysin!PlyGBS!to!be!extremely!well!expressed!and!highly!stable!in!the!tobacco!chloroplast!(Oey!et#
al.,! 2009a),! and! in! the! preceding! chapter! high! levels! of! stability! have! been!demonstrated! for! CplA1! in! crude! C.# reinhardtii! extracts.! Stable! accumulation! has!also! been! observed! for! the! lysin! Pal! in! the!C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! (L.! Stoffels,!unpublished! work).! Though! preliminary,! these! results! suggest! that! other! lysins!will!also!be!stable!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!and!hence!it!is!assumed!that!the!lack!of!detectable!protein!is!not!due!to!proteolytic!degradation.!!
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4.2.3 Optimisation*of*ribosome:*transcript*interactions*in*the*translation*initiation*
region*(TIR)*Given! the! above! assumptions! that! neither! transcription! nor! proteolytic!degradation! is! responsible! for! the! absence! of! detectable! recombinant! lysin,!translation! is! the! most! probable! point! for! disruption! of! expression.! Chloroplast!translational! control! is! thought! mainly! to! be! mediated! at! the! initiation! stage!(MarínANavarro! et# al.,! 2007)! so! early! attempts! to! bring! about! expression! were!focused!on!the!ribosome!binding!site.!Because!endogenous!expression!signals!are!used!for!transgene!expression!in!the!chloroplast,!and!previous!work!(for!example!CplA1)! had! shown! the! atpA! promoter/5’! UTR! combination! to! be! functional,! the!most!apparent!unknown! in! the!ribosome:! transcript! interaction!complex! is! to!be!found!directly!downstream!of!the!AUG,!the!soAcalled!downstream!box.!!
4.2.3.1 Background/of/downstream/box/interactions/The!downstream!box,!defined!as!a!translation!initiation!enhancer!in!the!+15!to!+26!region,!has!long!been!known!to!be!important!for!prokaryotic!translation!initiation,!in! some! cases! as! important! as! the! Shine! Dalgarno! sequence,! if! not! more! so!(Sprengart! et# al.,! 1996).! Previous! work! conducted! in! C.# reinhardtii! (Kasai! et# al.,!2003)! and! more! recently! tobacco! (Gray! et# al.,! 2011)! has! shown! significant!increases! in! recombinant! protein! expression! following! downstream! box!optimisation,!commonly!via!creation!of!endogenous:!recombinant!chimeras.!!


























4.2.3.3 Creation/ of/ C.* reinhardtii/ lines/ containing/ lys16/ and/ gp20/ utilizing/ the/
chimeric/vector/pASap2//A!full!map!of!pASap2!can!be!found!in!Appendix!j.!Due!to!the!similarity!in!vectors,!including!restriction!endonuclease!cloning!sites,!gp20!and!lys16!genes!were!cloned!into! the! pASap2! vector! as! described! for! pASap1! above! (4.2.1.2).! E.# coli!transformants!were!screened!by!PCR!(Appendix!k,!Appendix! l)!and!confirmed!by!DNA!sequencing.!
/The! plasmids! pASap2.gp20! and! pASap2.lys16! were! used! to! transform! the! C.#
reinhardtii# recipient! line! TN72# in! the! same! manner! as! for! their! corresponding!pASap1# constructs! (4.2.1.2).! Putative! transformants! were! screened! by! PCR!(Appendix! m,! Appendix! n)! and! confirmed! by! DNA! sequencing.! Transformation!frequency!was! further! reduced! relative! to!pASap1! transformations! for! lys16! and!
gp20,! yielding! three! transformants! for! pASap2.lys16,! and! only! one! for!pASap2.gp20.! Confirmed! transgenic! lines! were! named! LysT2Gi! for! gp20! and!LysT2Li!and!LysT2Lii!for!lys16.!!!
4.2.3.4 Expression/of/gp20/and/lys16/using/pASap2/
4.2.3.4.1 Expression(in(E.'coli(As! for! pASap1! based! cassettes,! transgene! expression! was! analysed! in! E.# coli! in!addition! to!C.#reinhardtii.!Protein!samples! for!E.#coli! containing!pASap2.gp20!and!pASap2.lys16!were!prepared!and!analysed!as!for!pASap1!constructs!(see!4.2.1.3.1).!The!western!blot!analysis! is!shown!in!Figure!4.8.!As! for!pASap1,!no!recombinant!protein! is! detectable! for! Gp20.! Interestingly,! there! is! also! no! product! seen! for!Lys16,! indicating! a! reduction! in! accumulation! relative! to! pASap1.lys16.! It! is!unclear! whether! this! is! due! to! reduced! expression! or! increased! degradation,!although! in! light! of! the! cpl91# positive! control! the! latter! seems! more! likely.!pASap2.cplA1!was! analysed! as! a! vector! positive! control! relative! to! pASap1.cplA1.!The! fullAlength!AtpA34:CplA1! chimera! is! seen! to! accumulate! to! a! lower! level! than!the! full! length! CplA1! generated! from! pASap1.cplA1.! The! band! for! the! larger!truncation!degradation!product!however! is!more! intense,! suggesting!comparable!levels!of!expression,!but!a!less!stable!full!length!final!product!for!the!chimera.!This!issue!is!explored!further!in!the!discussion!of!this!chapter.!
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4.2.3.4.1.1 Expression'in'the'C.(reinhardtii'chloroplast'The! transformed! strains! containing! lys16# (LysT2Li)! and! gp20! (LysT2Gi)! in! the!pASap2! cassette!were! analysed! for! recombinant!protein,! as! for! the!pASap1! lines!above!(4.2.1.3.2).!The!resulting!western!blot!(Figure!4.9)!shows!no!expression!for!
gp20#or! lys16! using! the!pASap2!cassette.#As!expression!was!not!detectable!using!the! pASap1! construct! either,! it! is! not! possible! to! comment! on! whether! the!AtpA34:GoI!chimera!has!had!a!positive!or!negative!effect,!but!only!that! it!was!not!sufficient!to!bring!expression!to!detectable!levels.!!!!!
( !!
!!
Figure! 4.8! –! Western! blot! analysis! with! antiBHA! antibodies! of! E.# coli# DH5α!
transformed!with!pASap2.gp20!and!pASap2.lys16!with!pASap1.cplB1,!pASap2.cplB1,!
and!pASap1.empty!as!controls.!The!cpl91!expressing!positive!controls!show!pASap2!to!function!as!an!expression!vector!in!






































































































































































































4.2.4 Bypassing*initiation*difficulties*by*use*of*a*full*fusion*construct*Since!the!local!modification!of!the!ribosome!binding!site!by!extending!the!5’!atpA!element!downstream!of!the!AUG!to!codon!34!failed!to!give!detectable!expression!for!either!lys16!or!gp20,!a!different!strategy!was!adopted.!Here,!the!coding!region!of!each!gene!is!fused!downstream!of!a!full!length!lysin!gene!of!proven!expression!to!create!a!dual!functional!fusion,!similar!to!that!used!by!Rasala!and!colleagues!as!noted!in!Table!4.1.!If!successful!this!would!not!only!bring!previously!undetectable!proteins! to!detectably! levels!but!also,! if! correctly! folded,!produce!duelAspecificity!lysins,!opening!the!door!for!further!lysin!customisation.!!
4.2.4.1 Advantages/of/fullGlength/fusions/over/AtpA34/chimeras/Although! the! atpA34! strategy! is! designed! to! stabilise! the! ribosome:transcript!complex! in! a! linear! local! fashion,! it! is! unable! to! correct! for! three! dimensional!interactions! from! further! downstream! elements! folding! back! towards! the!ribosome,!or! long!range!mRNA!secondary!structure! interactions.!By!attaching!an!entire!gene!that!has!been!shown!to!be!expressed!successfully!upstream!of!the!GoI!such! factors! should! be! mitigated.! Scilicet,! by! incorporating! the! entire! coding!sequence!of!a!gene!with!confirmed!expression!it!can!be!seen!as!highly! likely!that!translation!initiation!at!least!will!be!successful!in!a!fusion!context.!Failure!to!detect!protein! in! such!a! system!would! thus! represent! complications!at! a!post! initiation!stage.!!
4.2.4.2 Development/of/fusion/lysins/from/a/synthetic/biology/prospective/The! potential! of! natural! lysins! as! novel! therapeutic! agents! has! already! been!discussed! in! this! thesis,! and! more! so! in! the! wider! literature! (Fischetti,! 2010;!Schmelcher! et# al.,! 2012).! They! also,! however,! hold! great! promise! as! a! starting!platform! for! a! whole! generation! of! customised! proteins! created! using! synthetic!biology! approaches.! Design! alterations! could! include! modification! of! cell! wall!binding! domains! for! more! efficient! detachment! from! the! cell! wall! following!catalysis,!domain!swapping!for!improved!pharmaceutical!properties,!and!of!course!domain! oligomerisation! for! specific! multiAtarget! lysins.! The! creation! of! fusion!lysins! explored! in! this! chapter! can! be! seen! as! not! only! an! attempt! to! raise! the!
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expression!of!difficult!recombinant!proteins!to!detectable!levels,!but!also!as!a!first!step!towards!such!targeted!broadAspectrum!treatments.!!
4.2.4.3 Design,/construction,/and/cloning/of/fusion/constructs/As! CplA1! was! most! highly! accumulating! recombinant! protein! expressed! in! the!Purton! lab! at! the! time,! and! had! been! shown! to! be! a! functional! lysin,! cpl91! was!chosen!as!the!upstream!gene!for!the!three!fusions!to!be!developed.!The!gp20#and!
lys16#genes! were! used! as! downstream! test! cases,! with! the! wellAexpressed! lysin!gene,!pal! as! a! positive! control! (L.! Stoffels,! unpublished!work).! In! order! to! allow!unhindered! folding!and!activity!of! the! two! lysin!enzymes!within! the! fusion,! a!14!residue! flexible! linker!region!was!designed!based!on!a!motif!utilised!by!Mayfield!and! colleagues! for! construction! of! a! singleAchain! antibody! in! C.# reinhardtii#(Mayfield!et#al.,!2003).!A!schematic!of!the!fusion!constructs!can!be!seen!in!Figure!4.10.!!Fusion! gene! constructs! were! built! using! the! previously! synthesized! genes! cpl91,#
gp20,! lys16,# and! pal.! Primers! were! designed! incorporating! complementary! 5’!extensions!encoding!the!linker!region,!and!PCR!conducted!in!two!stages!as!shown!in!Figure!4.11.!Stage!one!consisted!of!the!addition!of!a!downstream!extension!for!













Figure'4.11'–'PCR'strategy'for'the'construction'of'fusion'lysin'genes'The!three! fusion! lysins!were!built!utilising!a! two;stage!PCR!protocol.! In!stage!one!cpl$1! is!given!a!downstream!extension!consisting!of! the! linker!coding!sequence!removing!the!3’!SphI!site!and!HA!epitope!tag.!The!downstream!GoI!is!given!a!complementary!upstream!extension,!removing!the!5’!SapI)site.!The!same!HA!tag!sequence!at!the!3’!end!of!gp20)and!lys16)allows!for!L16.R)to!prime!both.!In!stage!two!the!complementary!linker!regions!are!allowed!to!anneal!and!self;prime!for!ten!PCR!cycles!before!addition!of!flanking!primers!prompts!amplification!of!the!newly!built!fusion!gene.!The!final!product!consists!of!cpl$

























genes)The! subsequent! availability! of! the! more! highly! expressing! vector! pSRSap1! (for!details!see!3.2.2.4)!in!the!Purton!lab!gave!rise!to!a!dilemma!in!regard!to!the!fusion!lysins.! pSRSap1! offered! a! greater! chance! of! success! due! to! its! higher! expression!levels;! however,! this! would! not! allow! for! a! direct! comparison! with! the! nonGdetectable! proteins! in! a! standGalone! context.! It!was! thus! decided! to! express! cpl$
1:pal! and!cpl$1:lys16! in!pSRSap1!and! cpl$1:gp20. in!pASap1.!As!pSRSap1! contains!the!same!cloning!sites!as!pASap1,!the!same!strategy!was!employed!as!for!pASap1!and!pASap2.!Confirmation!of!insertion!of!the!fusion!constructs!into!the!expression!vectors!is!presented!in!Appendix!o!and!Appendix!p.!!The! three! plasmids! pSRSap1.cplG1:lys16,! pSRSap1.cplG1:pal,! and! pASap1.cplG1:gp20!were!used!to!transform!the.C..reinhardtii.recipient!line!TN72!as!described!previously! (4.2.1.2).! Transformation! yielded! low! numbers! of! colonies,! but! those!screened!by!PCR!(Appendix!q,!Appendix!r)!and!sequencing!were!confirmed!as!true!transformants.! These! fusion! lines! were! named! LysTC:PGSR,! LysTC:LGSR! and!LysTC:G! for! pSRSap1.cplG1:pal,! pSRSap1.cplG1:lys16,! and! pASap1.cplG1:gp20,!respectively.!!!
4.2.4.5 Expression)of)fusion)lysins)
4.2.4.5.1 Expression*in*E.'coli**As!with! the! single! lysin! constructs,! transgene!expression!was!analysed! first! in!E..
coli,! to! confirm!construct!assembly!and! to!provide!a!comparison! to!C..reinhardtii!expression.! E.. coli. protein! extracts! were! produced! as! previously! described!(4.2.1.3.1)!and!analysed!by!western!blot!analysis!with!antiGHA!antibodies!as!shown!in!Figure!4.12!and!Figure!4.13.!All!three!fusion!constructs!show!the!expression!of!HA! tagged! protein;! however,! in! each! case! the! protein! is! at! least! partially!fragmented.!cpl$1:lys16!and!cpl$1:pal!both!show!significantly!increased!expression!relative! to! their!nonGfusion!counterparts!as!expressed! in!pASap1.!This!cannot!be!accredited!to!the!fusion!construct!however,!due!to!the!use!of!the!psaA.promoter/!5’!UTR.! It! has!been!previously!demonstrated! (Ninlayarn,! 2012,! submitted)! that! the!
psaA.promoter! is! considerably!more! active! than! that! of! atpA! in!E.. coli! due! to! a!
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more!defined!Shine!Dalgarno!sequence.!cpl$1:gp20!on!the!other!hand!is!expressed!under!the!atpA.promoter/!5’!UTR!so!a!direct!comparison!can!be!made.!!!Only! the! fusion! positive! control! cpl$1:pal! shows! significant! levels! of! full! length!fusion!protein!relative!to!fragmentation!products.!Cpl$1:gp20!appears!to!show!full!length! product,! although! at! a!much! lower! concentration! than! its! smaller! bands.!




Figure' 4.12' –' Western' blot' analysis' with' anti8HA' antibodies' of' E.# coli# DH5α'











































































Figure' 4.13' –' Western' blot' analysis' with' anti8HA' antibodies' of' E.# coli# DH5α'













































C..reinhardtii! protein! extracts!were!produced!as!previously!described! (4.2.1.3.2),!with! the! exception! that! cpl$1:gp20! containing! lines! (LysTC:G)! samples! were!prepared! to! double! standard! concentration.!Western! blot! analyses!with! antiGHA!antibodies!are!shown!in!Figure!4.14!and!Figure!4.15.!In!contrast!to!the!results!from!



















































































4.2.4.6 Analysis)of)fusion)protein)degradation)products)It! was! noted! that! expression! of! fusion! lysins! in! E.. coli. resulted! in! protein!fragmentation! in! all! cases,! and! also! that! the! majority! of! fragments! seen! were!within! the!CplG1!portion!of! the! fusion.!As!with! the!CplG1! fragments!observed! for!CplG1!above!(3.2.2.1),!it!is!unclear!whether!these!are!due!to!proteolytic!cleavage!or!internal! translation! initiation! events.! To! investigate! if! regions! of! fragmentation!were! clustered! together! in! the! three!expressed! fusions,!predicted! fragment! sizes!were!aligned.!NGterminal!alignment!was!used! to!standardize! for! the!CplG1!region!irrespective!of!CGterminal!domain!size.!!!Figure!4.16!shows!a!scaled!NGterminal!alignment!with!approximate!size!values!for!each! fragment.! The! shaded! box! indicates! a! region! of! high! cleavage! or! internal!translation! initiation! points.! Primary! sequence! analysis! of! CplG1! shows! a! high!concentration! of! methionines! in! approximately! the! same! region! as! the!fragmentation!events!are!occurring!(Figure!4.17).!Despite!this,!given!the!range!of!fragment!sizes!seen!for!the!different!fusions!it!seems!more!probable!that!they!are!the! result!of!proteolytic! cleavage.!The!products!of! such! cleavage!events!are! then!stabilised!to!a!greater!of!lesser!degree!by!the!different!CGterminal!protein!in!each!case.!!
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Figure' 4.16' –' To8scale' N8terminal' alignment' of' fusion' protein' fragmentation'






























































Figure' 4.18' –' Dot8blot' analysis' with' anti8HA' antibodies' of' Cpl81:Pal' fusion' lysin'








4.2.4.8 Functional)evaluation)of)fusion)lysins)Functional!analysis!of!fusion!lysins!expressed!in!both!E..coli!and!C..reinhardtii!was!conducted!as!for!CplG1!in!the!preceding!chapter:!by!spectrographic!liquid!clearance!assay! of! the! target! bacterium.! Target! bacterial! suspensions! were! prepared! and!treated! with! crude! cell! extracts! as! described! (2.6).! Lysis! of! bacterial! cells! was!observed!as!a!function!of!optical!density!at!600!nm.!!
4.2.4.8.1 Cpl11:Pal*Fusion*
4.2.4.8.1.1 Activity*of*E.'coli7produced*fusion*protein'The!CplG1:Pal!fusion!as!synthesised!by!E..coli.was!shown!to!be!highly!active,!with!rapid! clearance! observed! within! minutes! of! application.! S.. pneumoniae. samples!were!treated!with!50,!100,!and!200!μl!of!lysin!preparation,!and!a!doseGdependent!drop!in!optical!density!observed!relative!to!a!control!sample!for!E..coli!containing!the!empty!pSRSap1!plasmid!(Chart!4.1).!Owing!to!the!highly!fragmented!nature!of!the!CplG1:Pal!fusion!in!E..coli!it!was!not!possible!to!say!at!this!stage!if!activity!was!due! to! the! full! length! fusion! lysin,!or! the! fragmented! forms! thereof.! It!was!noted!that!optical!density!was!plateauing!before!total!clearance!was!achieved.!In!order!to!investigate!whether!this!was!due!to!enzyme!or!substrate!depletion!a!preliminary!experiment!was!conducted.!Upon!reaching!a!plateau!either!additional!enzyme!or!substrate!(i.e.!bacteria)!was!added.!Chart!4.2!shows!a!continuation!of!activity!only!after!addition!of! further!substrate!suggesting!that! the!plateau!effect! is!due!to!the!depletion!of!lysGable!bacterial!cells.!!!
4.2.4.8.1.2 Activity*of*C.'reinhardtii7produced*fusion*protein'In!the!C..reinhardtii!chloroplast!CplG1:Pal!is!synthesised!as!a!full!length!fusion!lysin!with!no!evidence!of!incomplete!fragments.!This!allows!for!analysis!of!the!activity!of!the!fusion!enzyme!without!the!complications!seen!in!E..coli.!Crude!protein!extracts!were!prepared!as!for!CplG1!activity!assays!described!in!section!(2.4.1.2.2).!Activity!of! the! CplG1:Pal! fusion! was! assayed! alongside! a! crude! CplG1! preparation! as! a!positive! control.! Chart! 4.3! shows! no! detectable! activity! of! the! fullGlength! fusion!lysin!relative!to!the!pSRSap.empty!blank!sample.!It! is!thought!that!the!absence!of!activity!is!due!to!steric!hindrance!between!the!two!lysin!modules.!
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4.2.4.8.2 Cpl-1:Lys16$and$Cpl-1:Gp20$Fusions$The!western!blot!analysis!of!the!Cpl31:Lys16!fusion!as!expressed!by!E.#coli!(Figure!4.12)! indicated! that! no! full! length! fusion! is! present.! Due! to! the! size! of! the!truncation!it!can!be!concluded!that!a!considerable!portion!of!Cpl31!(including!all!of!the! catalytic! domain)! is! not! present! and! thus! activity! against!S.#pneumoniae!was!not! assayed.! Instead,! activity! of! the! C3terminal! Lys16! domain! was! assayed! by!spectrographic! clearance! assay! against! S.# aureus! with!E.# coli! derived! Lys16! as! a!positive!control!and!pASap1.blank!in!E.#coli!as!a!negative!control.!!The! clearance! assay! in! Chart! 4.4! shows! no! significant! drop! in! optical! density!relative! to! the!positive!and!negative!controls,! indicating! that,!although! the!Lys16!module!is!present!in!a!higher!concentration!for!the!fusion!construct,!it!is!not!active.!This! is! likely! due! to! the! truncated! region! of! Cpl31! interfering!with! either! global!folding!or!specific!substrate!interactions,!possibly!in!a!similar!manner!to!that!of!C.#































4.2.5 Redesign#of#the#gp20#coding#sequence#to#prevent#ribosome#stalling#Following! the! lack! of! detectable! expression! for! cpl61:lys16! and! cpl61:gp20! in! C.#
reinhardtii,! and! the! conclusions! drawn! as! to! the! possible! cause,! investigations!were!shifted!onto!the!next!stage!in!gene!expression:!translation!elongation.!As!with!translation! initiation,! elongation! is! affected! by! a! multitude! of! factors.! For! this!section! it! was! decided! to! investigate! a! feature! generally! accepted! to! be! of!importance,! but! neglected! in! terms! of! rigorous! study! in! the! C.# reinhardtii!chloroplast;!that!is!the!optimization!of!codon!use.!!
4.2.5.1 Novel#codon#optimisation#techniques#in#the#Purton#lab#A!detailed!overview!of!codon3!and!codon!pair!use!is!presented!in!Chapter!five.!As!a!very!brief!introduction,!codon!optimisation!is!the!process!by!which!transgenes!are!adapted!to!display!similar!codon!preferences!as!seen!in!the!host!organism.!During!the! course! of! the! investigations! discussed! in! Chapter! five! several! flaws! were!identified! with! the! conventional! methods! of! codon! optimisation! in! the! C.#
reinhardtii!chloroplast.!To!remedy!such!issues!a!new!software!platform,!the!Codon!Usage!Optimizer,!was!developed!in!a!collaborative!project!with!Khai!Kong!Jien,!an!undergraduate!project!student!in!the!group.!By!utilisation!of!this!new!software!the!
gp20!gene!was!entirely!redesigned,!resynthesized,!and!cloned!into!pASap1.!!
4.2.5.2 Redesign#of#the#gp20#coding#sequence#The!gp20#coding!sequence!was!redesigned!using!the!CUO!Moptomiser!subroutine,!which!allows! for!semi3automated!codon3!and!codon!pair!optimisation.!A!custom3made! codon! usage! table! based! on! a! subset! of! highly! expressing! C.# reinhardtii!chloroplast! genes,! C.# reinhardtii# chloroplast# handpick,! was! used! to! calibrate! the!optimiser.!In!total,!127!silent!modifications!were!made,!giving!the!newly!designed!gene!85.7!%!DNA!sequence!identity!to!the!GeneArt!optimised!gp20.!The!difference!in! codon! usage! is! illustrated! graphically! in! Chart! 4.5.! Panel! A! shows! a! 6! point!moving!average!of! codon3!and!codon!pair!CAI! scores! for!gp20! (calculated!by! the!CUO!program)!as!optimised!by! the!GeneArt!optimiser! running! the!Kazusa!codon!usage!table.!Panel!B!shows!the!same!gene!after!optimisation!with!the!CUO!and!the!newly! generated! high! expressing! codon! usage! table,! C.# reinhardtii# chloroplast#
handpick.! Inevitably,! a! gene! optimised! then! analysed! by! the! same! program!will!
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of&the&gp20&coding&sequence&Codon3! and! codon! pair! use! is! shown! on! a! 031! scale,! with! 1! being! ideal! codon! usage!according! to! the! codon! bias! used! for! the! analysis,! in! this! case! C.# reinhardtii# chloroplast#






















































































































































4.2.5.3 Creation#of#C.#reinhardtii#lines#containing#gp20rd#The!newly!designed!gene,!termed!gp20rd,!was!synthesised!by!GeneArt!and!cloning!was!conducted!as!previously!described!(4.2.1.2)!employing!the!pASap1#vector!so!to! provide! a! true! comparison! with! the! GeneArt! optimised! gp20! containing! line!LysTG.! Insertion!of! the! target! gene! into!pASap1!was! confirmed!by! endonuclease!digestion!(Appendix!s),!and!DNA!sequencing.!!Transformation!was!conducted!by!the!glass!bead!method!as!previously!described!(4.2.1.2).!Due!to!time!constraints!and!limited!DNA!yields,!only!two!transformation!reactions! were! conducted,! resulting! in! only! a! single! transformant! colony.! The!transformant!was!confirmed! to!be!correct!by!PCR!and!DNA!sequencing,!and!was!termed!LysTGrd.!!
4.2.5.4 Expression#of#gp20rd#
4.2.5.4.1 Expression$in$E.)coli$$
E.# coli! protein! extracts! were! produced! as! previously! described! (4.2.1.3.1),! and!analysed!by!western!blot!analysis!with!anti3HA!antibodies!as!shown!in!Figure!4.19.!As!with!Figure!4.15,!double!the!standard!secondary!antibody!was!used!so!to!lower!the!detection!threshold;!however,!no!Gp20!is!observed!at!the!expected!size!of!32!kDa.!!




Figure& 4.19& –& Western& blot& analysis& with& anti>HA& antibodies& of& E.# coli# DH5α&





































Figure& 4.20& –& Western& blot& analysis& with& anti>HA& antibodies& of& the& gp20rd#





















4.3 Discussion#Following!the!successful!production!of!Cpl31! in!the!C.#reinhardtii#chloroplast,! two!new!lysins!were!selected.!The!first,!Lys16,!from!the!S.#aureus#phage!P68,!had!been!previously! synthesised! and! partially! characterised! in! E.# coli,! but! this! platform!yielded! issues! with! solubility.! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! expression! held! the!potential! to! mediate! such! problems,! owing! to! the! presence! of! eukaryotic!chaperones! among! other! factors.! The! second,! Gp20,! a! putative! lysin! from! the!P.#
acnes!phage!PA6,!holds!promise!as!a!cosmetic!product!that!would!be!particularly!suited!to!expression!in!a!Generally!Recognised!As!Safe!(GRAS)!organism.!Both!lysin!genes!were!cloned!into!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!as! for!cpl61#in!the!preceding!chapter,! however! neither! yielded! any! detectable! protein! as! assayed! by! anti3HA!western!blot.!Three!novel!approaches!were!investigated!to!bring!about!expression!of!these!genes,!exploring!issues!of!local!translation!initiation,!longer!range!factors!affecting! translation! initiation,! and! the! optimisation! of! codon! use! to! improve!translation!elongation.!!
4.3.1 Manipulation#of# the# downstream#box:# effects# of# pASap2#on# expressing# and#
nonCexpressing#proteins#Previous!optimisation!of!translation!initiation!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!has!focused!almost!exclusively!on!sequence!upstream!of!the!AUG!(i.e.!the!5’!UTR)!and!presumed! that! sequences!downstream!of! the!AUG! (i.e.!within! the! coding! region)!play! no! part.! The! use! of! the! chimeric! expression! vector! pASap2! allows! faithful!reproduction! of! the! endogenous! translation! initiation! region! from! atpA! both! up!and!downstream!of!the!AUG,!conserving!the!so3called!downstream!box.!!!In!the!case!of!lys16#and!gp20!this!did!not!result!in!detectable!levels!of!expression!using!either!the!E.#coli#or!C.#reinhardtii!platforms.!At!first!glance!it!would!seem!that!either! the! downstream! box! is! less! important! than! predicted,! or! that! translation!initiation! is! not! limiting! in! the! case! of! these! genes.! Further! investigation! of! the!pASap2! vector! however,! poses! another! possibility.! In! recent! work! by! Dr! Chloe!Economou! in! the! Purton! lab! the! use! of! the! pASap2# vector! to! create! atpA34:GoI!chimeras!has!been!shown!to!significantly!decrease!accumulation!of!the!Cpl31!lysin!by! increasing! rates!of!proteolytic!degradation! (data!not! shown).!The! root!of! this!
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effect!was!concluded!to!be!two!fold.!Firstly!the!AtpA34:Cpl31!chimera!was!shown!to!be!rapidly!degraded,! likely!due! to! the!prevention!of!Cpl31!correctly! folding! to! its!stable! form.!The! full! chimera,!however,!was!only!anticipated! to!be!short! lived!as!the! stromal! processing! peptidase! (SPP)! was! intended! to! remove! the! AtpA!extension!resulting!in!native,!stable!Cpl31.!This!was!indeed!seen!to!occur,!but!only!to!a!very!low!degree!suggesting!that!access!to!the!SPP!recognition!site!was!being!blocked.!A!similar!destabilisation!effect!was!noted!for!the!AtpA34:Cpl31!chimera!in!




Figure& 4.21& –& The& crystal& structure& of& Cpl>1& shows& the& N>terminus& to& be& buried&




Figure& 4.22& –& A& structural& prediction& of& the& pASap2& chimeric& region& shows& a&
compact&globular&structure&The! 57! residue! chimeric! region! of! pASap2! is! predicted! to! form! a! compact! globular!structure! formed!of! four!α3helices.!Structural!predictions!were!generated!by! the!Scratch!Protein!Predictor,!and!visualised!using!Jmol.!
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4.3.2 Implications# of# fusion# protein# development# for# improved# expression# and#
multiCspecific#enzyme#production##A!more!general!issue!with!the!pASap2!construct!may!lie!in!the!addition!of!a!partial!domain!fragment!to!a!stable!protein.!Instability!could!then!be!the!result!of!either!interference!with!folding!of!the!target!protein,!or!simply!the!presence!of!exposed!hydrophobic!residues!in!the!N3terminal!extension!directly!attracting!proteases.!It!was! therefore!decided!to!move! from!an!asymmetric!chimera! to!a! full!bi3modular!fusion!protein.!The!gene!for!the!highly!expressed!lysin!Cpl31!was!fused!upstream!of! the! GoI! with! the! additional! goal! of! creating! chimeric! lysins! effective! against!several!bacterial!pathogens.!Three!fusion!genes!were!built,!each!comprising!Cpl31#followed!by!a!143mer!linker!designed!to!form!a!random!coil!secondary!structure,!followed!by!either!Lys16,!Gp20,!or!a!positive!control,!Pal.!!
4.3.2.1 Effect#on#protein#accumulation#in#E.#coli#and#C.#reinhardtii##Despite!the!apparent!high!levels!of!expression!observed!for!the!cpl61:lys16#and!cpl6
1:pal,!direct!comparison!with!the!corresponding!singlet!genes!is!not!possible!due!to! the! use! of! the! novel! psaA# promoter/! 5’! UTR! for! these! fusion! constructs.!However,!the!cpl61:gp20#construct!was!expressed!using!the!original!pASap1!vector!under! the! control! of! the! atpA! promoter/! 5’! UTR! so! allowing! direct! comparison!with! singlet! gp20# expression.! When! expressed! in! E.# coli,! gp20! in! isolation! is!undetectable! by!western! blot! analysis,! but! when! gp20# is! expressed! as! part! of! a!
cpl61# fusion! accumulation! is! greatly! increased.! It! should! be! noted! that! although!levels!of!the!full3length!fusion!are!low,!the!far!more!abundant!C3terminal!fragments!all! appear! to! contain! full3length! copies! of! the! Gp20! protein,! as! based! on! their!apparent! mass.! This! suggests! that! Gp20! is! sufficiently! stable! in! E.# coli! to! allow!accumulation,!and!thus!the!previous!absence!of!recombinant!product!is!unlikely!to!be!due!to!proteolysis.!It!is!thus!concluded!that!the!creation!of!a!bi3modular!fusion!lysin!did!improve!expression!of!gp20#in!E.#coli.#!Any!boost!in!expression!observed!in!E.#coli!was!not!translated!to!expression!in!the!
C.#reinhardtii! chloroplast.!The!only! fusion! lysin!construct!showing!any!detectable!expression!was!the!cpl61:pal#positive!control,!and!this!was!shown!to!be!expressed!at!lower!levels!than!singlet!cpl61#under!the!same!promoter/!5’!UTR.!!
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4.3.2.2 Future#prospects#of#fusion#lysins#for#improved#expression#On!the!basis!that!cpl61#could!be!expressed!to!high!levels!as!a!single!gene,!and!the!fusion!constructs!faithfully!reproduce!the!cpl61#translation!initiation!region,!it!is!no!longer!thought!that!translation!initiation!is!the!limiting!factor!in!the!expression!of!
lys16#and#gp20.!If!translation!initiation!is!assumed!to!be!occurring,!the!absence!of!product! is! likely! due! to! either! stalling! of! the! translation! elongation! complex,! or!rapid!turnover!of!the!final!product.!The!accumulation!observed!for!Cpl31:Pal!shows!that!such!fusions!are!not!inherently!unstable,!and!the!predicted!stabilities!of!Gp20!and! Lys16! in! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! suggest! that! stalled! translation!elongation! is! the! most! probable! explanation! for! the! lack! of! detectable! fusion!product.!#!However,!as!in!the!case!of!the!chimeric!AtpA34!lysins,!it!is!unclear!how!accessible!the!N3termini! of! Lys16! and!Gp20! are,! and! thus!how!an!N3terminal! fusion!would!affect!the!folding!and!stability!of!the!proteins.!If!the!lack!of!detectable!protein!in!C.#
reinhardtii!is!the!result!of!proteolytic!degradation,!then!a!possible!solution!may!be!to! redesign! the! linker! region! either! by! extension! of! the! current! sequence! (as!discussed! above),! or! possibly! a! complete! redesign! to! a!more! ridged!GPGP! hinge!motif!as!used!by!Sun!et#al!(Sun!et#al.,!2003).!An!alternative!approach!abandoning!any!bi3specific! activity!would!be! to! add! the! stromal!processing!peptidase! site! as!used! in! the! pASap2! vector.! Again! assuming! that! N3terminal! fusions! do! aid!translation,!this!would!allow!for!the!fusion!to!be!expressed!as!a!single!protein,!then!immediately! be! cleaved! at! the! linker! resulting! in! two! stable! lysins.! Such! an!approach!is!discussed!further!in!Chapter!six.!!If,! however,! rapid! turnover! is! not! the! problem,! then! we! can! assume! that!translation! is! initiating! and! progressing! through! the! cpl61#and! linker! portions! of!the!transcript,!but!is!then!prematurely!terminating!during!the!course!of!the! lys16#and!gp20#sequences.!As!the!HA!tag!is!situated!at!the!C3terminus!this!would!result!in!no!detectable!accumulation!on!a!western!blot!analysis,!and!give!the!impression!that! the! gene! was! failing! to! be! expressed! altogether.! Whether! or! not! this! is!occurring! could! potentially! be! investigated! in! two! ways.! The! first! would! be! to!modify! the! detection! strategy! to! allow! for! C3terminally! truncated! (thus! non3HA!tagged)! fusions! to! be! identified.! As! the! assumption! is! that! translation! stalling! is!
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occurring!after! synthesis!of! the!Cpl31!moiety! this! could!be!achieved!by!purifying!crude! extract! using! the! Cpl31! DEAE! ion! exchange! chromatography! protocol! and!running! the! concentrated! elutant! on! a!protein! gel.! The!presence!of! a! specifically!eluted! protein! would! show! progression! of! the! elongation! complex! through! the!
cpl61! portion! of! the! transcript,! and! its! mass! would! give! a! rough! indication! of!stalling! position.! Similarly! an! N3terminal! FLAG! epitope! tag! or! similar! could! be!added! to! allow! direct! detection! of! C3terminal! truncations! by! western! blot.!However,! both! of! these! processes! rely! on! the! partial! fusion! protein! being!sufficiently!stable!such!that! it!can!be!detected.!An!opposing!strategy!would!be!to!analyse!translation!elongation!directly!by!conducting!a!polysome!analysis.!By!this!method! direct! data! could! be! collected! on! ribosome! position! throughout! the!transcript,! and! thus! conclusions! could! be! drawn!on! firstly!whether! translational!stalling!was!occurring,!and!if!so,!precisely!what!section!of!the!transcript!sequence!was!causing!it.!Due!to!time!constraints!these!experiments!could!not!be!conducted.!However,! as! a! practical! demonstration! of! the! novel! Codon! Usage! Optimizer!software,! work! was! moved! directly! to! investigating! whether! improved! codon!optimisation!could!avoid!such!ribosome!stalling!events.!!
4.3.2.3 Future#prospects#for#biGfunctional#lysins#Activity! assays!were! conducted! for! the! three! fusion! lysins! synthesised! in!E.# coli,#Cpl31:Lys16,!Cpl31:Gp20,!and!Cpl31:Pal,!and!the!C.#reinhardtii!synthesised!Cpl31:Pal.!Of! these! four! only! the! E.# coli# synthesised! Cpl31:Pal! displayed! definitive!functionality.!This!activity!is,!however,!called!into!question:!the!inactive!Cpl31:Pal!synthesised! in! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! is! expressed! as! a! single! protein,!whereas! the! active! E.# coli! synthesised! Cpl31:Pal! is! shown! to! be! severely!fragmented.!It!is!likely!that!the!E.#coli!activity!observed!is!due!to!a!truncated!form!of!the!fusion!protein!as!opposed!to! full! length!Cpl31:Pal.! It! is! thus!concluded!that!this!fusion!lysin!model!does!not!produce!active!enzymes.!!Given!the!known!functionality!of!Cpl31!and!Lys16!in!isolation,!the!linker!region!is!likely!to!be!the!cause!of!this!loss!of!activity.!The!flexi3linker!was!designed!to!form!a!random! coil,! allowing! independent! activity! of! the! two! enzymes! without! steric!hindrance.!It!appears!that!this!has!only!been!partially!successful:!the!linker!is!most!likely! to!be! forming!a!random!coil,!as!evidenced!by!the!stable!accumulation!seen!
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for! C.# reinhardtii! synthesised! Cpl31:Pal.! A! structured! peptide! attached! to! the! C3terminus!of!Cpl31!would!almost!certainly!disrupt!folding!of!Cpl31,!which!does!not!appear! to! be! the! case.! Successful! choline! binding! in! purification! also! supports!correct! folding! of! individual! modules;! however,! the! lack! of! peptidoglycan!hydrolase! activity! indicates! that! the! two! enzymes! are! sterically! hindering! one!another.! It! is! possible! that! the! linker! is! not! long! enough! to! allow! correct!orientation!of! the! lysins!relative! to! their!substrate.! It! is!known,! for!example,! that!Cpl31! dimerisation! around! the! cell! binding! domain! is! required! for! full! catalytic!activity;!this!process!could!easily!be!blocked!by!the!presence!of!the!Pal!N3terminal!domain.! An! interesting! avenue! for! future! investigation! into! fusion! lysins! would!thus!be!to!investigate!the!effects!of!extending!the!linker!region.!!
4.3.3 #Redesign#of#gp20#and#issues#raised#Based! on! the! assumption! that! translation! elongation! was! the! limiting! factor! in!expression! of! gp20! and! lys16,! and! in! light! of! the! bioinformatics! investigations!presented! in! Chapter! five,! gp20! was! redesigned! following! a! novel! codon! usage!strategy.! However,! despite! this! redesign! no! protein! accumulation! was! seen! in!either! E.# coli! or! the! C.# reinhardtii# chloroplast.! Assuming! that! the! lack! of! Gp20!accumulation! is!not!due! to!degradation,! the! implication! is! thus! that! codon!based!ribosome!stalling!is!not!the!limiting!factor!in!gp20!expression.!Herein!lies!the!issue!with!investigating!such!a!multi3dimensional!problem.!Even!if!elongation!could!now!be! claimed! to! occur! entirely! unhindered! by! codon! bias! or! other! factors! such! as!mRNA! folding,! there! is! still! a! multitude! of! other! issues! that! could! be! blocking!expression.!A!potential!next!step!would!thus!be!to!take!the!redesigned!gp20!gene!and! repeat! the! experiments! above! to! see! if! a! combination! approach! of! both!improved! translation! initiation! and! elongation! could! be! sufficient! to! allow!detectable!expression!of!gp20#in!the!C.#reinhardtii#chloroplast.!!
4.3.4 #The#onCgoing#potential#for#expression#of#lys16#and#gp20#in#C.#reinhardtii#The! initial!aim!of! this!project!was!to! investigate! the!potential!of! the! lysins!Lys16!and! Gp20! to! be! produced! in! the! C.# reinhardtii# chloroplast.! Despite! various!approaches,! neither! gene! has! shown! any! detectable! protein! accumulation! using!this!platform.!Though!useful!as!a!model!for!investigating!failed!recombinant!gene!
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reinhardtii! chloroplast! as! a! recombinant! protein! platform! is! that! of! low! protein!yield,! encompassing!both! low!expressing3,! and! apparently!non3expressing! genes.!In!the!preceding!chapter,!translation!initiation!was!optimised!by!the!recreation!of!two!translation!initiation!regions!known!to!give!high!expression:!the!atpA#5’!UTR!leading!into!the!first!104!bp!of!the!atpA!coding!region,!and!the!atpA#5’!UTR!leading!into! the! full! length! cpl61! coding! sequence.! Though! both! are! shown! to! be! highly3!expressing! in! their! ‘native’! setting,! neither! of! these! leaders! was! able! to! bring!expression!of!gp20#or! lys16! to! detectable! levels! of! protein! accumulation,! despite!positive!controls!in!each!case!showing!detectable!product.!The!conclusions!drawn!from!these!data!are!that!translation!initiation!is!likely!to!be!occurring!in!the!cases!of! the! gp20! and! lys16# constructs,! whereas! translation! elongation! is! stalling! and!thus!detectable!levels!of!product!are!not!seen!(although!it!must!be!acknowledged!that!the!absence!of!detectable!protein!could!also!be!a!result!of!rapid!turnover).!The!most!influential!factor!in!translation!elongation!is!thought!to!be!the!codon!usage!of!the!transgene.!This!will!be!the!focus!of!this!chapter.!!




#!These!weightings! are! typically! collated! in! the! form! of! a! codon! usage! table,!with!codon! weightings! based! on! a! collection! of! protein3coding! genes! from! the! host!organism.!These!can!be!a!highly!expressing!subset,!or!indeed!the!entire!library!of!predicted! protein3coding! genes! in! a! particular! genome.! The! occurrence! of! each!codon! is! then! transformed! to! give! a! specific! weight,! wi,! where! fi! is! the! codon!frequency!and!fj!is!the!frequency!of!a!synonymous!codon:!!
!!As! such,! a! specific! codon!weight! can! be! described! as! the! frequency! ratio! of! the!specified! codon! to! the! most! frequent! synonymous! codon.! A! codon! usage! table!supplying! codon! weights! allows! for! a! gene! to! be! designed! following! the! same!codon! preferences! as! seen! in! the! host! organism,! theoretically! allowing! for!improved! translation! elongation! relative! to! a! non3optimised! gene.! Such!optimisation!is!typically!conducted!in#silico!by!an!optimisation!program,!with!such!services!frequently!being!offered!commercially!in!conjunction!with!gene!synthesis.!!
5.1.3 Issues#with#the#current#C.#reinhardtii#chloroplast#codon#usage#table#Codon!optimisation!is!routinely!employed!when!designing!genes!for!expression!in!the!C.#reinhardtii! chloroplast,! showing!varying!degrees!of!success!as!discussed! in!Chapter!one!(1.4.5).!The!most!widely!used!codon!usage!table!employed!by!the!C.#
reinhardtii!chloroplast!community!was!derived!by!the!Kazusa!Institute!as!part!of!a!project! to! generate! codon! usage! data! for! a! wide! range! of! genomes! (Table! 5.1)!(Nakamura!et#al.,!2000).!
!CAI! = ! !!!!! !
! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!! = ! !!max(!!)!!!
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Table&5.1&–&The&Kazusa&Institute&C.#reinhardtii&chloroplast&codon&usage&table&Data! is! displayed! in! terms! of! absolute! frequency,! and! also! as! frequency! per! thousand!codons.! The! important! point! to! note! in! this! case! is! not! the! codon! data! itself,! but! the!number!of!coding!sequences!from!which!they!have!been!generated.!!




Figure'5.1'–'The'C.#reinhardtii'chloroplast'genome'The! inner! circle! shows! BamHI! and! EcoRI! restriction! fragments,! the! second! concentric!circle! indicates!seven!overlapping!BAC!clones! that!span!the!genome,!and!the! third!circle!shows!genes!and!ORFs!of!unknown!function,!as!of!2002.!The!outer!circle!shows!genes!of!known! or! presumed! function,! with! sequenced! or! hypothesized! introns! shown! in! olive!green.!Genes!are!color!coded!by!function,!as!shown!at!bottom.!Figure!and!legend!adapted!from!(Maul!et)al.,!2002).!
Figure'redacted'due'to'copyright*infringement 
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A!further!issue!with!conventional!codon!optimisation!using!the!above!table!is!that!it! does! not! take! codon! pairing! into! consideration.! It! has! been! shown! that! in!addition! to! an! individual! codon! preference,! organisms! also! show! partiality! for!particular! codon! pairs.! The! reasoning! behind! this! notion! is! based! on! the!interactions!that!occur!between!pairs!of!tRNAs!while!occupying!the!A!and!P!sites!of!the! ribosome! (Smith! and! Yarus,! 1989).! Studies! in! E.# coli! have! demonstrated!‘favourable’!codon!pairs!to!be!translated!more!rapidly!than!‘unfavourable’!pairs,!in!the! same! manner! as! for! individual! codon! preferences! (Boycheva! et# al.,! 2003;!Coleman! et#al.,! 2008).! To! date,! no! research! has! been! conducted! on!whether! the!chloroplast!ribosome!(C.#reinhardtii!or!otherwise)!also!displays!codon!pair!bias.!!
5.1.4 The# Codon# Usage# Optimizer# as# a# novel# tool# for# codon# analysis# and#
optimisation#The!Codon!Usage!Optimizer! (CUO)! is! a!novel!piece!of! software!developed! in! the!Purton! lab! by! Khai! Kong! Jien,! an! undergraduate! project! student.! Its! primary!function! is! as! a! gene! optimiser,! but! it! also! has! the! ability! to! analyse! codon3! and!codon!pair!frequencies!from!a!defined!library!of!genes.!The!latter!function!can!be!used!either!to!construct!bespoke!codon!usage!tables!or!as!a!basic!research!tool!to!investigate!the!nature!of!such!biases.!During!the!course!of!this!chapter,!this!feature!is! used!heavily! to! analyse!both! the!C.#reinhardtii! chloroplast! native! library!of! 68!distinct!protein3coding!genes,!and!also!the!growing!number!of!recombinant!genes!synthesised!by!the!Purton!lab.!!
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5.1.5 General#strategy#for#investigation#It!is!now!generally!acknowledged!that!transgenes!intended!for!expression!in!the!C.#
reinhardtii! chloroplast! should! be! codon3optimised! in! order! to! give! maximum!recombinant! yield! (Purton! et#al.,! 2013;! Rosales3Mendoza! et#al.,! 2012);! however,!little! analytical! work! has! actually! been! conducted! into! codon! usage! in! C.#
reinhardtii,! and! apparently! none! at! all! on! codon! pair! usage.! This! chapter! is!intended!as!a!preliminary!investigation!into!this!field.!!Following!on!from!the!investigations!of!the!previous!chapter,!the!focus!of!this!work!will!be!on!the!reliability!of!expression!as!opposed!to!protein!yield.!The!advantages!of! such!a! strategy! are! twofold:! firstly,! it! allows! for! a! greatly! simplified! approach!suitable!for!a!preliminary!investigation,!as!expression!can!be!defined!as!a!discreet!on/off! variable! (as! opposed! to! a! sliding! scale),! and! secondly,! as! discussed! in!Chapter!one,!the!issue!of!expression!reliability!can!be!seen!as!more!pressing!at!this!point,! in! terms! of! developing! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! as! a! recombinant!protein! platform.! As! such,! the! analyses! presented! below! are! less! orientated!towards! ideal! codon3! and! codon! pair! usage! to! maximise! expression,! and! more!towards! preventing! unfavourable! usage,! which! may! lead! to! the! blocking!expression!altogether.!To! this!end,! the! reference!set!of!genes!used! throughout! is!the!complete!library!of!68!protein3coding!genes,!as!opposed!to!the!high!expressing!subset!used!previously!for!the!redesign!of!gp20!(see!4.2.5).!!In!order!to! investigate!how!codon!usage!may!affect!transgene!expression!in!such!an!absolute!manner,! the!data! is!generally!analysed! in!a! two3stage!approach.!The!first! of! these! stages! is! the! direct! analysis! of! native! genes! expressed! in! the! C.#
reinhardtii! chloroplast,! with! the! aim! of! identifying! incidences! where! particular!codons! or! codon! pairs! are! specifically! avoided.! In! the! second! stage,! this!information!is!then!related!back!to!the!recombinant!genes!thus!far!introduced!into!the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome! in! the! Purton! lab! in! order! to! ascertain!whether!features!avoided!in!the!native!context!give!rise!to!non3expressing!genes.!!
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5.1.6 Specific#aims#and#objectives#!! 1. To!investigate!the!codon3!and!codon!pair!distribution!in!the!complete!set!of!68! protein3encoding!C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! genes! in! order! to! deduce! if!global!biases!are!indeed!present.!!!! 2. To! apply! global! codon3! and! codon! pair! scoring! generated! by! the! CUO! to!recombinant!transgenes!expressed!in!the!Purton!lab!in!order!to!investigate!if! there! is! a! correlation! between! global! codon! pair! use! and! absolute!expression.!!! 3. To!investigate!the!phenomenon!of!Zero!Scoring!Codon!Pairs!(ZSCPs:!codon!pairs!that!are!completely!unseen!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast)!in!relation!to! corresponding! predicted! values! based! on! individual! codon! and! amino!acid!usage!models.!!! 4. To!apply! the! concepts! of! ZSCPs! to! recombinant! genes! in! order! to! analyse!possible!lethal!pair!combinations.!
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5.2 Results#!Due!to!the!bioinformatic!nature!of!the!data!presented,!and!the!organic!manner!by!which!these!investigations!have!developed,!the!results!will!be!presented!as!a!series!of!ten!hypotheses!to!be!investigated!as!the!chapter!progresses.!For!reference,!they!are!listed!below:!!!
Hypothesis&One. The! protein3coding! genes! of! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast!show!a!defined!codon!bias.!!
Hypothesis&Two. The! protein3coding! genes! of! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast!show!a!defined!codon!pair!bias.!!
Hypothesis&Three. Global!codon!usage!influences!recombinant!gene!expression.!!
Hypothesis&Four. Global! codon! pair! usage! influences! recombinant! gene!expression.!!
Hypothesis&Five. Local! codon! pair! usage! influences! recombinant! gene!expression.!!
Hypothesis&Six. ! All! Zero! Scoring! Codon! Pairs! (ZSCPs)! observed! for! the! C.#
reinhardtii!chloroplast!are!explicitly!avoided.!!
Hypothesis&Seven. The! failure!of!non3expressing!genes!can!be!explained!by! the!presence!of!unexpectedly!unseen!ZSCPs.!!
Hypothesis&Eight. Regions! of! low! codon! pair! usage! are! responsible! for! non3expressing!recombinant!genes.!!
Hypothesis&Nine. ZSCPs! are! conserved! across! a! panel! of! related! green! algal!chloroplast!genomes.!!




C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! does! show! codon! bias;! however,! steps! were! taken! to!confirm!that!the!data!generated!by!the!CUO!was!in!agreement!with!this!position.!!The! CUO! program! was! used! to! analyse! the! 68! protein3coding! genes! in! the! C.#
reinhardtii!chloroplast.!(There!are!in!fact!69!such!genes,!but!psbA!is!duplicated!on!the! inverted!repeat!regions!so!will!only!be! included!once! in! these!analyses).!The!observed! dataset! created! will! henceforth! be! known! as! o(dataset1).! A! tabulated!breakdown!of!the!datasets!used!in!this!analysis!can!be!found!in!Appendix!u.!Data!from! such! analyses! using! the! CUO! is! produced! in! the! form!of! a! codon! summary!table,! a! codon! weight! table! and! a! far! more! extensive! codon! pair! table!encompassing!the!3904!possible!combinations.!Each!of!these!can!be!converted!into!a! Microsoft! Excel! format! suitable! for! further! analysis.! The! codon! summary! and!codon!pair!tables!include!data!for!each!codon/!pair!relating!to!total!occurrence!and!occurrence! per! thousand! codons/! pairs.! The! codon! weight! table! contains!weightings!as!described!above.!These!are!in!the!form!of!relative!weightings!of!each!codon!in!relation!to!the!amino!acid!encoded,!and!although!weighting!is!important!for!the!optimisation!of!sequences,!it!is!less!helpful!for!usage!analysis!so!will!not!be!analysed!further!following!this!hypothesis.!!!It!is!clear!from!a!visual!analysis!of!the!weighted!codon!usage!table!shown!in!Figure!5.2!that!a!strong!codon!bias!is!present!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast.!However,!to!illustrate!this!point!in!an!objective!manner,!a!null!hypothesis!was!suggested:!codon!use! in! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! is! entirely! dependent! on! amino! acid! (αα)!usage.! To! test! this! hypothesis,! the! frequencies! of! each! codon! were! taken! from!
o(dataset1)! and! compared! to! a! predicted! set! of! codon! frequencies! taking! only!amino!acid!usage!into!account.!This!predicted!dataset!was!named!p(dataset1).!!
p(dataset1)!was!produced!by!first!calculating!absolute!frequencies!for!each!amino!acid!by!dividing!the!total!occurrence!of!that!αα!by!the!total!number!of!codons!in!the!dataset!(25,392),!minus!the!68!stop!codons!(25,324).!!
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!!!This!figure!was!then!split!between!each!synonymous!codon,!n,!for!the!amino!acid!in! question! to! give! predicted! absolute! frequencies! for! each! codon! assuming!completely!equal!codon!weighting.!!!!!These!absolute!frequencies!were!then!multiplied!by!the!total!number!of!non3stop!codons!to!give!expected!codon!occurrences!assuming!only!αα!bias.!!!!The! codon! occurrences! from! o(dataset1)! and! p(dataset1)! were! then! plotted! to!allow!visual!analysis.!Chart!5.1!shows!the!expected!distribution!of!codon!usage!in!a!completely! non! codon3biased! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome,! and! the! actual!distribution! seen.! The! radically! different! distribution! observed! strongly! implies!that!the!codon!usage!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!is!indeed!biased.!!A! Pearson’s! χ2! test! for! goodness3of3fit! was! conducted! to! give! a! statistical!significance! to! the!codon!bias!observed.!The! test!returned!a!χ2!value!of!22100!(3!significant! figures)! with! a! p! value! of! 0! (as! rounded! by! Microsoft! Excel)! at! 60!degrees! of! freedom.! This! confirms,! to! a! high! statistical! significance,! that! even!distribution!of!synonymous!codons!does!not!occur!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast,!proving!the!presence!of!a!codon!bias.!!! !
!(!!!) = !(!!!)/25324!
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5.2.2 Hypothesis*Two*–*The*protein0coding*genes*of* the*C.% reinhardtii* chloroplast*
show*a*defined*codon*pair*bias*Prior!to! this! investigation,! there!was!no!published!work!that!explored!whether!a!bias! is! shown! towards! codon!pairing! in! the!C.#reinhardtii! chloroplast!genome,!or!indeed! the! plastid! genome! of! any! other! species.! In! this! section,! o(dataset1)! is!analysed!in!the!context!of!codon!pairing,!with!the!goal!of!discerning!whether!a!bias!exists! that! is!not!explained!by!either! the!combination!effects!of! individual! codon!use,!amino!acid!usage,!or!amino!acid!pairing.!
!The! CUO! is! capable! of! generating! graphical! codon! pair! tables;! however,! three!major!factors!prevent!such!tables!from!being!appropriate!for!direct!visual!analysis!in!the!same!manner!as!for!the!individual!codon!weight!tables!above!(5.2.1).!Firstly,!the! data! is! presented! independently! of! individual! codon! usage,! making! it!impossible! to! separate! genuine! codon! pair! bias! from! the! compound! effect! of!individual! codon! preferences.! Secondly,! the! data! does! not! take! into! account!relative! frequency!of!amino!acid!or!amino!acid!pair!usage,!and! thirdly,! given! the!4096!pair!combinations,!the!data!are!simply!too!large!to!efficiently!analyse!by!eye.!Instead,!a! similar!approach!was! taken! to! that!used! in!Hypothesis!1;!a!number!of!null! hypotheses!were!proposed,! and!predicted!datasets!were! generated! for! each!hypothesis!for!comparison!against!o(dataset1).!!!The!first!null!hypothesis!to!be!assessed!was!that!codon!pairing!is!purely!a!function!of! the! absolute! frequencies! of! the! individual! codons! that! make! up! that! pair.! A!predicted! dataset! was! generated,! p(dataset2),! incorporating! individual! codon!frequencies! and! hence,! also! total! amino! acid! usage.! Codon! absolute! frequencies!were!calculated!in!a!similar!manner!to!the!αα!frequencies!seen!in!Hypothesis!1,!by!dividing!the!total!occurrence!for!each!codon!by!the!total!number!of!codons!in!the!dataset!minus! the! 68! stop! codons! (25324).! The! resulting! decimal! generated! for!each!codon!reflects!the!probability!of!a!particular!codon!being!incorporated!at!any!one!position.!!!!! ! !! !"#. = !(!!) ∕ 25324!
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As! this! model! assumes! no! codon! pair! preference,! the! incorporation! of! two!sequential! codons! can! be! considered! to! be! independent! events.! As! such! the!probability! of! any! pair! can! be! considered! to! be! the! product! of! the! individual!codons’!probabilities:!!
 !From! the! pair! probabilities! generated,! an! expected! value! of! occurrence,!e(C1:C2),!can!then!be!calculated!by!multiplying!the!pair!probability!by!the!total!number!of!codon! pairs! in! the! dataset.! Each! gene! containing!n#codons! can! be! considered! to!contain! n32! codon! pairs! giving! a! total! number! of! codon! pairs! as! 25256! as!illustrated!in!Figure!5.3.!!!!The!predicted!p(dataset2)!was!plotted!alongside!the!observed!codon!pairs!seen!in!
o(dataset1)! (Chart! 5.2),!with! the! data! ordered! by! ratio! of! observed! to! predicted!values.!As!such,!codon!pairs!seen!less!often!than!expected!are!clustered!to!the!left,!while! those! that! are! seen! more! often! than! predicted! are! clustered! towards! the!right.!It!can!be!seen!from!the!graph!that!p(dataset2)#and#o(dataset1)!form!distinct!populations!representing!a!considerable!variance!between!the!two!datasets.!This!suggests! that! additional! factors! are! acting! on! codon! pair! distribution! relative! to!those!considered!by!p(dataset2).#
# #
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Figure! 5.3! –! A! graphical! illustration! of! the! relationship! between! total! codons! and!
total!codon!pairs!For!any!gene!the!number!of!coding!codon!pairs!will!equal!n32!where!n!is!the!total!number!of!codons!present.!The!total!number!of!proteinVcoding!codons!can!be!seen!to!be!n31.!






























The! values! for! observed! and! predicted! codon! pair! occurrences! are! useful! for!showing!general!trends!in!the!data!in!regard!to!whether!pairs!are!over8!or!under8!represented;!however,!they!are!not!optimised!for!analysis!of!the!degree!to!which!this! is! occurring! as! it! relies! on! absolute! values.! To! analyse! how!observed! codon!pair! usage! diverges! from! expected! values! in! the! absence! of! a! codon! pair!preference,!a!direct!comparison!of!p(dataset2)!and!o(dataset1),!Δ!(codon!pair!use)!was!created:!!!
 These! data! were! then! plotted! on! a! log2! scale! to! provide! a! visual! illustration! of!deviation!from!the!expected!values!in!the!absence!of!a!codon!pair!bias!(Chart!5.3).!For!clarity,!codon!pairs!are!ordered!by!variance.!Positive!values!represent!the!8fold!increase!in!the!observed!frequency!relative!to!predicted!codon!pair!occurrence,!id-
est!are!under8represented!by!the!model.!Negative!values!show!the!8fold!decrease!in! observed! frequency! relative! to! the! expected! value,! corresponding! to! over8representation.!The!use!of!a!log!scale!allows!both!positive!and!negative!variation!to!be!displayed!on!the!same!scale.!!!It! is! clear! from! these! data! that! the! predicted! dataset! p(dataset2)! shows!considerable! deviation! from! the! actual! codon! pair! use! in! the! observed! dataset!
o(dataset1).!The!data!also!appear!to!be!appreciably!skewed!to!the!right,!indicating!an!excess!of!codon!pairs!that!are!under8represented!by!the!model.!It!must!be!taken!into! account,! however,! that! of! the! 3721!non8stopping! codon!pairs,! 1142! are! not!seen!in!the!chloroplast!genome.!For!such!cases!Δ!(codon!pair!use)!will!give!a!value!of!zero,!and! thus!cannot!be!plotted!on!a! log!scale!graph.!As!p(dataset2)-does!not!contain!any!zero!values,!all!1142!zero!data!points!would!have!appeared!on!the!left!hand!side!of!the!plot,!balancing!the!skew!to!some!degree.!!!A!brief!analysis!of!the!data!reveals!that!of!the!2579!codon!pairs!observed!in!the!C.-
reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome,! 1910! (74.1! %)! have! a! variance! that! falls!between!80.5!and!+2;!that!is!to!say,!they!are!within!one8fold!variance!relative!to!the!expected! value! given! by!p(dataset2).! Of! those! remaining,! 426! (16.5!%)! are! seen!more! than! twice! as! often! as! expected,! and! 243! (9.40!%)! are! seen! half! as! often.!
∆(!! ⋮ !!) = !(!! ⋮ !!) ∕ !(!! ⋮ !!)!
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It! is! noted,! however,! that! although! p(dataset2)! takes! codon! use! and! amino! acid!make9up! into! account,! it! shows! no! regard! for! αα! pairings.! Such! pairings! are!important!for!protein!structural!motifs,!so!a!further!null!hypothesis!was!proposed:!amino!acid!pairing!has!no!bearing!on!gene!design!in!the!C.,reinhardtii!chloroplast.!!To! assess! this! hypothesis,! p(dataset2)! was! translated! into! an! amino! acid! pair!dataset! p(dataset2α),! and! this! then! compared! to! the! actual! amino! acid! pair!occurrence!seen!by!creating!a!Δ(αα!pair!use):!!!!These!data!are!displayed!in!Chart!5.4.!The!variance!seen!is!considerably!lower!than!that!seen!in!the!codon!pairing!variance!analysis!of!Chart!5.3,!with!only!1.5!%!of!αα!pairs!being!more!than!19fold!variance!from!the!observed!data.!However,!given!the!origin!of!the!data,!and!also!the!fact!that!back9translating!removes!all!codon!bias,!a!far! closer! relationship! would! be! expected! if! αα! pairing! was! not! influential,! as!confirmed!by!a!significant!χ2!result!of!853!and!a!p!value!of!3.95x10935!(3!s.f.)!at!399!degrees!of!freedom.!!!























It!is!clear!that!p(dataset2)!is!flawed!in!that!it!does!not!take!αα!pairing!into!account,!and! thus! variance! between! it! and! the! observed! values! of! o(dataset1)! cannot! be!used! as! confirmation! of! codon! pair! bias.! To! refine! the! predicted! model,! a! new!dataset,!p(dataset3)!was!generated!using!amino!acid!pairing!frequencies!as!a!base!dataset!and!relative!codon!usage! for!each!codon!as!a!probability! factor.!By!using!amino!acid!pair!data,!both!amino!acid!use!and!pairing!is!controlled,!and!combined!with! individual! relative! codon! usage! data,! any! significant! deviation! of! the!predicted!dataset!from!the!observed!codon!pairing!values!can!only!be!explained!by!specific!codon!pair!preference.!(For!the!purpose!of!this!argument,!any!other!mRNA!sequence! motifs! are! considered! to! be! acting,! at! least! on! a! basic! level,! through!codon!pairing.)!!The!predicted!codon!pair!outcome!for!p(dataset3)-could!not!be!generated!from!the!absolute! frequency! as! used! in! p(dataset2)- as! this! probability! factor! already!incorporates!amino!acid!usage,!and!thus!was!inappropriate!for!an!analysis!already!based!on!amino!acid!pair!data.! Instead!a!new!probability! factor!was!generated!–!p(Relative!Codon!Usage):!!!!This!gives!a!probability!factor!equivalent!to!the!likelihood!of!a!specific!codon!being!used!at!any!time!for!its!specific!amino!acid.!p(dataset3)!was!then!generated!using!the!following!expression!to!give!codon!pair!predictions!weighted!by!the!observed!
αα!pair!usage:!!!!The! dataset! was! verified! by! backKtranslating! the! predicted! codon! pairs! into!αα!pairs! and! relating! the! predicted! frequencies! to! the! observed! αα! pairs! seen! in!
o(dataset1).! The! two! datasets! were! in! complete! agreement,! indicating! that! any!variance!between!codon!pairs! could!only!be!due! to!a! codon!pair!bias.!To!ensure!individual!codon!bias!had!been!correctly!incorporated!by!the!model,!codon!usage!was!backKcalculated!from!codon!pair!data!for!the!observed!dataset!o(dataset1)-and!the!predicted!p(dataset3).!With!the!exception!of!rounding!errors!totalling!0.129!%,!
!(!!)!"#. = !(!!) ∕ !(!!!!)!
!(!! ⋮ !!)! = !(!!)!"#. ∗ !(!!)!"#. ∗ !(!!! ⋮ !!!)!
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the!codon!usage!data!was! in! total!agreement!between!the! two!datasets.!With!αα!and! individual!codon!bias!corrected! for,!any!variance!must! therefore!be!due!to!a!codon!pair!bias.!!Chart! 5.5! shows! predicted,! p(dataset3),! and! observed,! o(dataset1),! codon! pair!occurrence! as! displayed! for! p(dataset2)! in! Chart! 5.2.! Relative! to! p(dataset2),!
p(dataset3)!is!seen!to!show!closer!relation!to!the!observed!codon!pair!distribution;!however,!there!is!still!considerable!variation!from!the!observed!codon!pair!data.!!As! for! p(dataset2),! a! variance! analysis!was! produced! for! p(dataset3)! and! this! is!displayed!against!that!of!p(dataset2).!Only!a!very!minor!deviation!between!the!two!datasets!is!observed.!This!suggests!that!although!the!removal!of!αα!pair!bias!from!
p(dataset3)!has!resulted!in!a!model!more!closely!resembling!the!observed!values,!a!much! larger!source!of!bias!affecting!codon!pair!use!remains.!This! is!shown!to!be!significant! by! a! χ2! result! of! 5030! and! a! p! value! of! 3.74! x! 10K43! (3! s.f.)! at! 3720!degrees!of!freedom.!!Of!the!2579!codon!pair!combinations!seen!in!the!C.-reinhardtii!chloroplast!genome!(after!removal!of!zero!scoring!codons!pairs),!1948!(75.5!%)!have!a!variance!that!falls! between! K0.5! and! +2,! 423! (16.4! %)! are! seen! more! than! twice! as! often! as!expected,! and!208! (8.07!%)!are! seen!half! as!often!as!expected.!Again,! it!must!be!taken!into!account!that!the!zero!scoring!codon!pairs!will!skew!the!picture!towards!the! over! representation! of! codon!pairs.! The! issue! of! zero! scoring! pairs! does! not!lend!itself!to!this!form!of!analysis,!but!will!be!investigated!further!below.!!The! results! here!discussed!have! shown! that! there! is! indeed! a! highly! statistically!significant!bias!affecting!both!codon!usage!and!codon!pairing,!neither!of!which!can!be! attributed! to! amino! acid! usage,! amino! acid! pairings! (as! could! perhaps! be!dictated! by! structural! motifs! or! steric! hindrance! issues),! or! the! combined! bias!effect! of! the! codon! pair’s! component! codons.! The! specific! nature! of! this! bias,! in!particular! in! regard! to! zero! scoring! codons,! remains! uncertain! and! is! explored!further!in!the!following!hypotheses.!!
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5.2.3 Hypothesis* Three* –*Global* transgene* codon*usage* influences* absolute* gene*
expression*Global! (in! this!case!referring! to!gene5wide)!codon!usage!can!be!quantified! in! the!form!of!a!Codon!Adaptation!Index!(CAI)!as!discussed!above!(Sharp!and!Li,!1987).!The! general! consensus! is! that! a! higher! CAI! should! correspond! with! higher!expression.!However,!this!has!yet!to!be!rigorously!investigated!in!C.#reinhardtii.!!!A!panel!of!transgenes!previously!transformed!into!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!by!members! of! the! Purton! lab! were! investigated.! The! panel! consisted! of! eleven!expressing! and! five! non5expressing! genes! and!were! analysed! using! the! CUO! sub!program,!‘CAI!analyser’.!As!in!Hypotheses!1!and!2,!genes!were!analysed!relative!to!the!complete!68!gene!set!rather!than!a!high!expressing!sub5set.!This!was!following!the! logic! that! as! all! chloroplast! genes! are! successfully! expressed,! a! complete!complement!codon!usage!table!should!be!capable!of!detecting!lethal!as!opposed!to!non5optimal!gene!features.!!The! panel! of! 16! recombinant! genes,! their! expression! status,! and! CAI! scores! are!displayed! in! Table! 5.2! and! Chart! 5.7.! Both! expressed! and! non5expressed! genes!show! a! full! range! of! CAI! values,! indicating! that! a! global! codon! usage5based! CAI!score!alone!is!not!sufficient!to!detect!features!that!could!block!gene!expression.!! !
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Table& 5.2& –& A& test& set& of& eleven& expressed& and& five& non7expressed& transgenes,& as&
transformed&into&the&C.#reinhardtii&chloroplast&by&members&of&the&Purton&lab&&All!genes!were!optimised!and!synthesised!by!GeneArt!unless!otherwise!stated!!
Gene& CAI& Pair&CpAI& Expressed&
#
lacI# 0.993! 0.891! Yes!
cpl01# 0.985! 0.88! Yes!
hGH# 0.97! 0.833! Yes!
codA#(CUO!optimised)# 0.867! 0.745! Yes!
Pal# 0.864! 0.705! Yes!
phi011# 0.781! 0.566! Yes!
Spy# 0.759! 0.555! Yes!
ereB#(E.#coli)# 0.464! 0.205! Yes!
arg4#(S.#cerevisiae)# 0.378! 0.134! Yes!
argH#(Synechocystis)# 0.26! 0.074! Yes!
codA#(E.#coli)# 0.209! 0.069! Yes!
# ! ! !
codA#(Synechocystis)# 0.29! 0.085! No!
codA#(S.#cerevisiae)# 0.355! 0.12! No!
gp20# 0.772! 0.491! No!
lys16# 0.821! 0.662! No!
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5.2.4 Hypothesis* Four* –* Global* transgene* codon* pair* usage* influences* absolute*
gene*expression*It!has!been!shown!above!that!global!codon!usage!alone!cannot!be!used!to!discern!between!expressing!and!non9expressing!genes;!however,!a!standard!CAI!does!not!take!codon!pairing!into!account.!In!order!to!rectify!this,!a!new!module!was!added!to!the!CUO!(included!in!beta!0.91)!to!produce!a!novel!quantitative!value,!the!Codon!pair! Adaptation! Index! (CpAI).! The! same! panel! of! 16! genes! was! analysed! as! for!Hypothesis!three;!CpAI!data!are!displayed!in!Table!5.2!and!Chart!5.8.!!Again,! a! wide! range! of! values! was! seen! in! both! expressing! and! non9expressing!subsets,! implying! that! global! codon! pair! use! is! also! not! sufficient! in! this! case! to!predict!expression!of!transgenes,!although!such!measures!may!prove!important!in!determining!levels!of!expression.!!Given!the!data!presented!in!the!preceding!chapter!on!endolysin!chimeras!and!full!fusion!proteins,! it!seems!likely!that!non9expression!in!such!cases!could!be!due!to!stalling! of! the! ribosome! during! elongation.! Such! an! event! would! point! more!towards! local! codon! or! codon! pairing! issues! rather! than! a! global! effect.! This! is!investigated!in!Hypothesis!five!below.!!
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5.2.5 Hypothesis* Five* –* Local* codon* pair* usage* influences* recombinant* gene*
expression*It! has! been! shown! by!Weiβ! and! colleagues! that! in! the! C.# reinhardtii# psbA! gene,!when!the!rare!CGG!and!AGG!codons!are!introduced!into!a!region!encoding!a!loop!of!the!D1!protein!of!photosystem!II,! they!are!sufficient!to!block!levels!of!expression!required! to! allow! phototrophic! growth! (Weiß! et# al.,! 2012).! It! has! yet! to! be!investigated!whether! there! are! rare! codon!pairs! that! could!have! a! similar! effect,!thus!this!hypothesis! focuses!on!the!unseen!codon!pairs! found!in!o(dataset1),!and!their! relation! to! recombinant! genes! expressed! in! the!Purton! lab.! Initial!work! on!rare!local!codon!pair!interactions!was,!for!simplicity,!based!purely!around!codons!not!seen!at!all! in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!genome.!There!are!1142!such!zero!scoring!codon!pairs!(ZSCPs)!observed,!making!up!30.7!%!of!all!non!stopRcontaining!codon!pairs.!The!complete!absence!of! these!pairs!prompts!the!question:!are!they!being! avoided! because! they! cannot! be! tolerated,! or! is! their! absence! simply! a!consequence! of! low! probability! of! occurrence! and! a! small! genome?! The! former!possibility! is! investigated! in! this! section,! with! the! latter! being! explored! in!Hypothesis!Six.!!To! address! this! question,! the! codon!pair! usage! in! the! above!panel! of! transgenes!(Table!5.2)!was!assessed!for!zero!scoring!codon!count.!Direct!analysis!of!the!codon!pairs!used!in!these!genes!was!made!possible!due!to!another!addition!to!CUO!beta!0.91! –! the! ability! to! export! codon! pair! data! to! the! clipboard,! and! then! into!Microsoft! Excel.! Once! in! Excel,! the! total! number! of! zero! scoring! codons! was!counted!using!the!=CountIf!command.!!The!results!of!this!analysis!are!shown!in!Chart!5.9.!It!can!be!seen!that!ZSCPs!are,!in!fact,!seen!on!numerous!occasions!in!both!expressing!and!nonRexpressing!transgene!subsets.!The!majority!of!these!are!seen!in!heterologous!genes,!although!there!are!also!several!observed!in!codonRoptimised!synthetic!genes,!as!designed!by!GeneArt.!These! data! confirm! that! at! least! some! ZSCPs! are! completely! tolerated! by! the! C.#
reinhardtii!chloroplast!expression!machinery,!even!at!high!frequencies.!!!As! if! to! further!verify! the! lack!of!effect! that!ZSCPs!seem!to!have,!of!all! the!genes!examined! only! a! nonRexpressed! transgene,! Lys16,! is! completely! devoid! of! zero!
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scoring! codons.! That! is! to! say,! that! all! the! codon!pairs! seen! in! the! Lys16! coding!sequence!are!used!at!least!once!in!the!native!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!genome.!An!important!point!to!note!here,!however,!is!that!the!occurrence!of!a!codon!pair!in!the!native! context! does! not! necessarily! mean! that! it! is! tolerated! in! all! contexts.! As!shown!by!Weiβ!et#al.,!rare!but!not!unseen!arginine!codons!were!sufficient!to!block!
psbA!expression!to!levels!required!for!selection!(Weiß!et#al.,!2012).!The!converse!is!exemplified!by!codA#from!E.#coli,!where!the!rare!arginine!codons!reported!by!Weiß!and!colleagues!are!seen!six!times!each,!yet!the!gene!still!shows!detectable!levels!of!expression.!!The! low!use!of!zero!scoring!codon!pairs! in!highly!expressed!genes!such!as!CplR1,!and!extensive!use!in!other!expressed!genes,!shows!that!at!least!some!zero!scoring!codon!pairs!are!not!avoided!due!to!explicit!negative!effects.!It!is!likely!that!many!of!the! ZSCPs! observed! in! expressed! transgenes! are! not! seen! in! the! C.# reinhardtii!chloroplast!genome!simply!as!a!result!of!the!small!size!of!the!genome!precluding!such! rare! combinations! from! arising.! This! postulate! is! assessed! in! detail! in!Hypothesis!Six.!
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5.2.6 Hypothesis*Six*–*All* zero* scoring*codon*pairs*observed* for* the*C.& reinhardtii&
chloroplast*are*explicitly*avoided*
!It!has!been!shown!above!(5.2.2)!that!codon!pair!bias!does,!at!least!on!some!level,!exist!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!genome.!It!has!also!been!observed!that!1142!codon! pairs! are! absent! from! the!C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome,! the! so?called!Zero! Scoring! Codon! Pairs! (ZSCPs).! It! has! yet! to! be! investigated! whether! these!codons!are!explicitly!avoided!as!a!function!of!the!codon!bias!already!demonstrated,!or! if,! given! the! small! genome! in! consideration,! they! are! simply! too! rare! to! be!expected!to!occur,!based!on!their!codon!makeup!and!amino!acid!products.!It!was!considered!whether! the!absence!of! these! codon!pairs! could!be!a! consequence!of!extremely!rare!individual!codons!in!combination!with!the!small!genome!size.!As!a!preliminary! investigation,! an! expected! figure! for! ZSCPs! purely! as! a! result! of!individual! codon! usage! was! generated! based! on! absolute! individual! codon!frequencies.!!To! assess! the! likelihood! of! a! particular! codon! pair! presenting! itself! in! the! C.#
reinhardtii!chloroplast!genome,!the!individual!codons!were!split! into!two!groups:!High!and!Low.!The!High!group!was!defined!as!any!codon!which,!if!paired!with!itself!or! a!more!abundant! codon,!would!give!a! combined!predicted!occurrence!of!1!or!more.! The! Low! subset!was! defined! correspondingly! as! a! codon!which,! if! paired!with! itself! or! a! less! abundant! codon! would! give! a! combined! expected! value! of!below!1:!!! ! ! !!! !!!
∴!
! !!!"! ⋮ !!!"! ∗ 25324 ≥ 1!!∴!! !!!"! ≥ 1 ∕ 25324!
! !!!"! ≥ 0.628%! ! ! ! !!"# ≤ 0.628%!
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From!predicted!High! and!Low!group!boundaries,! predicted!occurrences! of!High:!High,!High:!Low,!Low:!High,!and!Low:!Low!(HH,!HL,!LH,!LL)!were!calculated,!and!compared!to!the!total!number!of!pair!combinations! in!each!subset.!By!definition,!you!would!expect!to!see!more!than!one!occurrence!per!codon!pair!for!each!HH,!and!consequently,!less!than!one!occurrence!per!codon!pair!for!any!LL!pairing.!HL!or!HL!pairings!could!give!either!result.!!Table! 5.3! illustrates! the! absolute! individual! usage! of! codons! across! the! C.#
reinhardtii!chloroplast!genome.!The!heat!map!shows!the!abundance!of!each!codon,!with!green!representing!the!most!abundant,!and!red!the!least.!It!can!be!seen!that!a!number! of! codons! shown! very! low! absolute! frequencies,! suggesting! that! the!resulting!codon!pairs!would!have!a!very!low!occurrence,!if!seen!at!all.!!Table!5.4!shows!the!predicted!values!for!the!High/Low!codon!pairings.!Groups!HH,!LH,!and!HL!all!show!predicted!occurrence!considerably!higher!than!the!number!of!possible! codon! combinations,! making! it! likely! that! all! pairings! in! these! groups!should!be!seen!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast,!unless!specifically!avoided.!The!LL!group,! however,! has! a! predicted! value! of! only! 142,! despite! there! being! 625!possible! codon! combinations! in! this! subset.!This! implies! that! even! in! a! situation!where!each!of!the!142!pairs!seen!were!unique,!there!would!still!be!483!codons!that!would! be! absent! from! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome! by! statistical!probability.!These!data!suggest!that!in!the!complete!absence!of!a!codon!pair!bias,!there! are! a! considerable! number! of! codon! pairs! that! would! not! be! expected! to!occur!in!a!genome!of!this!size,!and!thus!are!not!specifically!avoided.!
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Table!5.3!–!Relative!and!absolute!frequencies!of!the!61!non;stop!codons!seen!in!the!
C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!genome!Absolute! frequencies! are! displayed! as! a! heat! map,! with! green! indicating! the! most!frequently!used!codons,!red!the!least.!Of!the!61!codons,!30!occur!in!less!than!1!%!of!cases.!!
!! !
Amino&acid& Codon& Number& Rela2ve&Frequency&
Frequency&per&
thousand& Absolute&Frequency&
Lys& AAA& 1940& 0.94& 76.4& 0.076402016&
Asn& AAC& 468& 0.28& 18.43& 0.018431002&
Lys& AAG& 122& 0.06& 4.8& 0.004804663&
Asn& AAU& 1185& 0.72& 46.67& 0.046668242&
Thr& ACA& 859& 0.51& 33.83& 0.033829553&
Thr& ACC& 86& 0.05& 3.39& 0.003386894&
Thr& ACG& 95& 0.06& 3.74& 0.003741336&
Thr& ACU& 651& 0.38& 25.64& 0.025637996&
Arg& AGA& 141& 0.12& 5.55& 0.00555293&
Ser& AGC& 117& 0.07& 4.61& 0.00460775&
Arg& AGG& 19& 0.02& 0.75& 0.000748267&
Ser& AGU& 424& 0.24& 16.7& 0.016698173&
Ile& AUA& 182& 0.11& 7.17& 0.007167612&
Ile& AUC& 204& 0.12& 8.03& 0.008034026&
Met& AUG& 540& 1& 21.27& 0.021266541&
Ile& AUU& 1340& 0.78& 52.77& 0.052772527&
Gln& CAA& 1016& 0.93& 40.01& 0.040012602&
His& CAC& 222& 0.45& 8.74& 0.008742911&
Gln& CAG& 81& 0.07& 3.19& 0.003189981&
His& CAU& 271& 0.55& 10.67& 0.010672653&
Pro& CCA& 576& 0.55& 22.68& 0.02268431&
Pro& CCC& 43& 0.04& 1.69& 0.001693447&
Pro& CCG& 53& 0.05& 2.09& 0.002087272&
Pro& CCU& 380& 0.36& 14.97& 0.014965343&
Arg& CGA& 91& 0.08& 3.58& 0.003583806&
Arg& CGC& 66& 0.06& 2.6& 0.002599244&
Arg& CGG& 6& 0.01& 0.24& 0.000236295&
Arg& CGU& 862& 0.73& 33.95& 0.0339477&
Leu& CUA& 176& 0.06& 6.93& 0.006931317&
Leu& CUC& 14& 0.01& 0.55& 0.000551355&
Leu& CUG& 47& 0.02& 1.85& 0.001850977&
Leu& CUU& 377& 0.14& 14.85& 0.014847196&
Glu& GAA& 1062& 0.92& 41.82& 0.041824197&
Asp& GAC& 202& 0.24& 7.96& 0.007955261&
Glu& GAG& 87& 0.08& 3.43& 0.003426276&
Asp& GAU& 646& 0.76& 25.44& 0.025441084&
Ala& GCA& 520& 0.33& 20.48& 0.020478891&
Ala& GCC& 100& 0.06& 3.94& 0.003938248&
Ala& GCG& 78& 0.05& 3.07& 0.003071834&
Ala& GCU& 873& 0.56& 34.38& 0.034380907&
Gly& GGA& 202& 0.13& 7.96& 0.007955261&
Gly& GGC& 115& 0.07& 4.53& 0.004528986&
Gly& GGG& 91& 0.06& 3.58& 0.003583806&
Gly& GGU& 1130& 0.73& 44.5& 0.044502205&
Val& GUA& 675& 0.45& 26.58& 0.026583176&
Val& GUC& 19& 0.01& 0.75& 0.000748267&
Val& GUG& 96& 0.06& 3.78& 0.003780718&
Val& GUU& 699& 0.47& 27.53& 0.027528355&
Tyr& UAC& 234& 0.26& 9.22& 0.009215501&
Tyr& UAU& 668& 0.74& 26.31& 0.026307498&
Ser& UCA& 594& 0.34& 23.39& 0.023393195&
Ser& UCC& 57& 0.03& 2.24& 0.002244802&
Ser& UCG& 98& 0.06& 3.86& 0.003859483&
Ser& UCU& 477& 0.27& 18.79& 0.018785444&
Cys& UGC& 20& 0.1& 0.79& 0.00078765&
Trp& UGG& 326& 1& 12.84& 0.012838689&
Cys& UGU& 175& 0.9& 6.89& 0.006891934&
Leu& UUA& 2034& 0.74& 80.1& 0.08010397&
Phe& UUC& 426& 0.33& 16.78& 0.016776938&
Leu& UUG& 99& 0.04& 3.9& 0.003898866&
Phe& UUU& 867& 0.67& 34.14& 0.034144612&
            
Total&   0.997321991&
Table& 2.& Rela*ve& and& absolute& frequencies& of& the& 61& non:stop& codons&




!!Once! it! was! demonstrated! that! there! was! indeed! a! subset! of! codon! pairs! that!would!be!unlikely!to!occur!in!a!genome!of!this!size,!a!more!in?depth!investigation!into! ZSCPs! was! instigated.! For! this! study,! the! more! accurate! p(dataset3)# was!utilised.!Expected!values!were!tabulated!and!all!codon!pairs!with!a!predicted!value!of! less!than!1!were!counted!to!give!a!predicted!ZSCP!value.! Interestingly,! for!this!model! the! total!number!of!codon!pairs!with!a!predicted!value!of! less! than!1!was!1364,!222!higher!than!the!number!actually!observed.!Taken!in!isolation,!this!seems!to!be!enough!evidence! to!discard! the!ZSCPs!seen! in! the!C.#reinhardtii! chloroplast!genome!as!a!statistical!artefact.!However,!closer!scrutiny!of! the!data!reveals! that!the! predicted! Zero! Scoring! Codon! pairs,! pZSCPs,! do! not! necessarily! match! the!observed!ZSCPs.!By!filtering!p(dateset3)!by!those!codon!pairs!not!observed!in!the!
C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!genome,!it!becomes!apparent!that!of!the!1142!observed!ZSCPs,! 189! are! actually! predicted! to! be! present! by! this!model,! implying! that! in!some!cases,! codon!pairs! are! explicitly! avoided.!These! codons!pairs! are! shown! in!Chart! 5.10! against! their! predicted! value.! These! ZSCPs! with! predicted! values!greater!than!1!as!modelled!by!p(dataset3)!are!henceforth!referred!to!unexpectedly!unseen!Zero!Scoring!Codon!Pairs!(uuZSCPs).!
Table! 5.4! –! Specific! probabilities! for! the! Low! and! High! codon! groups,! and! the!










p(LL)' 0.006' 625' 142'
p(HH)' 0.856' 784' 21668'
p(LH)' 0.069' 924' 1757'



























It!can!be!seen!that!the!majority!of!these!codons!are!predicted!at!low!frequencies,!with!70!%!having!predicted!values!below!2,!and!88!%!below!3.!Some,!though,!are!predicted!at! far!higher!values.!Of!particular! interest! are!GAU:CUU!and!UUU:CGU,!encoding! Asp:Leu! and! Phe:Arg! respectively! (shown! in! table! 4).! The! degree! to!which!these!codons!are!overPrepresented!based!on!amino!acid!and!relative!codon!usage! suggests! an!explicit! avoidance,!perhaps!due! to! a!particularly!unfavourable!steric!interaction.!!To!return!to!the!initial!hypothesis!–!going!by!the!predicted!values!from!p(dataset3)!in!the!absence!of!a!codon!bias,!it!is!predicted!that!slightly!more!ZSCPs!should!occur!than!actually!do.!The!apparent!overPrepresentation!of!some!codon!pairs!suggests!another! interesting! area! of! study,! although! is! beyond! the! remit! of! this!investigation.! The! set! of! ZSCPs! that! is! observed! does! not! entirely! align!with! the!predicted!ZSCPs,!with!some!codon!pairs!significantly!underPrepresented! in! the!C.,
reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome.! The! extent! to! which! some! pairs! are! avoided!suggests! a! specific! bias! against! their! use.! Whether! or! not! this! is! reflected! in!recombinant!genes!is!explored!in!Hypothesis!Seven.!!
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Table&5.5&–&Two&ZSCPs&show&particularly&high&predicted&values&as&generated&by&p(dataset3),&suggesting&explicit&avoidance&The! p(dataset3)! model,! where! no! specific! codon! pair! bias! is! featured,! states! that! these! codon! pairs! should! be! observed! due! to! their! relatively! high!individual!codon!usages!and! frequent!amino!acid!pair!occurrences.!Their!absence! from!the!observed!dataset!o(dataset1)! strongly!suggests!an!unknown!factor!actively!blocking!their!use.!! !!!!!!!




!Hypothesis! six!has! suggested! that!unexpectedly!unseen!zero!scoring!codon!pairs!(uuZSCPs)!are!explicitly!avoided!by!the!C.#reinhardtii! chloroplast,!possibly!due!to!deleterious! effects! on! gene! expression.! It! was! therefore! deemed! useful! to!investigate!whether!any!of! the! recombinant!genes! so! far! transformed! into! the!C.#
reinhardtii!chloroplast!in!the!Purton!lab!contained!any!of!these!codon!pairs.!!In! order! to! focus! on! codon! pairs!most! strongly! avoided! (and! hence! those!most!likely! to!have!a!negative!effect),!only!uuZSCPs!with!predicted!values! in!excess!of!four!were!investigated,!totalling!nine!pairs.!Codon!pair!datasets!were!generated!for!the! panel! of! transgenes! described! in! Hypothesis! three,! hereafter! referred! to! as!
e(dataset1)!and!n(dataset1)#for!expressing!and!nonGexpressing!genes,!respectively.!These! datasets! were! crossGreferenced! against! the! nine! uuZSCPs# selected# (Table!5.6).! From! these! data! it! can! be! seen! that,! contrary! to! expectations,! these! codon!pairs! are! fairly! well! represented! in! both! datasets.! Of! the! nine! uuZSCPs,! six!(including! the! two! most! avoided! in! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome),! are!present! in!expressing! transgenes.!Also!of!note! is! that! there!are!no!cases!where!a!uuZSCP! is! present! in! a! nonGexpressing! gene! but! not! an! expressing! one,! thus!allowing!a!direct!comparison.!This!is!likely!a!consequence!of!the!limited!size!of!the!nonGexpressed!dataset.!
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Table!5.6!–!The!nine!uuZSCPs!most!avoided!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!genome!
in! relation! to! the! previously! examined! panel! of! expressing! and! non@expressing!
transgenes!!Despite!the!apparent!avoidance!of!these!codons!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!genome,!these!data!show!that!at!least!some!are!tolerated!in!recombinant!genes.!There!are!no!cases!where!a!uuZSCP!is!seen!in!a!nonGexpressing!but!not!an!expressing!gene,!such!to!suggest!a!possible! negative! impact! of! uuZSCPs! on! transgene! expression.! Analysis! of! more!transgenes!genes!will!be!required!for!a!more!definitive!picture.!
!
Codon!!pair! First!codon! Second!codon! Predicted!occurrence!
Recombinant!expressing!(codon!pairs/!αα!pair!total)!
Recombinant!nonGexpressing!(codon!pairs/!αα!pair!total)!!Phe:Arg! UUU! CGU! 28.2! 4!of!12! 1!of!1!Asp:Leu! GAU! CUU! 9.10! 2!of!28! 0!of!10!Phe:His! UUU! CAC! 6.64! 0!of!0! 0!of!0!Lys:Thr! AAG! ACA! 5.23! 0!of!16! 0!of!3!Ser:His! UCU! CAU! 4.90! 3!of!10! 1!of!1!Gly:Leu! GGU! UUG! 4.61! 3!of!30! 0!of!4!Ile:Leu! AUU! UUG! 4.45! 2!of!17! 1!of!3!Leu:Ser! CUA! UCA! 4.31! 1!of!20! 0!of!10!Thr:Gly! ACG! GGU! 4.13! 0!of!18! 0!of!6!
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!It!has!now!been!shown!that!there!does!indeed!seem!to!be!a!codon!pair!bias!present!in! the!C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome.! This! bias,! however,! does! not! appear! to!greatly! influence! transgene! expression,! with! neither! global! codon! pair! usage,!individual!codon!pair!usage,!nor!incorporation!of!specifically!avoided!codon!pairs!seeming!to!correlate!with!absolute!expression!of!transgenes.!Another!possibility!is!that!in!order!to!sufficiently!destabilise!the!ribosome:tRNA:mRNA!complex!and!stall!elongation,!a!succession!of! ‘bad’!codon!pairs!is!required.!This!hypothesis!seeks!to!investigate! if! regions!of!poor! codon!pair!usage!are! seen!more! frequently! in!nonGexpressed!recombinant!genes!relative!to!their!expressed!counterparts.!To!analyse!local! regions! of! poor! codon! pair! usage! in! recombinant! genes,! codon! pair!adaptation!data!was!generated!by! the!CUO!and!exported! into!Microsoft!Excel! for!analysis.! This! data! consisted! of! the! weightings! of! each! codon! pair! used! in! ten!genes,! so! selected! to! give! a! spread! of! expressed,! nonGexpressed,! optimised,! and!nonGoptimised!genes!as!shown!in!Table!5.7.!!!
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The!codon!pair!adaptation!for!the!above!genes!was!plotted!as!a!function!of!position!on!the!gene.!In!order!to!more!clearly!visualise!regions!of!poor!codon!pair!usage!as!opposed!to!single!point!values,!a!moving!average!was!also!plotted.!A!sixGcodon!pair!window! was! chosen! so! to! allow! two! sets! of! three! nonGoverlapping! pairs,! thus!incorporating! sufficient! upG! and! downGstream! sequence! to!mitigate! isolated! bad!codon!events.!The!results!of!these!analyses!are!shown!in!Chart!5.11GChart!5.14.!For!clarity,!the!optimised!and!nonGoptimised!subsets!will!be!considered!separately.!!There! is! considerable! variation! in! codon! pair! usage! for! the! optimised! group! of!genes,!even!within!those!which!do/!do!not!express.!Some!genes!do!suggest!a!loose!correlation! between! regions! of! poor! codon! usage! and! expression:! cpl31,# pal! and!
codA! (optimised)! are! all! expressed,! and! show! a! consistently! higher! codon! pair!adaptation! than! gp20! and! lys16,! which! are! not.! The! latter! two! genes! frequently!display!moving! averages! of! below! 0.4! (seen! only! once! in! the! expressed! subset),!and!gp20!shows!averages!below!0.2!on!two!occasions.!!!Contradicting! these! tentative! summations,! however,! is! the! final! nonGexpressed!optimised!gene,!shbp,!which!shows!consistently!high!codon!pair!usage,!exceeding!that!of!each!of!the!expressed!genes.!The!shbp!gene!does!show!two!cases!of!ZSCPs,!but!on!closer!evaluation!neither!are!significant.!One,!UCA:UGU,!is!seen!in!two!other!expressed!recombinant!genes,!and!the!other,!GGA:UCC,!has!a!predicted!occurrence!in! the!C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome! of! 0.31;! thus! it! is! not! specially! avoided,!reducing!the!likelihood!of!it!being!detrimental.!!If! the! optimised! genes! evaluated! present! some! contradiction! as! to! possible!patterns,!the!nonGexpressed!subset!is!much!clearer!–!both!the!expressed!and!nonGexpressed! groups! have! extremely! low! codon! pair! usage! throughout.! The! lowest!codon! pair! adaptation! seen! is,! in! fact,! from! the! expressed! gene,! codA! (E.# coli),!where!large!portions!of!the!moving!average!are!below!0.2.!!The! data! available! suggests! that! there! is! no! correlation! between! the! absolute!values!of!a!6Gpoint!moving!average!of!codon!usage!and!transgene!expression.!One!point! to! note,! however,! is! in! relation! to! consistency.! Although! much! of! the!expressed!codA! (E.#coli)!gene!displays!very!poor!codon!pair!usage,! it! is! regularly!
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punctuated!by!‘good’!codon!pairs.!In!the!nonGexpressed!codA!(Synechocystis)!gene,!the! overall! codon! pair! usage! is! generally! better! than! its! expressed! counterpart,!except! for! one! region! between! 195! and! 240! codon! pairs,! where! the! moving!average! does! not! rise! above! 0.2.! This! region! of! particularly! low! codon! pair!adaptation!is!most!clearly!observed!in!Chart!5.15,!which!shows!a!broader!20Gpoint!moving!average!of!both!the!expressed!codA! (E.#coli),!and!the!nonGexpressed!codA!(Synechocystis).!!!It! is! conceivable! that! such! a! stretch! of! bad! codon! pairing! could! be! sufficient! to!disrupt! translation;! however,! without! further! data,! this! is!merely! speculation! at!this! juncture.! It! is! clear! that! even! if! the! run! of! bad! codon! pairs! was! enough! to!disrupt!expression!in!this!case,!it!was!not!the!causative!factor!in,!for!example,!shbp.#On!a!practical!level,!this!result!is!also!less!useful!–!codA#(Synechocystis)!represents!an!extreme!case,!and!one!unlikely!to!arise!in!a!typical!gene!design!situation,!unless!a!region!of!specifically!bad!codon!usage!was!intentionally!included.!!!As! has! become! clear! throughout! this! chapter,! the! issue! of! nonGexpressing!transgenes! in! the!C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! is! not! a! simple! on/off! situation.! It! is!likely!that!many!factors!contribute!towards!the!expression!(or!lack!of!expression)!of!a!particular!gene.!CodonG!and!codon!pair!usage!are!likely!to!be!involved!in!this!process;!however,!this!investigation!has!yet!to!reveal!any!cases!where!they!are!the!single!deciding!factor.!!
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!
Chart! 5.11! –! Local! regional! codon! pair! analysis! of! three! expressed! optimised!








































































































































































































































































Chart!5.12!–!Local! regional! codon!pair!analysis!of! three!non@expressing!optimised!















































































































































































































































































Chart! 5.13! –! Local! regional! codon! pair! analysis! of! two! expressing! non@optimised!






















































































































































































Chart! 5.14! –! Local! regional! codon! pair! analysis! of! two! non@expressing! non@








































































































































































































































































































5.2.9 Hypothesis* Nine* –* uuZSCPs* are* conserved* across* a* panel* of* related* green*
algal*chloroplast*genomes*!The!causative!factor!of!unexpectedly!unseen!Zero!Scoring!Codon!Pairs!(uuZSCPs)!is!thought!to!be!the!specific!features!of!the!environment!from!which!they!originate.!A!question!worth!addressing! is! thus!whether! these!preferences!are!conserved! in!the! chloroplast! of! related! green! algal! species.! To! investigate! this! possibility,! 14!species!were!analysed,!and!all!conserved!ZSCPs!compared!to!their!predicted!values!for!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!genome!to!establish!if!there!are!uuZSCPs,!at!least!for!C.#reinhardtii.!!A!panel!of!related,!but!distinct,!algal!species!was!prepared!and!the!corresponding!chloroplast! genome! sequences! collected! from! Genbank! (Table! 5.8).! These! data!were!pooled!into!a!single!dataset!which!was!then!challenged!for!ZSCPs.!Conserved!ZSCPs!were! analysed! using! the! amino! acid!weighted! predicted! values! for! the!C.#
reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome! (p(dataset3).! Any! codon! pairs! with! a! predicted!value! of! less! than! one! would! hence! be! concluded! to! be! nonKsignificant! in! C.#
reinhardtii,!thus!breaking!the!conservation!across!all!14!species.!!Five! codon!pairs!were! found! to!be!absent! in!all!14! species,!but!analysis!of! these!codon! pairs! in! relation! to! their! predicted! values! from! p(dataset3)! (Table! 5.9)!shows!these!to!be!extremely!rare!codon!pairs!that!would!not!be!expected!to!occur!in! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome.! Clearly,! without! generating! predicted!datasets! for! the! 13! other! species,! it! cannot! be! assumed! that! there! is! not! active!conservation! in! the! other! members! of! the! panel;! however,! this! is! unlikely! and!beyond!the!scope!of!this!investigation.!
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Species& Phylum:&& Class:&& Order:&& Family:&& Genus:&&
NCBI&
Identifier&! ! ! ! ! ! !
Chlamydomonas+reinhardtii+ Chlorophyta+ Chlorophyceae+ Chlamydomonadales+ Chlamydomonadaceae+ Chlamydomonas+ !
Dunaliella+salina+ Chlorophyta+ Chlorophyceae+ Volvocales+ Dunaliellaceae+ Dunaliella+ 108773031!
Scenedesmus+obliquus+ Chlorophyta+ Chlorophyceae+ Chlorococcales+ Scenedesmaceae+ Scenedesmus+ 383930345!
Pedinomonas+minor+ Chlorophyta+ Pedinophyceae+ Pedinomonadales+ Pedinomonadaceae+ Pedinomonas+ 376403573!
Micromonas+pusilla+CCMP1545+ Chlorophyta+ Prasinophyceae+ Mamiellales+ Mamiellaceae+ Micromonas+ 226968543!
Micromonas+sp.+rcc299+ Chlorophyta+ Prasinophyceae+ Mamiellales+ Mamiellaceae+ Micromonas+ 226968641!
Pycnococcus+provasolii+ Chlorophyta+ Prasinophyceae+ Pseudoscourfieldiales+ Pycnococcaceae+ Pycnococcus+ 224179399!
Pyramimonas+parkeae+ Chlorophyta+ Prasinophyceae+ Pyramimonadales+ + Pyramimonas+ 224179399!
Chlorella+vulgaris+ Chlorophyta+ Trebouxiophyceae+ Chlorellales+ Chlorellaceae+ Chlorella+ 7524759!
Chlorella+variabilis+ Chlorophyta+ Trebouxiophyceae+ Chlorellales+ Chlorellaceae+ Chlorella+ 254798615!
Parachlorella+kessleri+ Chlorophyta+ Trebouxiophyceae+ Chlorellales+ + Parachlorella+ 108796875!
Coccomyxa+sp.CF169+ Chlorophyta+ Trebouxiophyceae+ + Coccomyxaceae+ Coccomyxa+ 323149147!
Oltmannsiellopsis+viridis+ Chlorophyta+ Ulvophyceae+ + + Oltmannsiellopsis+ 108773302!
Pseudendoclonium+akinetum+ Chlorophyta+ Ulvophyceae+ Ulvales+ Kornmanniaceae+ Pseudendoclonium+ 331268093!!! !
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Table&5.9&–&Conserved&ZSCPs&across&14&related&algal&species&chloroplasts,&together&with&their&predicted&values&for&the&C.#reinhardtii&chloroplast&


















Pro:Arg! CCC! 0.041! AGG! 0.016! 0.001! 55! 0.036!
Cys:Arg! UGC! 0.103! CGG! 0.005! 0.001! 7! 0.004!
Cys:Arg! UGC! 0.103! AGG! 0.016! 0.002! 7! 0.012!
Arg:Arg! CGG! 0.005! CGG! 0.005! 0.000! 67! 0.002!
Arg:Cys! AGG! 0.016! UGU! 0.897! 0.014! 8! 0.115!!
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5.2.10 Hypothesis* Ten* –* The* available* tRNA* pool* reflects* the* relative* codon*
preferences*seen*in*the*C.'reinhardtii*chloroplast*genome*
!Studies! in!other!organisms,!most!prominently!E.#coli,!have!shown!codon!usage!to!be! linked! to! both! the! relative! levels! of! the! corresponding! tRNA,! and! its! specific!recharge!rate!(Plotkin!and!Kudla,!2011).!In!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!this!is!not!the!case,!as!the!tRNA!pool!is!already!so!restricted.!All!20!amino!acids!are!catered!for;!however,!only!34!unique! tRNAs!are!encoded! (see!Figure!5.1).!As! there! is!no!evidence! for! tRNA! import! into! the! chloroplast,! the! remaining! 27! codons! are!thought!to!be!satisfied!by!virtue!of!the!‘wobble!hypothesis’,!as!seen!for!many!other!chloroplast!genomes!(MarechalQDrouard!et#al.,!1993).!It!was!initially!assumed!that!codon! preferences! observed! in! the!C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast!would! be! primarily!biased!towards!the!tRNAs!present.!!To! investigate! whether! this! was! the! case,! the! tRNA! genes! present! in! the! C.#



































5.3 Discussion+!During!the!course!of!this!chapter,!the!relative!effects!of!codon8!and!codon!pair!use!in! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome! have! been! analysed,! and! the! results! of!these!analyses!applied!to!a!collection!of!transgenic!genes!in!an!effort!to!ascertain!why!some!transgenes!were!successfully!expressed!and!others!were!not.!This!goal!has! not! been! achieved;! however,! our! understanding! of! the!mechanics! of! codon8!and!codon!pair!preference!in!the!chloroplast!has!been!advanced.!!To!briefly!summarise!this!chapter’s!findings:!
• Hypotheses) One) and) Two! confirmed! that! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast!genome! does! display! specific! codon8! and! codon! pair! biases! relative! to!model!predictions!that!exclude!any!such!preferences.!
• Hypotheses) Three) and) Four! examined! the!gene8wide! codon8! and! codon!pair! adaptation! of! a! panel! of! expressing! and! non8expressing! transgenes!investigated! in! the! Purton! lab.! It! was! shown! that! neither! measure!correlated! with! the! absolute! expression! of! the! recombinant! genes!examined.!
• Hypothesis) Five! introduced! the! concept! of! Zero! Scoring! Codon! Pairs! –!codon! pairs! not! seen! in! the!C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome.! This! set! of!1142! codon! pairs! was! used! to! challenge! a! panel! of! expressing! and! non8expressing!transgenes,!and!it!was!found!that!these!unseen!codon!pairs!are!actually!seen!extensively!in!both!expressing!and!non8expressing!transgene!settings.!This!demonstrated!that!the!absence!of!a!codon!pair!from!the!native!
C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome! does! not! explicitly! indicate! a! fatal!intolerance!to!expression.!
• This! topic!was! investigated! further! in!Hypothesis) Six,!where! predictions!were!made! as! to! how!many!ZSCPs! could!be! expected! in! the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast! genome.! It! was! found! that! the! non! codon! pair! biased! model!
p(dataset3)!predicted!1364!ZSCPs,!222!more!than!are!actually!seen.!These!predicted! pairs! were! not,! however,! all! in! agreement! with! the! observed!ZSCP:! 189! codon! pairs! not! seen! in! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome!
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were! predicted! to! have! been! present! by! the! model.! These! were! termed!unexpectedly!unseen!zero!scoring!codon!pairs!(uuZSCPs).!
• In! Hypothesis) Seven,! the! nine! uuZSCPs! with! the! highest! predicted!occurrences! from! the! previous! hypothesis! were! cross8referenced! against!expressing!and!non8expressing!recombinant!genes.!Six!of!the!uuZSCPs!were!found! to! be! present! in! at! least! one! expressing! transgene,! showing! that!these,!too,!are!tolerated.!
• Hypothesis)Eight!looked!into!the!possibility!that!local!regions!of!bad!codon!use,!rather!than!point!or!gene!wide!effects,!were!related!to!the!expression!or!non8expression!of!transgenes.!Both!optimised!and!non8optimised!sets!of!recombinant! genes!were! examined,! but! no! comprehensive! patterns!were!observed.!
• Hypothesis) Nine! investigated!whether!ZSCPs! are! conserved!between! the!chloroplasts!of!14!related!green!algal!species.!Five!codon!pairs!were!found!to!be!absent!from!all!14;!however,!the!rarity!of!these!codon!pairs!based!on!
C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast! codon! preferences! and! amino! acid! pair! usage!negated!any!significance!of!this!finding.!
• Finally,! Hypothesis) Ten! analysed! the! limited! tRNA! pool! seen! in! the! C.#
reinhardtii!chloroplast!in!regard!to!relative!codon!preferences.!Surprisingly,!it!was!found!that!codon!preference!does!not!follow!tRNA!availability.!In!fact,!there! is! a! wide! range! of! tRNA! related! preference! seen,! from! 94!%!preference! for! the! native! tRNA! codon! for! lysine! to! 90!%! preference! for!wobble!factor!codons!for!cysteine.!!To! conclude,! it! has! been! shown! that! codon! pair! preference! does! exists! in! the!C.#
reinhardtii!chloroplast!genome;!however,!so!far!no!data!has!been!presented!to!link!either! codon8,! or! codon! pair! optimisation! to! absolute! recombinant! gene!expression.! It! is! likely! that! this! finding! is! a! result! of! the! absolute! nature! of! the!expression!investigated,!as!for!protein!accumulation!to!be!entirely!undetectable,!it!is! likely! that! several! detrimental! factors! are! working! together.! An! interesting!future!area!of!study!would!be!to!look!at!occurrence!of!rare!codon!pairs!in!relation!to!levels!of!expressed!proteins.!To!take!a!more!experimental!approach,!as!opposed!to! the! observational! study! presented! above,! a! prime! target! for! such! an!investigation! is! the! uuZSCP! UUU:CGU! (Phe:Arg)! in! cpl31.! Expression! of! cpl31! is!
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6.1.1 Research+presented+Chapter! three! describes! the! design! and! successful! expression! in! the! algal!chloroplast! of! a! synthetic! gene! encoding! the! bacteriophage! endolysin! Cpl81.! The!lysin! was! isolated! following! a! protocol! adapted! from! earlier! work! on! the!expression!of!cpl31!in!E.#coli!(Loeffler!et#al.,!2001)!and!produced!a!greatly!enriched!Cpl81! preparation.! The! activity! of! the! recombinant! lysin! against! its! target,! S.#
pneumoniae,! was! investigated! in! liquid! culture! by! a! turbidity! clearance! assay!where! bacterial! cell! lysis!was!measured! by! a! drop! in! optical! density! at! 600! nm.!Both! crude! and! enriched! extracts! displayed! significant! clearance! of! bacterial!cultures! relative! to! both! buffer! and! non! Cpl81! containing! extracts.! Furthermore,!the!rate!of!clearance!was!shown!to!be!significantly!faster!for!the!enriched!extract,!which!contained!a!higher!concentration!of!Cpl81!as!demonstrated!by!western!blot!analysis.!C.#reinhardtii!synthesised!Cpl81!was!shown!to!be!active!against!three!out!of! four! clinical! isolates! of! S.# pneumoniae;# however,! no! activity! was! observed!against!S.#pyogenes!or!E.#coli.!!Preliminary!investigations!into!Cpl81!stability!in!a!C.#reinhardtii!crude!cell!extract!showed! little! degradation! after! 93! hours! at! 4! °C,! a! steadily! decline! in! Cpl81!concentration!over!this!time!period!at!25!°C,!and!rapid!degradation!over!24!hours!at!37! °C.!Accumulation!of!Cpl81!under! the! control! of! the!psaA#promoter/!5’!UTR!was!quantified!by!western!blot!analysis! comparison!with!a!commercial! standard!and! a! figure! of! approximately! 9! %! TSP! calculated,! although! this! requires!verification.!!
6.1.2 Future+prospects+Further!investigations!into!the!expression!of!cpl31#in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!can! be! split! into! two! categories:! the! continuation! of! this! project! by! further!investigation! into! the! potential! of! native! Cpl81! as! an! antimicrobial,! and! the!application! of! synthetic! biology! to! produce! a! therapeutic!more! tailored! towards!clinical!use.!
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6.1.2.1 Continuing*investigations*into*native*Cpl:1*In!order!to!properly!conclude!this!project!there!are!several!objectives!that!should!be!addressed,! firstly! the!quantification!of!Cpl81!accumulating! in! the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast.!This!is!important!both!for!conducting!feasibility!studies!in!relation!to!projected! costings! of! a! commercial! product,! and! also! for! further! process!optimisation! where! accurate! quantification! throughout! the! purification! protocol!will!be!necessary.!It!has!been!suggested!that!the!discrepancy!between!western!blot!analysis! and! Coomassie! stained! comparisons! between! samples! and! standards!could!be!related!to!the!purified!nature!of!the!standard.!A!potential!future!strategy!would! thus! be! to! analyse! the! standard! in! the! presence! of! a! blank! C.# reinhardtii!sample.! Alternatively! quantification! could! be! conducted! by! ELISA! as! opposed! to!western!blot!analysis.!!Secondly,!it!is!important!to!derive!a!strategy!capable!of!producing!a!truly!purified!(as!opposed!to!simply!enriched)!Cpl81!sample.!Such!a!sample!could!then!be!used!to!conduct! enzymatic! studies! on! Cpl81! to! ensure! that! the!C.# reinhardtii! synthesised!lysin!shows!a!comparable!specific!activity!relative!to!that!produced!by!others!in!E.#
coli! or!plant!based! systems! (Loeffler!et#al.,! 2003;!Oey!et#al.,! 2009b).!The! current!purification! strategy,! though! involving! a! matrix! typically! used! for! ion! exchange!chromatography,!could!more!actively!be!described!as!affinity!chromatography!as!DEAE! acts! as! a! choline! analogue.! Given! the! extreme! binding! affinity! of! Gram8positive! lysins! for! their! cell! wall! target,! this! technique! should! thus! be! able! to!produce!highly!pure!Cpl81! extracts,! once!properly! optimised.!Optimisation! could!be!conducted!by!first!using!a!NaCl!gradient!to!ascertain!the!concentration!at!which!Cpl81!elutes!from!the!column,!and!then!tailoring!future!wash!steps!accordingly.!!Once! purified! Cpl81! samples! of! known! concentration! are! produced,! enzymatic!characterisation! can! be! conducted! to! give! values! for! specific! activity! as! well! as!Michaelis8Menten!kinetic!data!if!a!suitable!substrate!can!be!acquired.!Such!purified!Cpl81! would! also! be! required! for! the! progression! of! in# vivo! activity! analysis! in!animal!models,!with!a! logical!starting!point!being!to!replicate!early!Cpl81!studies!conducted!on!murine!pneumococcal!colonisation!models!(Loeffler!et#al.,!2003).!!
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6.2.1 Research+presented+In! Chapter! four,! synthetic! genes! encoding! two! further! lysins,! (Gp20! and! Lys16)!were! designed! and! successfully! introduced! into! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast.!However,!neither!transformant!line!gave!detectable!levels!of!recombinant!protein!accumulation,! and! thus! the! focus! of! the! chapter! was! turned! towards! the!improvement! of! transgene! expression! by! translation! optimisation.! A! novel!expression!cassette!was!used!to!generate!atpA34:GoI!chimeras,!faithfully!recreating!the! translation! initiation! region! from! the! endogenous! atpA! gene.! The! chimeric!genes! did! not! give! detectable! expression;! however,! work! by! others! implied! this!might!be!due!to!instability!of!the!gene!product!as!opposed!to!a!failure!to!improve!translation!initiation.!In!order!to!recreate!a!translation!initiation!region!of!proven!function! while! maintaining! folding! stability,! and! to! simultaneously! create! dual!functioning! lysins,! full! enzyme! fusions! were! generated.! The! gp20# and! lys16#sequences!were!fused!to!an!upstream!copy!of!cpl31!via!a!flexible!linker!region,!with!a!cpl31:pal!fusion!as!a!positive!control.!Of!the!three!fusion!genes,!only!the!positive!control,! cpl31:pal! showed! detectable! expression! in! the! C.# reinhardtii! chloroplast!suggesting!that!translation!was!compromised!by!ribosome!stalling!within!the!gp20#and! lys16# regions! of! the! transcripts.! The! Cpl81:Pal! fusion! lysin! was! purified! by!choline! affinity! chromatography,! demonstrating! that! at! least! one! cell8binding!domain! is!correctly! folded;!however,!no!antimicrobial!activity!was!observed.!The!novel! optimisation! software,! CUO,! was! utilised! to! redesign! gp20! with! improved!codon8!and!codon!pair!adaptation,!but!this!also!gave!no!detectable!expression.!!
6.2.2 Future+prospects+
6.2.2.1 Redesign*of*the*fusion*lysin*flexi:linker*An!advantage!of!the!lysins!over!conventional!antibiotics!is!that!they!do!not!disrupt!the!natural!microflora!due!to!their!highly!specific!nature!(Fischetti,!2003).!Though!beneficial!from!a!clinical!prospective,!this!property!is!considered!disadvantageous!from! a! pharmaceutical! standpoint:! an! agent! that! targets! a! very! narrow! range! of!stains!costs!the!same!to!license!and!produce!as!one!that!can!treat!an!entire!phylum!
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(David! Harper,! AmpliPhi! Biosciences,! personal! communication).! An! agent! that!could! target! multiple! pathogens! while! remaining! benign! towards! commensal!bacteria!would!thus!be!the! ideal!solution.!The!purification!of! the!Cpl81:Pal! fusion!lysin!by!selective!binding!to!the!choline!analogue!DEAE!has!shown!that!at!least!one!of!the!two!choline!binding!domains!present!is!correctly!folding.!The!lack!of!activity!from!either!domain!suggests!issues!involving!steric!hindrance!as!opposed!to!mis8folding.!Cpl81!for!example,!is!known!to!dimerise!via!the!CBD!for!full!activity!(Resch!
































6.2.2.2 Further*investigations*into*the*expression*of*atpA34:GoI*chimeras*The! detrimental! effect! of! the! N8terminal! extension! seen! for! AtpA34:Cpl81! was!discussed!in!Chapter!four.!It!was!suggested!that!the!positioning!of!the!tight!alpha!helical! structure! of! the!AtpA34!moiety!might! destabilise! the!Cpl81!protein!due! to!the! semi8buried! position! of! the! N8terminus! between! the! two! domains.! There! is!currently! no! structural! data! available! for! Gp20! or! Lys16! so! it! is! not! possible! to!comment!on!whether!a!similar!disruption!is!occurring;!however,!there!is!a!crystal!structure! for! another! protein! previously! expressed! recombinantly! in! the! C.#
reinhardtii! chloroplast! in! the! Purton! lab.! Human! Growth! Hormone! (hGH),! also!known! as! somatotropin,! is! a! small! (22.3! kDa)! globular! protein! that! is! used!therapeutically! to! treat! a! number! of! growth! hormone! based! deficiencies! (Mehta!and!Hindmarsh,!2002).!The!crystal!structure!was!solved!in!1995!(Chantalat!et#al.,!1995)! and! shows! the! N8terminus! to! be! exposed,! and! thus! would! make! for! an!interesting! candidate! for! further! investigating! the! nature! of! the! translation!initiation!region!in!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!transgene!expression!(Figure!6.2).!!!It! has! been! observed! that! the! C8terminus! of! Cpl81! is! also! located! in! the! region!between!the!two!domains;!however,!extensions!such!as!the!HA!tag!and!flexi8linker!of! the! fusion! lysin!Cpl81:Pal!do!not!seem!to!have!generated! instability.! It! is! likely!that! this! is! due! to! the!nature!of! the! extensions! –! the! flexi8linker!was! specifically!designed!to!form!a!random!coil!conformation,!and!the!HA!tag!has!be!modelled!and!again! shows! little! secondary! structure! (data! not! shown).! If! expression! of! an!
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6.3.1 Research%presented%Chapter! five! investigated! the! codon5! and! codon! pair! preferences! of! the! C.#
reinhardtii! chloroplast! genome! from! a! bioinformatics! prospective,! and! related!these!findings!back!to!transgenes!introduced!into!the!chloroplast!in!the!Purton!lab.!It!was! found!that,!although!definite!codon5!and!codon!pair!biases!do!exist! in! this!genome,!these!preferences!do!not!appear!to!show!any!correlation!with!whether!a!transgene!is!expressed!or!not.!!!
6.3.2 Future%prospects%
6.3.2.1 Continuation#of#current#analyses#Two!apparent!limitations!of!the!codon!investigation!presented!above!are!the!size!of!the!transgene!pool!investigated!and!the!qualitative!(as!opposed!to!quantitative),!nature!of! the!analysis.!The! former! is! a! consequence!of! the!preliminary!nature!of!the!study;!only!transgenes!from!the!Purton!lab!were!included.!Now!that!this!early!study! has! been! concluded! and! a! codon! pair! bias! demonstrated! it! would! seem!appropriate!to!start!contacting!other!labs!in!order!to!expand!the!transgene!sample!size.! Introducing! a! quantitative! dimension! to! the! study! may! prove! to! be! more!challenging! due! to! the! issues! with! quantification! discussed! in! Chapter! three,!especially!when! the! involvement!of! other! groups! is! taken! into! account.!The!best!approach! would! likely! be! to! group! transgenes! into! discrete! sets,! the! most!rudimentary!application!being!simply!the!discrimination!between!‘high’!and!‘low’!levels! of! recombinant! protein! accumulation.! From! this! starting! point! the!model!could! be! improved! upon! as! more! robust! quantification! techniques! became!available.!!A!further!drawback!to!the!research!conducted!in!Chapter!five!is!the!absolute!way!in!which!rare!codon!pairs!were!considered,!in!that!only!pairs!entirely!unseen!were!investigated.!As!shown!by!Weiβ!and!colleagues,!rare!but!not!unseen!codons!can!be!sufficient! to! significantly! disrupt! the! synthesis! of! the! D1! protein! (Weiß! et# al.,!2012).! It!would! therefore!be! interesting! to! filter! the!data! to! identify! codons! that!
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are!presence!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!genome,!but!not!seen!in!transgenes!of!detectable!expression.!!!
6.3.2.2 Site#directed#mutagenesis#of#the#uuZSCP#in#cpl51%One!of!the!most!intriguing!findings!made!during!the!course!of!this!work!was!that!the!most!strongly!avoided!unexpectedly!unseen!zero!scoring!codon!pair!(uuZSCP)!is!in!fact!present!in!the!well!expressed!cpl/1!gene.!The!conclusion!drawn!from!this!finding!was!that!either!uuZSCPs!are!avoided!for!reasons!completely!separate!from!translational! elongation! such! as! relating! to! overall! cell! fitness,! or! that! Cpl51!accumulates! to! high! levels! despite! the! presence! of! this! potentially! detrimental!codon! pair.! Which! of! these! is! the! case! could! be! investigated! experimentally! by!replacing! the! uuZSCP!UUU:CGU!with!UUC:CGU! and! then! re5introducing! the! gene!into! the!C.#reinhardtii! chloroplast.!The!UUC:CGU!codon!pair!encodes!32!of! the!58!total!occurrences!of!the!Phe:Arg!amino!acid!pair!thus!is!clearly!well!tolerated.!An!increase!in!Cpl51!accumulation!as!demonstrated!by!western!blot!analysis!would!be!strong! evidence! that! the! UUU:CGU! pair! is! detrimental! to! translation! in! the! C.#
reinhardtii!chloroplast.!!
6.3.2.3 An#experimental#approach#to#codon#pair# investigation#utilizing#the#D1#loop#
region#In! order! to! conduct! a! broader! experimental! investigation! into! how! codon! pair!usage!affects!gene!expression!in!the!C.#reinhardtii!chloroplast!a!similar!strategy!to!that!demonstrated!by!Weiβ!and!colleagues!could!be!employed!(Weiß!et#al.,!2012).!It! has! been! shown! that! the! flexible! loop! region! of! D1,! encoded! by! psbA,! can! be!altered! without! affecting! the! folding! or! function! of! the! protein.! This! fact! was!utilised!by!Weiβ!and!colleagues!to!investigate!rare!codons,!with!detrimental!effects!being!demonstrated!by!an!inability!to!rescue!a!ΔpsbA!mutant.!Though!effective!for!the! purpose! of! the! study,! this! approach! only! gives! data! on! whether! or! not!expression!of!psbA!is!sufficient!to!allow!photosynthetic!growth,!and!thus!assumes!failure! to! isolate! transformants! to! be! proof! of! low! expression.! A!more! thorough!strategy! might! be! to! co5transform! the! ΔpsbA! mutant! with! another! selectable!marker,! for! example! aadA# for! spectinomycin/! streptomycin! resistance.! Once!transformants!are!generated!for!each!gene!variant,!accumulation!of!D1!could!then!
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by! assayed! by! western! blot! analysis! using! anti5D1# antibodies.! Photosynthetic!activity!could!also!be!analysed!in!order!to!give!a!comparison!to!the!data!presented!by!Weiβ!and!colleagues.!!!!
6.4 Concluding%remarks%This!study!has!demonstrated!the!first!reported!case!of!the!algal!chloroplast!as!an!expression!platform! for! the!production!of! a! viral!protein!antibiotic.!As!predicted!from!the!native!stability!of!lysins!in!prokaryotic5like!environments!(Fischetti!et#al.,!2006;!Wang!et#al.,!2000)!and!performance!in!the!chloroplast!of!higher!plants!(Oey!
et# al.,! 2009b),! the! Cpl51! lysin! accumulates! to! relatively! high! levels! in! the! C.#
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Appendix( b( .( PCR( screening( of( putative( bst.same1& transformants( for( correct(






































cpl$1&(atpA(promoter)(Two! transformant! colonies! were! re5streaked! on! HSM! and! screened! for! the! correct!insertion!of!the!expression!cassette.!Both!were!confirmed!as!correct!transformants.!
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atpA.F# pASap1/2!sequencing!primers! caagtgatcttaccactcac!rbcL.R# gctgctgcatgtgaagtttg!













































































Appendix( z( –( Gene( sequences( of( chimeric( and( fusion( protein( linker( regions( with(
translations(!AtpA!34!codon!chimeric!region!
!!!!Stromal!processing!peptidase!site!
!!!!Fusion!construct!flexi5linker!
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